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Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

Wednesday, October 03, 2012 
04:15 - 07:15 pm 

Surrey Campus, Cedar 2110 

A G E N D A  

 
 

1.  Call to Order/ Tally Wade  4:15 

2.  Confirmation of Agenda / Tally Wade  4:20 

3.  Approval of Minutes from September 05, 2012 / Tally Wade Attached 4:23 

4.  Chair's Report / Tally Wade  4:27 

5.  Program Revision: Bachelor of Design in Product Design List 
of Electives / Kenneth Hughes 

Attached 4:35 

6.  Business Administration Diploma Revision / Business Rep. Attached 4:50 

7.  Program Concept: / Alexandra Richmond 
6.1 Bachelor of Communications (BC) 
6.2 Bachelor of Business Administration  
       in Communications (BBA) 

Attached (2) 5:00 

8.  Items for Discussion  5:10 

9.  Adjournment  5:25 

 
 

 
 
Next Meeting 

Wednesday, November 07, 2012 
04:15 - 06:15 pm 
Surrey Campus, Cedar 2110 
 



 

Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum

Wednesday, September 5, 2012, 4:15 pm

Room Cedar 2110

M i n u t e s  

Present:  
Tally Wade  
Gregory Harris 
Jackie Baron 
Jane Fee 
Shawn Erickson 
Susan Morris 
Wendy Royal 
Zena Mitchell 
David Davidson  
 
 

Regrets: 
Carolyn Robertson 
Elaine Samwald 
Elizabeth Worobec 
Dana Cserepes 
 
Guests: 
Lin Hammill 
Allyson Rozell 
Henry Reiser 
Amy Ditchburn 
 

1. Call to Order  
The meeting was called to order at 4:22 pm 

2. Confirmation of Agenda 
Agenda was confirmed with no changes 

3. Approval of Minutes of June 6, 2012 

Moved by Gregory Harris; Seconded by Jackie Baron that the Minutes of June 6, 
2012 be approved.  

 MOTION CARRIED 
4. Chair’s Report 

No report given 

5. Full Program Proposal: BSC Major in Applications of Mathematics  
Lin Hammill and Allyson Rozell, Instructors, Faculty of Science and Horticulture 
presented the Full Program Proposal for the BSC Major in Applications of Mathematics.  

After the discussion, which included requests for a few changes, it was agreed that the 
Full Program Proposal was ready to be sent to Senate for approval. 

Changes requested include: 

 Curriculum Design section within the paragraph directly below comment “a)” 
make the following addition to the sentence “Students must satisfy the BSc 
Framework”…(add: in order to graduate with a BSc in Applications of 
Mathematics) 

 On page 10, in the paragraph near the bottom of the page just above the section 
for Computational Mathematics concentration add in the word “they” after 
“Additionally students must ensure”. 



 On page 14 under Admission Requirements. In order to differentiate between the 
4 bulleted requirements and the one additional requirement for students who are 
interested in pursuing the Biomathematics concentration it is requested that 
“NOTE:” be place in front of the paragraph. (This is not an admissions 
requirement for the BSc in Applications of Mathematics) 

Moved by Gregory Harris; Seconded by Susan Morris that the Full Program 
Proposal: BSC Major in Applications of Mathematics be accepted and forwarded 
to Senate for approval.  

 MOTION CARRIED 

6. Trades & Technology Math Admission Requirements  

Henry Reiser (Dean) Amy Ditchburn (Divisional Business Manager) Faculty of Trades 
and Technology presented their request for revisions to entrance requirements for 
Trades and Technology Foundation programs. 

Brief Background: ALEKS, which is the scoring system used to evaluate Students 
seeking admission to Trades programs, has changed its scoring system, as a result 
Kwantlen’s 2012/2013 calendar no longer accurately reflects the entrance requirements. 
The Faculty of Trades and Technology is requesting that the 2012/2013 calendar be 
changed to reflect only the percentage grade for Mathematics scores for each program – 
as the percentage as not changed only the numerical equivalent. 

After discussion it was decided that this request is in line with housekeeping changes 
and not curricular and therefore should be forwarded to Senate as a memo for 
information only. The 2012/2013 calendar cannot be changed at this time but the change 
will be reflected in the 2013/2014 calendar.  

Action: That the Secretariat pen a memo informing Senate of the 
administrative/housekeeping change and that our future calendar will not publish 
numerical test score but rather percentile scores required for admission into 
Trades programs. 

Moved by Jane Fee, Seconded by Wendy Royal THAT the changes from a numeric 
to percentile score be approved and be reflected in the 2013/14 calendar and that 
this information be forwarded to Senate as an FYI,  

 MOTION CARRIED 

7. Program Revision:  Public Safety and Communications Progression Grade:  

Tally Wade, Instructor in Public Safety Communications Program requested that a 
change to the grading and assessment procedures that rescinds its “A-“ (80%) Policy for 
PSCM Courses in the lower levels to a B+ (75%) level. The “A-“ requirement has overly 
complicated the grading process and has made it difficult for students to meet both the 
academic and practical requirements of the programs. Lowering the progression grade 
will provide greater flexibility and allow for greater integrity in assessments. Department 
faculty feel this will better reflect a fair assessment for students in the program. 

The change to this process would begin in September of 2013. 

Discussion included comments about a similar circumstance being dealt with in the 
Interior Design Program and that there is a possibility that this change could be handled 
as a graduation change not requiring a curricular change. 



Action: Tally and Zena to meet and discuss options for making these changes without 
affecting the program curriculum. 

Moved by Gregory Harris; Seconded by Jackie Baron that Tally and Zena discuss 
a grad requirement change that will not require a curricular change. 

 MOTION CARRIED 

8. Community and Health Studies Course Outlines – Credit Calculation 
Changes  

Jackie Baron, Instructor in the Faculty of Community and Health Studies (CAHS), 
presented information about the credit changes that were made to all courses within 
CAHS that use Mode 20 to calculate course credits.  

When Course Outlines were created using a Mode 20 Course Calculation, the field was 
inaccurately calculated. This resulted in courses being as much as three credits lower 
then intended.  

Discussion ensued regarding the ability of students to challenge the change and request 
additional credits for the work they completed. It was decided that because the credits 
were published in Kwantlen’s Academic Calendar these requests would not be 
approved.  

A memo for information only is being forwarded to senate to explain the situation: how it 
was discovered and what has been done to correct it. The system that was used at the 
time has now been changed from Lotus Notes to SharePoint and the auto calculation 
field has been revised and double checked. 

Action: To be forwarded to Senate as Information Only. Changes to be made to the 
Academic Calendar. 

9. Program Revision:  Bachelor of Design in Product Design List of Electives 

Tabled to Next meeting 

10. Items for Discussion 

 Discussion about adherence to deadlines 

 As it was Jackie Baron’s last S2C2 meeting, the committee acknowledged and 
thanked her for her work over the last 2 years. 

11. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 5:40 pm. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

 

 

TO: 

 

Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

 

CC: 

 

Kenneth Hughes 

 

FROM: 

 

George Verghese 

 

DATE: 

 

22-May-12 

 

SUBJECT: 

 

Bachelor of Design in Product Design (DEPD) – approved list of electives 

 

 

 

At the February 2012 Faculty of Design Curriculum Committee meeting, a proposed list of electives for the DEPD 

program was reviewed and approved.  The program plans to implement the list in Fall 2012. 

 

Rationale 

 

Students are required to complete four elective courses of 3 credits each in years 3 and 4.  The attached list 

incorporates suggestions from SSCC at its January 2012 meeting, which is to increase breadth by offering more 

elective options for students to choose from.  The program accepts first year level electives.  Students who plan 

to use upper level courses are advised to check with the Kwantlen website on prerequisites requirements.  

Transfer credits will be considered.   

 

SSCC’s approval is requested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Att’d. 



12maydepd electives.docx 

Bachelor of Design in Product Design (DEPD) 

Electives 
 

During their third and fourth years in the DEPD program, students are required to 

complete four elective courses of 3 credits each. Students are encouraged to select a 

range of elective courses that both broaden their learning and also assist them in their 

design studios and technology workshops.   

 

Below is the Product Design’s accepted list of General Education electives.   Students are 

advised to check with the Kwantlen website about any prerequisites required for upper-

level courses.  The DEPD program will consider transfer requests and proposals for 

alternative electives. 

 

(Any first year level or above) 

Accounting (ACCT) 

Anthropology (ANTH) 

Art History (ARTH) 

Asian Studies (ASIA) 

Biology (BIOL) 

Business & Quantitative Methods (BUQU) 

Business (BUSI) 

Chemistry (CHEM) 

Creative Writing (CRWR) 

Criminology (CRIM) 

Economics (ECON) 

Entrepreneurial Leadership (ENTR) 

Environmental Protection (ENVI) 

Geography (GEOG) 

History (HIST) 

Journalism (JRNL) 

Marketing (MRKT) 

Modern Languages (MODL) 

Philosophy (PHIL) 

Physics (PHYS) 

Political Science (POLI) 

Psychology (PSYC) 

Sociology (SOCI) 

 

http://www.kwantlen.ca/calendar/courses/RR-buqu.html
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MEMORANDUM 

  
 
DATE: June 23, 2012 
 
TO: Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

FROM: David Wiens, Chair School of Business Curriculum Committee  

 
RE: Revision of Business Administration Diploma program   
 
 
We are seeking approval for the revision of the Business Administration Diploma program. The proposed 
implementation date for this program change is January 1, 2013 and will cause no detriment to students 
in the program. 
 
This program change has previously been approved by the School of Business Curriculum Committee at 
the June 8, 2012 meeting and Faculty Council at the June 22, 2012 meeting. 
 
Business Administration Diploma Program Change 
 
Revision requested:  We are asking for approval of the addition of the BUQU 1230 as an alternative to 
MATH 2341 in the Business Administration Diploma program. 
 
 
Revision:  

Before Revision  After Revision   

CONTENT 
The diploma requires the following courses: 

 Group A  
 ACCT 1110 Principles of Accounting I  
 ACCT 1210 Principles of Accounting II  OR 
 ACCT 2293 Intro. to Financial Accounting  

 Group B - All of:  
 ACCT 3320 Introductory Management 

Accounting  
 BUSI 1215 Organizational Behaviour I  
 CBSY 2205 Computers and Information 

Processing  
 ECON 1150 Principles of Microeconomics  
 ECON 1250 Principles of Macroeconomics  
 ECON 2350 Intermediate Microeconomics  
 ENGL 1100 Writing, Reading and Thinking: 

An Introduction  
 MATH 1140 Calculus I (Business 

Applications) Note: MATH 1120 or MATH 
1130 can be substituted for MATH 1140 

 MATH 2341 Introduction to Statistics for 
Business  

 Group C - One of:  
 ECON 2208 History of Economic Thought  
 ECON 2210 Money and Banking  
 ECON 2260 Environmental Economics  
 ECON 2280 Labour Economics  
 ECON 2255 Globalization in an Economic 

Framework 
 Group D - One of:  

CONTENT 
The diploma requires the following courses: 

 Group A  
 ACCT 1110 Principles of Accounting I  
 ACCT 1210 Principles of Accounting II  OR 
 ACCT 2293 Intro. to Financial Accounting  

 Group B - All of:  
 ACCT 3320 Introductory Management 

Accounting  
 BUSI 1215 Organizational Behaviour I  
 CBSY 2205 Computers and Information 

Processing  
 ECON 1150 Principles of Microeconomics  
 ECON 1250 Principles of Macroeconomics  
 ECON 2350 Intermediate Microeconomics  
 ENGL 1100 Writing, Reading and Thinking: An 

Introduction  
 MATH 1140 Calculus I (Business Applications) 

Note: MATH 1120 or MATH 1130 can be 
substituted for MATH 1140 

 MATH 2341 Introduction to Statistics for 
Business OR 

 BUQU 1230 Business Statistics Note: 
Students wishing to transfer BUQU 1230 to SFU 
should consult an SFU advisor 

 Group C - One of:  
 ECON 2208 History of Economic Thought  
 ECON 2210 Money and Banking  
 ECON 2260 Environmental Economics  
 ECON 2280 Labour Economics  
 ECON 2255 Globalization in an Economic 
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 ENGL1202 Reading and Writing about 
Selected Topics: An Introduction to 
Literature  

 PHIL 1100 Introduction to Philosophy  
 PHIL 1110 Confronting Moral Issues: Ethics  
 PHIL 1145 Critical Thinking  

 

Framework 
 Group D - One of:  

 ENGL1202 Reading and Writing about 
Selected Topics: An Introduction to Literature  

 PHIL 1100 Introduction to Philosophy  
 PHIL 1110 Confronting Moral Issues: Ethics  
 PHIL 1145 Critical Thinking  

 
 
 
Rationale and Support 
 
BUQU 1230 is the recommended course for the KPU BBA programs. Adding BUQU 1230 as an 
alternative to MATH 2341 would help those students who choose to continue their education at Kwantlen. 
Also the Business Administration Diploma Program was created at a time when KPU didn’t have its own 
degree programs. Therefore, the program was aligned with the first two years of the SFU’s Business 
Administration program; therefore, MATH 2341 was chosen as the Business Statistics requirements.  
 
 
Impact on Students 
 
Adding BUQU 1230 as an alternative to MATH 2341 will provide students with more options. Moreover, 
this information will be disseminated to all students via the academic calendar – not just to those students 
who happen to ask- or to be told by a business advisor.  
  
 
Implementation Date 
 
We are seeking an implementation date of January 2013. 
 



 

Program Concept 

 

Bachelor in Communications (BC) 
 

Include the following appendices: Appendix A – Internal Consultations; Appendix B – Library 
Assessment Template; Appendix C - Development & Implementation Timetable. Additional material 
may also be included as appendices. For information about submitting the completed concept 
document, please contact the Chair of SSCC. 

 

A. Originating Group  
 

1. Internal Developers  
 

Developers: Alexandra Richmond Faculty: Applied Communications 
 

  Panteli Tritchew  Department 
 

     

    Faculty of Business 
 

      

Dean:  Arthur Coren  Faculty of Business 
 

      

Date: April 1, 2012   
 

 
If joint educational offering, name of 
other institution: N/A 

 
Note: Requirements outlined in the joint educational policy must be met before proceeding 
to full program proposal. 

 

 

B.      Basic Information 
 

B.1    Name of proposed program 
 

Bachelor  in Communications 
 

B.2    Proposed credential to be granted 
 

Bachelor in Communications (BC) 
 

B.3    Expected length of program (in years): 
 

Four Years 
 

B.4    Anticipated start date of program:  
September  1, 2013 

 
B.5    Is this cohort, selective entry, or open access program? 

 
Open access 

 
B.6 How many students would you expect to enroll in each year of the program? How will the 

program be rolled out if you are not using a cohort model? 
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Bachelor  in Communications   

 Spring Spring Spring Spring 

 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Year One N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Year Two N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Year Three Bachelor in Communications 20* 25 30 35 

Year Four Bachelor Communications N/A 20 25 30 
 

*Courses will be filled by both BBAC students and BC students. As enrolments increase, 
we will increase sections of the courses.  

This program allows students to enter the degree in Year Three. 
 
The program will be rolled out by advertising to internal Kwantlen students who are enrolled in 
completing 60 credits of undergraduate studies as well as to external students who have 60 credits of 
undergraduate credits who transfer to Kwantlen. 
 
See Appendix G for an Executive Summary of Student Demand Analysis from the Office 
of Institutional Analysis & Planning, Kwantlen Polytechnic University (September 2010) 
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C.      Executive Summary 
 
 
 
The Bachelor in Communications - (BC) will provide graduates with the skill sets identified by 
business and government as critical to workplace achievement. Skills include written and oral 
communications, effective use of information technology, leadership and teamwork, strategic media 
selection and application, applied research and creative problem-solving skills, as well as project- 
and document-management skills. 
 
The primary objective of the BC program is to educate and prepare graduates with outstanding 
written and oral communications and teamwork skills. We expect that our graduates will take 
leadership roles in communications for non-profit, profit, and government organizations.  
Alternatively, graduates who acquire jobs in fields outside of communications will be successful 
precisely because of their superb communication skills. To accomplish the primary objective, the 
program will equip participants to think strategically and critically about the contexts, audiences, and 
purposes of their messages, select and synthesize media strategically, apply solid writing and editing 
skills, and to build on their diverse first two years of preparatory studies. 
 
The BC is an applied degree, based on extensive industry consultation, which will prepare graduates 
to transition seamlessly into the workforce and equip them for ongoing economic and career 
success. 
 
Institutional Priorities 
 
The BC supports Kwantlen’s principles and priorities as articulated in Kwantlen’s Mission and  
Mandate (KMM) statement. As an applied degree, this will support and enhance Kwantlen’s evolving 
Polytechnic mission because its structure will “respond to community, regional, industry, and market 
needs.” (KMM) Furthermore, the BC touches on each aspect of the institutional Mission: 
 
 (http://www.kwantlen.ca/mission/mission-mandate.html). 
 
Students can enter the program either with 60 credits of undergraduate credits from Kwantlen or 
60 transfer credits from another institution. They will have already met Kwantlen’s minimum 
entrance requirement. 
 
School of Business Priorities 
 
The Kwantlen’s School of Business mission is “To provide students of diverse ages, backgrounds and 
aspirations with a quality business education that prepares them for success in the workplace and 
graduate school.” 
 
The BC capitalizes on existing Kwantlen course offerings. The BC has a Year Three entry which allows 
for students with a broad range of first and second year backgrounds to enter the degree. The 
degree is based on industry and labour market surveys and will prepare students for workplace 
placement and ongoing success and advancement. The emphasis on listening and speaking, writing, 
interpersonal skills, research and critical thinking will prepare students for success in the workplace, 
while the emphasis on academic research, critical thinking, and writing skills will prepare them for 
graduate school. 

 
Access and Relation to Existing Programs  
The BC builds on Kwantlen’s existing strengths within the School of Business. It is designed to provide a 
flexible laddering option for students to complete a four- year Bachelor degree. Student will enter 
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the program in Year Three of their studies after having completed either a diploma, an associate 
degree or 60 credits of undergraduate studies at either Kwantlen or another recognized post-
secondary institution. 
 
It is also designed to allow student flexibility. Not only does it allow students to tailor their first two 
years and allow entry for students to enter with varied backgrounds, it provides for electives that will 
enable students to tailor their degree to their personal strengths and interests. 
 
Student Profile  
Students may be either traditional 18 -22 year-old university students or they may be working 
professionals upgrading their skills and completing a degree. Consequently the courses will be 
offered to allow full-time, part-time, evening and weekend attendance and courses will be 
offered through a variety of delivery methods.  
Degree Outcomes 
 
This rigorous degree will require both traditional academic and applied community-based research, 
and encourage creative and innovative problem-solving approaches through both case-based and 
real research projects. The degree culminates in a community-based, practicum course that 
integrates the key learning outcomes from all of the BC courses and allows students to apply those 
skills in a workplace setting. 

 

Educational Effectiveness  
The degree will offer effective use of resources in two ways. First, it will utilize existingfirst and 
second year course offerings. Second, it will be offered in conjunction with the Bachelor of 
Business Administration in Communications which will utilize the same third and fourth year 
university courses ensuring maximum utilization of institutional resources. 

 
The degree has an applied focus which ensures that students apply theory to practical business case 
studies. In addition, a six-credit capstone practicum course is offered in the final semester to allow 
students to apply their skills in an employment setting. 
 
Further study and Employment Options  
The degree program has been designed to reflect the needs articulated through industry consultation 
and labour market analysis. The new courses have been designed to take advantage of the Applied  
Communications faculty’s educational and occupational expertise and to incorporate the skills that 
have been prioritized by employers across a broad range of industries. This will ensure that students’ 
skill sets will enable them to both enter the labour force quickly, and maintain employability and 
mobility across the labour market. 
 
 
D   Access (Degree FPP section 6. Admission and Transfer/Residency) 

 
D.1. What entry requirements should applicants be expected to meet? If there are multiple entry 

points, please specify requirements for each. (A graphic representation of this may be 
attached. Are entrance requirements appropriate? Are students likely to be successful? 

 
Students will enter the BC in Year Three of their studies. 
 
YEAR THREE ENTRY: 
 
Students may enter the program in Year Three provided they meet the following requirement: 
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 Completion of 60 credits at the undergraduate level with a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.7 or 

higher, CMNS 1140 or equivalent with a minimum C+ and an additional 3 credits in university 
level English or Communications with a minimum grade of C+. 

 
 

 
2. Will the structure of the program allow for full-time, part-time, evening, weekend, on-line, 

mixed-mode delivery methods, or a combination of any of these? (Identify each as 
appropriate).  

 
Yes, the BC will provide structures allowing students to attend either full- or part-time. The new 
courses to be developed for this degree will be offered through weekend, on-line and mixed 
mode delivery methods as well as in traditional classroom and workplace environments. 
 
D.3 Will the structure of the program allow for multiple entry and exit points? (Be specific – use 

flow charts for clarity) 
 
Entry Points 
 
Year One – Student’s study options for years one and two will vary depending on which 60 
undergraduate credits they choose to complete. 
 
Year Three- Students will qualify to enter the program by completing 60 undergraduate credits at 
Kwantlen or a recognized post-secondary institution that meets Kwantlen’s minimum general entry 
requirements and meeting the requirements listed above. 
 
Year Four Exit Point - Students who complete the required 60 credits in third and fourth year and 
meet other university minimum requirements for graduation will graduate with a BC. 
 

E Student Profile 

 
E.1 Who are your target students (age, gender, educational background, work experience)? 

Where do they come from (recent high school graduates, mature students, transfers 
from other institutions)? How do you plan to recruit or attract these students? Are there 
other characteristics applicants should have that you identify as important?  

Target Students 
The following profiles describe the potential student recruitment base: 
 

Kwantlen Diploma graduates with a diploma or associate degree who wish to continue 
their studies in the field of Communications and graduate with a Bachelor’s degree  
Non-Kwantlen diploma or associate degree graduates who wish to continue their studies in the 
field of Communications and graduate with a Bachelor’s degree  
High School graduates who wish to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Communications Mid-
level working professionals who wish to upgrade with specialized courses related to 
Communications  
International students who wish to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Communications 

 
Plan to Recruit and Attract These Students 
 
With the assistance of Kwantlen’s recruitment offices, we will promote this program directly to the 
highschools as well as internally to existing Kwantlen students and through Kwantlen’s open house 
events. 
 
Furthermore, we plan to network closely with the  Society for Technical Communications, the  BC  
Securities Commission, the  Canadian Investor Relations Institute, the  Canadian Evaluation Society, 
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and the  International Association of Communications to receive referrals to the program. 
 

 
E.2. How will the program address the needs of under-prepared students? How will you get 

these students into a qualifying year? 
 
We would direct interested students who do not meet the entrance requirements to the  Faculty 
of  Academic and Career Advancement programs (e.g., Qualifying Year) in order for them to 
upgrade their qualifications as necessary.. 
 
E.3 How will the program address equity by decreasing systemic barriers? Is this type of program 

traditionally or historically underrepresented in specific cohort groups? (e.g., gender and/or 
age imbalance, First Nations) How will the program address these issues? 

 
Applied programs in Communication Studies are relatively recent in academia. As such, there is 
not a historical basis for underrepresentation. 
 
F Program Description (Degree FPP section 4. Curriculum/Program Content) 

 
F.1 Provide a broad description of the program outcomes, and how this program relates to existing 
or proposed programs at Kwantlen:  
GENERAL PROGRAM OUTCOMES  
The BC program aims to provide the skill sets identified by business, government and academic 
advisory boards as critical to workplace achievement. It builds on demand for existing courses and 
programs and is developed to meet feedback from industry on priority skills for new hires. 

 
In a broad sense, our students will develop and demonstrate critical thinking and analysis skills, oral 

and written communication skills, teamwork and interpersonal skills,moral and ethical frameworks, 
and a general understanding of core business concepts, structures and processes. Upon graduation, 
students will have 
 

Knowledge of advanced communication concepts and an ability to communicate successfully, 
orally and in writing.  
An ability to develop messages in a variety of media, including digital and print.  
An ability to communicate effectively, negotiate and manage conflict in a variety of situations. 
The ability to use electronic technology to find, retrieve, store, organize and disseminate 
information.  
A broad understanding of media and trends in digital technology. 

 
Knowledge of business organizations and structures and the impact of information 
and communication on these.  
An ability to think critically and problem solve. 

 
SPECIFIC PROGRAM OUTCOMES  
In addition to the above general academic skills, the program will provide the following core 
(specialized) outcomes for our graduates. Graduates of the BC will be able to perform the following:  
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving 
 

Use critical thinking and analysis skills to effectively evaluate, analyze and solve complex 
written and oral communication problems.  
Adapt message(s) and media to changing audience and context conditions to achieve new 
objectives. 
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Strategically select a variety of media to create cohesive and integrated communications 
solutions, taking into account multiple stakeholder interests and perspectives. 
Communicate effectively, verbally and in writing, with individuals and groups in a variety 
of business contexts. 

 
Written Communications  

Integrate concise language with visual design components to convey increasingly complex 
messages for a variety of audiences and purposes.  
Revise and edit documents for correctness, clarity and accuracy.  
Develop and deliver rhetorically powerful and effective oral presentations.  
Use conventional and new media tools to develop and implement a broad range of 
communication plans.  
Apply project planning and document management tools, skills and processes to define 
appropriate implementation strategies for communication as well as monitor and 
evaluate communication strategies and respond appropriately.  
Extract, outline and summarize essential material from both written and oral sources. 

 
Research 
 

Research and analyze data from primary and secondary sources, and evaluate data for relevance 
and accuracy to facilitate and inform communication strategies.  
Conduct and coordinate research and evaluation processes to develop and implement 
communication plans and strategies.  
Select and use contemporary electronic and web tools appropriate to specific research projects. 
Communicate effectively with a broad range of functional units and diverse stakeholders within 
the organization to solve or resolve complex communication problems and issues.  
Apply knowledge of corporate and business organizational theories, structures and mechanisms 
to support strategic decision making. 

 

Teamwork and Interpersonal  
Take a leadership role on teams by using teamwork, conflict resolution and mediation 
skills within a variety of contexts.  
Take a leadership role in negotiations by using teamwork, conflict resolution and mediation 
skills within a variety of contexts.  
Apply ethical, moral and legal principles to communication-related challenges and problems 
individually and in teams.  
Consider  the legal, moral and ethical parameters of business decisions or actions. 

 
Apply and use intercultural and multicultural skills to take on leadership and facilitation roles 
within teams.  

Information Design and Management 
 

Design, develop, implement and evaluate sound communication policies and procedures within 
an organization.  
Apply critical path and documentation management methodologies, and human resource 
management and conflict resolution techniques to team and multi-authored documentation 
projects.  
Coordinate and contribute to strategic website design and 
implementation. Write effective user-guides and training manuals.  
Design, develop, write, implement and test a broad range of policies and procedures suitable to 
advance organizational goals. 
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Understand and strategically use digital media to achieve and advance organizational goals. 

 
Ongoing Industry Preparation and Community Stakeholder Engagement 
 
In the development of the degree, the Applied Communications department has engaged in a 
survey and consultation process to gain industry feedback and is currently soliciting applications to 
join an industry advisory committee to provide ongoing feedback to inform the degree courses and 
program. 
 
For a comprehensive list of the skill-sets identified as critical by our Industry Contacts, please 
see Appendix F3—External Consultations. 

 

F.2 How does the proposed program support existing programs at Kwantlen? 
 
The BC will provide a degree option for students from other institutions as well as from Kwantlen. 
This degree will assist with institutional recruitment and retention by providing an innovative, 
industry driven, skills-based degree unlike any other Communications degree in the region. Not only 
does the degree utilize current course offerings, it enables students from diverse backgrounds to 
complete a survey of general business courses together with a rigorous upper level credits in 
communications to complete a four-year degree. 
 
Furthermore, the proposed program supports existing programs at Kwantlen as students will 
be taking courses from humanities, social sciences, design and other faculties to fulfill the 
elective requirements of the degree. 
 
F.3. Identify how the proposed program supports Kwantlen’s mission, core values, and 

strategic objectives? Please refer to policy L.10 Program Prioritization.  
(NOTE: F.3 is not applicable for the academic year of 2008/2009.) 

 
The BC supports Kwantlen’s mission and core values as articulated in Kwantlen’s Mission 
and Mandate (KMM) statement. 
 
1. Access,with a Year Three entry point accessible to students who have completed various 

combinations of undergraduate courses totaling 60 credits.  
 
2. Scholarship, with a rigorous set of new and existing courses that require traditional and 

community-based research, creative and innovative problem solving, writing-intensive courses, 
and a workplace-based, capstone course that integrates the key learning outcomes from all of 
the BC courses.  

 
3. Community, with community-based research and practicum requirement options that will 

require students to engage the broader community (local, provincial and global) in a variety of 
contexts.  

 
4. Mentorship, with mentorship opportunities from degree instructors and industry contacts in 

practicum placements.  
 
5. Stewardship, with courses in Ethics, as well as ethics competencies that will be woven into the 

curriculum throughout the degree.  
 
Strategically, as a degree with a heavily applied focus, the BC will support Kwantlen’s evolving 
Polytechnic mission because its structure will “respond to community, regional, industry, and market 
needs.” (KMM) 
 
Furthermore, as the majority of research projects will require active research in Kwantlen’s 
communities (industry, not-for-profit, and government), students participating in research projects 
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and practicum placements will be Kwantlen ambassadors to our local communities and diverse 
stakeholders. 
 
The BC supports Kwantlen’s academic priorities by providing a degree which reflects community 
and labour market needs, and which is in keeping with Kwantlen’s values and mandate as a  
Polytechnic University. 
 
 
 
 
F.4 How will the program ensure educational effectiveness (e.g., retention rates, completion rates, 

success rates for progression)? 
Does the program create opportunities for students to ladder from current programs? 

 
The program will ensure educational effectiveness by developing clearly defined program and 
course outcomes. The course sequence will be based on a careful analysis and strategic integration 
of course outcomes, as well as appropriate prerequisites that will help ensure that students are 
adequately prepared for each course as they progress through the degree requirements. 
 
Each course will have assessment techniques appropriate to the outcomes. Appropriate 
assessment will be built into the degree to ensure that students are prepared for higher-level 
courses, which will help to ensure retention and completion. 
 
In terms of success and completion rates, students will be able to avail themselves of an array 
of institutional resources, including but not limited to financial aid, counseling, career 
counseling, program advising, and the Early Alert program. 
 
Courses in this degree will be offered across the timetabling matrix, including in-class, online and 
mixed-mode format. Since students can choose to study full- or part-time, as well as self-select 
timetables and classroom modes suitable to their learning styles, this range of registration 
options will have a positive effect on student achievement and retention. 
 
The Bachelor of Communications has been developed in parallel with a BBA in Communications. As a 
result, the upper-level communications courses will be accessed by two different sets of degree 
students. This will ensure effective utilization of educational resources as well as provide a diverse 
student profile within classes. 
 
The degree is uniquely designed to allow students from a variety of backgrounds to ladder into a 
degree program. 
 
 

 
F.5 Describe how the proposed program incorporates co-op placements, work experience, 

practicum, clinical practice, etc.: (if applicable) 
 
Virtually all of the BC courses, including core business courses, require that students 
complete applied business-based research projects as an outcome of the course. 
 
In addition, the BC’s practicum course is a capstone project that provides students with an 
opportunity to integrate the knowledge and skill-sets of the degree and apply them in a workplace 
setting. 
 
The BC will not incorporate a co-op. Because students will be completing only four study terms in the 
communications department, we will not be able to meet the co-op’s new requirement of three co-
op terms. 
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F.6 Does this program include Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) as per Policy B.14 Credit for Prior 

Learning? 
 
Yes, the BC will adhere to Kwantlen’s Policy B.14 for Prior Learning. The applied nature of the 
degree ensures that BC courses will be accessible for PLA options, particularly for working 
professionals who need to upgrade their skills or credentials for career advancement. This group is 
one of our key target markets. 
 
All new courses in the program, with the exception of the Communication Practicum, will include PLA 
options utilizing any one or combination of the following: Interview, Portfolio, Project or Exam. 
 
F.7 Explain how current faculty are able to deliver the program, and if they are not, how this issue 

will be addressed. 
 
The degree has been developed based on industry demand and with recognition of the department’s 
core strengths. The existing faculty is able to deliver the program. The Applied Communications 
Department has an applied focus and demanding qualifications for faculty expertise. Specifically, the 
Minimum Qualifications to teach in the Applied Communications department are as follows: 
 

Academic Requirements Teaching Experience Industry experience 

Master’s in English, Post-secondary teaching 3 years directly related work 
Communications, Journalism  experience. Familiarity with current 
or equivalent field  Communications technology. 

 
 http://www.kwantlen.ca/policies/G-HumanRes/g07b.pdf 
 
 
 

G.      Outcomes 
 
G.1 Will this program allow students to continue with further study? Describe 

laddering, bridging, or post-credential continuation of education. 
 
Students who complete the BC degree will be able to continue their education by enrolling in a 
variety of Master’s programs. The most likely destination for our graduates would be a Master’s in 
Communication program. 
 
This four-year baccalaureate program will provide students with the 120 credits that are required to 
enter a Master’s program. 
 
 
G.2 What is the nature of the work students are being prepared for? Include current labour 

market data that shows a demand for this type of graduate. 
 

 
Graduates of the BC program will find employment in a broad spectrum of industry sectors, all of 
which require superb communication, mastery of multiple media applications, and a strategic, 
integrated approach to solving communication problems. They will integrate emerging theories of 
audience/situational analysis, visual and information design, research, critical thinking and 
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interpersonal communications to provide “integrated communications” solutions that can improve 
human performance in the workplace in order to advance the organization’s mission and vision. 
 
Employment Prospects  
This degree has been developed based on a thorough industry consultation and labour market 
demand analysis. It has received support from leaders in a broad range of industries. The demand for 
graduates with this skills set is supported by a number of key business surveys including the BC Skills 
Survey 2010 which ranks our core communications skills – listening/speaking, writing, team work, 
problem solving, and critical thinking - as five of the top ten skills consistently in demand from 
industry (See Appendix I Business Council of BC page 11) 
 
Please also see the research compiled from the Office of Institutional Analysis and Planning (See 
Appendix F2—separate document) 
 
In addition to preparing students to enter the workforce in a variety of industries, the degree will 
provide students with the skills set to advance within their places of employment. 
 
Finally, the following table, taken from the Labour Market Assessment from the Office of 
Institutional Analysis and Planning in Appendix E (page xx), shows solid employment demand in the 
communications field projected over the next 7 years. 
 
Projected Growth in Employment Demand by Selected Occupations in Business, Finance, 
and Administration, BC and Lower Mainland/Southwest, 2009 – 2019 
 

    Projection 
 

   NOC Period 2009- 
 

  Occupation Title Code 2019 
 

     
 

+  BC Overall  1,126,420 
 

(E
xp

an
si

o
n 

 Managers in Communication (except broadcasting) 013 920 
 

R
et

ir
em

en
t)

 Sales, Marketing, and Advertising Managers 061 11,340 
 

Policy and Program Officers, Researchers, and Consultants 416 11,720 
 

Writing, Translating, and Public Relations Professionals 512 6,510  

O
p

en
in

g
s 

 

Mainland/Southwest Overall  679,540 
 

Managers in Communication (except broadcasting) 013 660 
 

 Sales, Marketing, and Advertising Managers 061 8,850  

To
ta

l 

 
 

 Policy and Program Officers, Researchers, and Consultants 416 7,550 
 

 Writing, Translating, and Public Relations Professionals 512 4,510  

  
 

 
Source: British Columbia Labour Market Outlook 2009-2019  
Please note that each 3-digit National Occupational Cade can be further divided in 4-digit 
occupations; however, no projections for the period 2009-2019 are available at the 4-digit level. 
 



H. Consultations (Degree FPP section 9. Program Consultation) 

H.1 With whom have you consulted internally regarding this proposal? What were the results of these 

consultations? Please provide names, dates, and summary of feedback. Refer to Appendix A. 

 

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS—ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 

DEPARTMENT NAME (Chair) RECEIPT STATUS 

English Paul Tyndall Attached 

Journalism Beverly Sinclair Pending 

Human Resources Duane Radcliffe Attached 

Entrepreneurial Leadership Paul Leigh No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Marketing Paul Leigh No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Accounting Carol Stewart Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Bachelor Technology 

Computer Systems 

Andy Law Attached 

Business Ron Shay No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Economics Sigrid Ewender Attached 

Legal Admin Assistants Pam Galea No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Business Quantitative Ulrieke Birner Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Terri Smolar Public Relations Pending, will obtain for FPP 

 

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS—ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS 

DEPARTMENT TITLE NAME/ 
LOCAL 

RECEIPT 

Counselling Director, Student Development and Success Lyn Benn 
2467 

Pending 

Registrar Services (Admissions, 
Records & Graduation) 

Director, Registrar Services Zena Mitchell 

2463 

Nov.18 

Enrolment Services Director, Enrolment Services 

(Student engagement) 

Josh Mitchell 

2474 

Nov. 23 

Enrolment Support & 
Retention 

Director, Enrolment Support & Retention Warren Stokes 

3230 

Nov.22 

Information & Educational 
Technology (IET)  

Manager of User Support Paula Hannas 

2390 

Pending 

Institutional Analysis & 
Planning 

Director  Kathleen Bigsby 

3127 

August, 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT 
DEPARTMENTS cont’d 

   



Centre for Academic Growth Director Elaine Decker 

3078 

N/A 

Library Services Librarian Elaine Samwald 
2680 

Sept. 

School of Business Advising Jane Gray 
3280 

Nov.19 

Awards Director 
Financial Awards 

Julia Denker 
2336 

Nov. 18 

Enrollment Services Director 
New Student Programs 

Craig Brown 
3019 

Nov. 23 

Co-operative education Director 
Co-operative education 

Shawn Ericksen 
2013 

Nov. 23 

Registrar Manager 
Registration Systems 

Kathy  Wainman 
3225 

Via Warren 

Please see Appendix F(separate document)for the Degree Proposal Review Report prepared by the 

Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning for the BBA, BC.   

(Note—previous titles were BBA, Business Communications and BBA Communications Managment, 

but the credential name was changed based on feedback from various stakeholders.) 

H.2 With whom have you consulted externally regarding this proposal? What were the results of these 

consultations? Please provide names, dates, and summary of discussions. 

The table below lists external contacts that have been consulted.   

NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION 

Bowles, Patricia Director, Communications and 
Education, 

BCSC (BC Securities Commission) 

Dayson, Lily Manager, Evaluation Programs & 
Liaison 

Certified General Accountants 
Association of BC 

Dickson, Ellsworth  Co-Publisher/Editor-in-Chief      Resource World Magazine 

Freimond, Chris Principal Partner,   

Former President  

Freimond Public Relations Inc 

International Association Business Communications, BC 

Gauthier, Charles  Executive Director -  Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association 
(DVBIA)  

Guterres, Tracy Manager, Human Resources BC Hydro 

Herringer, Michael Manager, Programming, Shaw Cablesystems 

Keeling, Chuck General Manager 

Vice-President, Racing Operations,  

Fraser Downs Racetrack & Casino 

Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

Kehler, Connie Executive Director 

Program Manager 

Canadian Herb, Spice, and Natural Products Coalition 

Canadian On-Farm Food Safety Working Group 

Keigher, Tom Distribution Centre Manager TDL Group (Tim Horton’s ) 

Kidd, Kevin  Store Manager  The Brick 

Kirkbride, 
Maureen 

Governmental Affairs  Telus 

Lee, William Business Analyst Ivanhoe Mines and Southgobi Resources, Vancouver. BC 

Leonard, Pierrette  

APR, FCPRS 

Senior Advisor,  

National President,  

Canadian Patient Safety Institute 

Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS) 



McClanaghan, 
Dale 

Consultant Clients include: Granville Island Trust, City of Vancouver 
Planning Commission, Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation, 
Katherine Sanford Housing Society 

O’Reilly, Lisa Professional Program Evaluator Canada Evaluation Society 

Plottel, Loren Communications Manager 

Former President  

Faculty of Arts – UBC 

Canadian Public Relations Society, -BC, 

Seed, Darren  President, BC Chapter, Canadian Investor Relations Institute 

Trenaman, Bill Manager of Investor Relations Ivanhoe Mines 

Tsui, Sophia VP, Risk Management HSBC 

Vercaigne, Darhl Proprietor and Consultant Keystone Marketing Services 

(Risk management and commodity trading) 
 

 

The above list of names will be used as a starting point from which theAapplied Communications 

Department will form a Program Advisory Committee for the Full Program Proposal and the ongoing 

Program advisory needs of the program once it is launched. 

Please see Appendix F3 for a summary of the feedback received from our list of External Stakeholders.   

I. I.1 Institutional Resources (Degree FPP section 8. Program Resources 

 What expertise, equipment, facilities and library resources will the program require to support 

student learning? Ensure that any required new resources in these areas are identified in the Costs 

section (I). 

The BBA in Communications is designed to leverage from the many courses currently offered within 

the School of Business and is within the scope of equipment, faculty and library resources that are 

already available within the university.  

Recent new hires within Applied Communications have been selected with an eye to the 

requirements of the BBA, BC, so faculty resources and expertise have already been largely met.  

Some contract faculty may need to be hired to teach specialized courses. 

Other resource requirements to support this degree are incorporated into this program proposal.  

Please see section J. 

 

I.2 Outline anticipated requirements for equipment, specialized space, etc.: (classrooms, labs, shops, 

general space) 

The only specialized space or equipment that may be required is electronic classrooms which the 

Applied Communications Department  already requires for existing courses. 

 

 

 



J. Budget  

   School of Business Bachelor of  Communications  

Costs and Revenue: (to be prepared by Dean/Associate 

Dean in consultation with developer)  

Budgetary requirements are provided for information purposes only. 

Program approval does not ensure budgetary support. 

Non-Recurring Costs 

1) What will be the following costs? Please provide accurate 

estimates. 

a) Academic non-recurring start-up costs (e.g., equipment 

costs/other) 

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Program development.       

Curriculum development        

Faculty recruitment       

Staff PD/enrichment       

Marketing and promotion  $2000 $1000   $3000 

Sub-total      $3000 

Capital costs (Equipment, 
Renovations) 

   

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

       

       

Sub-total      ` 

 

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Academic Non-Recurring      $3000 

Capital Costs       

 



J. Costs and Revenue continued 

Ongoing Costs 

Operating Costs 

   

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Faculty 1 fte   105,600 105,600 211,200 

Required service courses       

Administrative support .125 fte   13200 13200 26400 

Advisor       

Specialized IET       

Specialized IT Support       

Library (see Library Assessment 

Template) 

   8815 0 8815 

Lab operating costs - Salary       

Lab operating costs – non-salary       

Ongoing research costs       

Other Advisory Committee Meetings    200 200 400 

Sub-total      $246,815` 

 

 

* summarize costs identified in Appendix A Internal Consultations, not including Library costs 

** explain required service courses 

 

Signature of dean submitting concept document   Date 

 

Signature(s) of dean(s) providing service courses  Date 

 

Signature(s) of dean(s) providing service courses  Date 

J.2 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for development, both internal and external  

Funding for the development of the Bachelor of Communications will be obtained through 

Kwantlen’s budgeting process as administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business.  

 



J.3 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for delivery, both internal and external. 

Funding for the development of the Bachelor of Communications will be obtained through 

Kwantlen’s budgeting process as administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business. 
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Appendix A:   Program Structure Model 
 
 
 

  YEAR THREE AND FOUR PROGRAM STRUCTURE MODEL  
 

     
 

 BACHELOR in COMMUNICATIONS(BC) —YEAR THREE AND 4 COURSES  (60 credits) 
 

         
 

  CMNS 4xxx CMNS 4xxx CMNS4xxx/4xxx   CMNS 4xxx 
 

YEAR  External Advanced Communications Practicum   Communications  

FOUR    
 

 Communications Report Writing (6 Credits) 
  Research  

     

   

and Editing 
    

30 
       

 

        
 

credits         
 

 

ENTR 3160 ACCT 2293 CMNS 4xxx CMNS 4xxx 
 

CMNS 4xxx 
 

   
 

  Information Intro. to Managing Internal   Interpersonal and 
 

        

  Technology for Financial Communications Communication  Group 
 

        

  Business Accounting 
Projects and 

Documentation    Communication 
 

      

Mediation, and 
 

        
 

        Negotiation 
 

        
 

YEAR 
 Phil 3033 CMNS 3xxx CMNS 3xxx CMNS 3xxx  3xxx Elective 

 

 Business Ethics Digital Persuasive Advanced Oral   
 

THREE 
   

 

  Communication Writing/Speaking Communications   
 

      

30 
  Media and Tools      

 

        
 

credits         
 

 

BUSI 1110 MRKT 1199 3xxx Elective CMNS 3xxx 
 

CMNS 3xxx 
 

   
 

  Fundamentals of Introduction to  Visual   Theories of 
 

        

  Business in Marketing  Communications  Human 
 

        

  Canada      Communication 
 

         

          

  ↑  Students enter with 60  credits of university studies ↑  
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Appendix B: Analysis of Skills Demand Correlated with New 
Courses 

 
 
 
Our analysis of an industry survey and 49 communication job postings showed the following skills were priorities for 
communications graduates. The skills are ranked according to the number of times each skill was mentioned as a 
requirement. New courses were developed to meet industry demand. The final column shows the course that was developed 
to meet priority skills.  
      Course developed to meet skills 
  Job Postings (49) # # Industry Feedback Demanded by industry. 
 1   26 Writing 1. Writing and Editing CMNS 
  Writing skills 67    4xxx 
 2   19 Verbal presentation 2. Advanced oral communication 
  Multimedia digital 63    CMNS 3 xxx 
 3 Internal  19 Interpersonal/mediation/team 3. Interpersonal, group, mediation, 
  Communications 51    negotiation 3xxx 
 4 Team  11 Analyze/summarize/synthesize 4. Internal Communications 
  player/Interpersonal     CMNS 4 xxx 
  skills 37    (also includes strategy) 
 5   8 Audience analysis 5. External Communications 
  External   Embedded in Cmns 1140 existing  CMNS 4xxx 
  communications 36    (also includes strategy) 
 6   7 Social media web 6. Digital Communication Media 
  Prepare & Deliver     and Tools 
  presentations 33    CMNS 3xxx 
 7 Communications  6 Networking/building rapport 7. Persuasive writing/speaking 
  Strategy 30    CMNS 3xxx 
 8   6 Problem solving 8. Visual Communications 
  Persuasion 28    CMNS 3xxx 
 9 Analytical Problem  6 Ethics 9. Communications Research 
  Solving 26  Phil 3033 existing  CMNS 4xxx 
 10   4 Persuasion 10. Communications Project 
       management 
  Organisational strategy 25    CMNS 4xxx 
 11   4 Critical thinking  Theories of Human 
       Communication 
       Overview of CMNS Theory 
  Multitasking 16    CMNS 3xxx 
 12   4 Interview/body language  CMNS4xxx/4xxx (6 Credits) 
       Communications Practicum 
      Capstone course in a workplace 
  Project Management 16   setting. 
 13 Editing 12 4 Multitask/time management    

 14 Research 12 4 Research    

 15 Event planning 10 4 Graphic design    

 16 Diverse communities 5 3 Document design    

 17   3 Leadership/management    

 18   3 Media    

 19   2 Cmns media & software    

 20   2 Strategize    

 21   2 Organisation & project    

     management    

 22   2 Organisational behaviour    

     ENTR 3110 existing    
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Appendix C: Selection of Job Postings Descriptions of Skill Areas 
 
 
The following lists of requirements sampled from the job postings analyzed provide examples of the skills 
sets in demand by employers. 
 
1. Analytical Problem Solving  
 

Makes independent decisions using analytical and problem solving skills while remaining calm, 
alert and high-functioning in stressful situations.   
Client service orientation, driven to help clients meet needs or resolve problems   
Resolve problems at first point of contact where possible and refer more complex situations to 
senior officers.   
The ability to prioritize and communicate client requests in a clear, efficient manner to project 
delivery teams.   
Track readership metrics  
Address reader questions and feedback   
Experience in client needs analysis,   
Excellent problem solving skills   
Experience in analyzing and meeting client needs and client service   
Demonstrated analytical abilities and judgment  

 Problem-solving and decision-making skills  
 

 
II. Communications Strategy 

 
1. Maintains a comprehensive knowledge of complex health care operations, and company goals 

and objectives to deliver strategic communications.  
2. Plan for future development and continuous improvement  

3. Development and Implementation of Communication Programs   
4. As assigned, works to develop communication plans and strategies to help support various 

initiatives and programs   
5. Knowledgeable of the principles of communication and community engagement   
6. Track record of co-coordinating and implementing communications plans to achieve objectives in 

a fast-paced environment with the ability to adapt to change and meet timelines without 
sacrificing quality  

7. Proven track record  in developing and driving communications initiatives   
8. Assist with strategic communication planning and ensure the integrity of company image is 

maintained.   
9. Assists the Director with the development of an annual Communications Plan for Operations and  

IT  
10. . In-depth understanding of communications theories and practices, particularly strategic planning 11. 
Ensure the consistent application of the communications framework 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

III. Internal Communications 

 
1. Leads the development and execution of customized communications plans for programs and 

initiatives, ensuring that they integrate with the overarching Employee Communications program 
and align to corporate priorities.   

2. Applies solid knowledge of best practice business methods to help advance corporate culture, 
executive communications, executive engagement with frontline staff, corporate business 
practices and online and in-person communications.   

3. Experience in meeting with senior staff, assessing their needs and delivering service  
4. Communication advising and planning for internal clients as required  

5. An in-depth understanding of internal communications principles and practices.   
6. Coordinates corporate promotional efforts internally and externally   
7. Represents CCAC and works collaboratively on external and internal committees and working 

groups as required.   
8. Providing support for communications programs, meetings and events, new initiatives and 

projects including coordination, planning, implementation and measurement of internal 
communications.  

9. Anticipates and addresses issues and opportunities that impact employees.   
10. Supports the ongoing evolution and development of Employee Communications vehicles, 

meetings and special events.   
11. Ensures a coordinated approach with communicators and key stakeholders across the client group 

to achieve effective internal communications.  

 
IV. Writing Skills 
 
1. Draft letters with minimal support and coordinate follow-up activities;   
2. Assisting in the development and dissemination of surveys   
3. Manage incoming and outgoing communications (fax, photocopy, electronic e-mail) on behalf of 

the COO;   
4. Provide broad administrative leadership on document preparation as required (correspondence, 

reports, tables, spreadsheets), including preparation for board meetings (copying, collating, and 
binding etc.) which involves extensive collaboration between all departments;   

5. Write/Edit/Post communications for company News &Write/Edit/Post articles for 
CompanyConnect  

6. Maintain style guides and communications policy documents  

7. The candidate will have exceptional writing skills   
8. An ability to develop communications products based on direction from marketing managers or 

client-facing senior staff   
9. Writing, editing and the distribution of a number of communication materials including web 

pages, newsletter articles, FAQs , announcements, posters, meeting invitations and system outage 
notifications   

10. Exceptional writing and editing skills  
 
 
V.  Multimedia Digital Communication 
 
1. Contributing to development of a social media strategy   
2. Maintaining and supporting the continuous   improvement of IT Department intranet pages   
3. Uses advanced skills and experience in journalistic and business writing, as well as the skill to 

develop compelling written and multimedia presentations to target and engage a variety of 
external and internal stakeholders.   

4. Work with and direct agencies, freelancers and partners to develop and execute integrated digital 
marketing and communication initiatives  
 



 

  
5. Work with the look of our existing website to develop new, creative website content on a 

regular basis  
6. Write/Edit and maintain external website  

7. Basic knowledge of graphic design and print production processes   
8. Skill-set to work with online applications including html   
9. Provides content and coordination of all social media efforts (Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, 

YouTube, company.com, etc.)   
10. Responsible for all photo and video media, organization, coordination and archives.   
11. Experience with writing for web and social media applications and tools required\   
12. Maximize on-line communication through audio, streaming video, on-line surveys, podcasts 

and blogs  
 

 
VI. Team player/Interpersonal skills 
 
1. Team player, driven to ensure that the whole company team is successful in meeting client needs   
2. Excellent people skills,   
3. Proven experience working with cross-functional teams   
4. Demonstrated team and interpersonal communication skills   
5. Exceptional interpersonal skills   
6. Ability to work well both individually and in a team   
7. Self-motivated, able to work in a team environment and balance the needs of a number of 

individuals and the team  
8. Must be able to work both independently and as part of a team   
9. Demonstrated ability to establish and leverage effective working relationships   
10. Ability to work independently as well as in a team setting  

 

VII.       External communications 
 
1. Handling stakeholder engagement,   info session and town hall meeting logistics   
2. Capturing and summarizing engagement and info session discussions and feedback  

3. Sourcing and negotiating vendor services   
4. Input into the development of "community relations" messaging.  
 
5. Oversees relationships with vendors (graphic designer, photographers, signage, postal, database, 

etc).   
6. Acts as representative for company at community engagement events   
7. Experience working with external partners and stakeholders,   
8. Execute & manage PR & Blogger relations, as well as Advertising (Print/TV)  
 
9. Uses broad knowledge of the social, political and economic environment in the provision of 

strategic advice to stakeholders across company relating to government, community and media 
communications.  

 

 



 

VIII.     Prepare & Deliver Presentations 
 
 
1. Excellent oral and written communication skills are required, as well as presentation skills to 

prepares first drafts of speeches, speaking notes, presentations, briefing notes, 
backgrounders, announcements and other communication materials for internal audiences  

2. Outgoing with strong presentation skills  

3. Respond to client-initiated contacts, delivering fast and efficient service,   
4. Strong verbal and written communication skills, including tact and diplomacy   
5. Excellent oral and written communications skills and customer orientation are also 

essential elements of this position.  
6. Excellent written and verbal communication skills   
7. Retain knowledge about the features and benefits of a wide range of products and services 

and convey the information to clients   
8. Manages the company Speakers’ Bureau through coordination of requests, modification 

of presentations as appropriate and acting as a resource to bureau members.   
9. Ability to speak confidently with the public and provide presentations to groups   
10. Formal presentation skills  

 
IX. Computer Skills 
 
1. You will need strong computer skills   
2. Excellent skills with MS Office (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Outlook) and Internet.   
3. Expert knowledge of all Microsoft Office applications, especially PowerPoint and Publisher   
4. Advanced knowledge of, and experience using, relevant desktop and web publishing software 

and hardware including Microsoft Office Suite products Word, Excel and PowerPoint as well as 
Adobe Acrobat and Dreamweaver   

5. Experience using complex databases; * Copy editing; * Adobe - Acrobat; * Photoshop InDesign;   
 Dreamweaver will be considered an asset   

6. Proficiency with desktop publishing and design tools   
7. Proficiency with web development tools and online communities  

8. Proficiency in Microsoft Office is also required.   
9. Must be computer literate: strong keyboarding and Internet navigation skills; type a minimum 

of 25 wpm; basic arithmetic skills required  
 
X. Multitask 
 
1. The ability to work on several high-pressure projects, delivering high quality results in a 

fast paced, results-driven environment.   
2. Manage multiple priorities to deadline.   
3. Ability to multi-task in a fast-paced and changing environment   
4. Ability to multi-task in fast-paced environment   
5. Ability to multi-task and prioritize, working with minimal supervision, completing tasks in a 

fast paced environment   
6. Ability to execute under tight timelines, pressure and competing priorities  
 

 
XI. Persuasion 
 

1. Development of program promotional tools and materials;   
2. Creates external media ads   
3. Work closely with marketing/product managers on new product launches and related media events   
4. Act as brand consultant on all media related issues including agency management and support  

 



 

XII.       Research 
 
1. Information-seeking skills; the ability to probe, find out more and improve your understanding of 

a client's situation or issue   
2. Strong research skills   
3. Excellent reading, writing, research and communications skills a must   
4. Experience searching and populating on-line databases   
5. Superior research and fact checking skills   
6. Research (including on-line) and report writing experience  

 
XIII.     Project Management 
 
1. Developing and managing budgets.   
2. Strong project management skills   
3. Work with internal business clients to deliver project deliverables to the interactive development 

team and external agencies on time and within predefined specifications   
4. Proven experience using and working knowledge of standard project management tools and 

processes   
5. Document and report project   timelines, work back schedules and milestones   
6. Previous project management experience  

7. accountable for project management from beginning to end  

 
XIV.     Event Planning 
 
1. Assists with execution of all Jays Care Foundation fundraising events, programs, meetings, and 

special activities.   
2. Assists in the coordination of Community/Foundation-based programming including batting 

practice visits, pre-game presentations, anthems, Jays Care Community Clubhouse hosting, etc.   
3. Execution of annual recognition events   
4. Plans and coordinates events, program launches, etc.   
5. Represent the communications function and / or provide assistance in the management of special 

events including those relating to CSR and sponsorship.  
 

  
XV.     Editing 

1. The role involves writing, editing and translating a variety of corporate documents   
2. Conducts regular reviews, provide oversight and management of the public facing websites and 

intranet, including editing and updating copy, researching and suggesting new ideas for 
content, design and navigation.   

3. May include writing, editing internal and external communications   
4. .....from strategy development and planning to writing and editing clean, clear copy on a tight 

deadline 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Bachelor in Communications (BC) 



Bachelor in Communications (BC)     

Appendix F3: External Consultations with Industry Professionals 
 
 

Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

Appendix D: Calendar Descriptions of New Courses 
 

 

#3xxx Visual Communications 

 
Students will examine common approaches to the visual representation of information. They will 
learn to incorporate visuals such as figures and tables, photos and videos, and two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional animations into their communications They will learn to create stand-alone visual 
communications as well as incorporate visuals into, for example, brochures, webpages and 
multimedia platforms. 
 

 
#3xxx Theories of Human Communication 

 
Students will examine the history of human communication, from print to digital media, as that history 
is reflected in modern theories and practices among individuals and within organizations. Students will 
learn techniques to apply traditional and contemporary communications theories as those theories 
relate to professional contexts. 
 
#3xxxElective 
No description necessary 
 
#3xxx Advanced Oral Communications 

 
Students will apply principles, techniques and strategies for oral communication through a variety 
of mediums. They will learn to analyze information to identify and deliver key messages in 
multiple live and virtual presentation formats to diverse stakeholder groups. Focusing on 
persuasive and informative communication challenges within professional settings, and taking into 
account current technology, students will learn audience analysis, integration of visual elements, 
application of non-verbal or paralinguistic features, impromptu and planned presentations, question 
and answer sessions, rhetorical techniques, and overall time management. 
 
#3xxxPersuasive Writing and Speaking 

 
Students will learn the principles of persuasion and apply them to strategic conversations and 
dialogues with a variety of audiences. Rhetorical strategies and techniques learned will include 
various ways to identify audience needs, encourage audience attention, stimulate audience interest 
and generate response and action from targeted audiences. 
 
#3xxxDigital Communications Media and Tools 

 
Students will examine principles and practices of traditional and emergent digital media. They will 
learn how to evaluate and choose the most appropriate media to deliver a specific message to a target 
audience. They will learn how to develop, analyze, and evaluate products such as social media 
initiatives, media kits, and customer relations management products. 
 
  
#4xxx Management of Communications Projects and Documentation 

 
Students will learn how to plan and develop the communication products necessary to manage a 



 

project from inception to completion. Students will apply critical path methodology, document 
control, human resource management and conflict resolution techniques to team and multi-
authored documentation projects. 
 
#4xxxInternal Communications 

 
Students will focus on common principles and practices of effective internal organizational 
communications. They will learn to manage issues through top-down, peer-to-peer and 
interdepartmental communications. Students will learn to analyze, develop, implement and evaluate 
communications plans. 
 
#4xxxInterpersonal and Group Communications Mediation and Negotiation 

 
Students will learn and practice interpersonal skills and study communications among individuals 
and groups. They will learn mediation and negotiation skills that can be applied in organizational 
settings. Internal examples might include negotiating about employee performance and 
interdepartmental expectations; external examples might include, negotiating with suppliers, clients, 
or community groups. Students will also learn numerous business cohesion techniques. 
 
#4xxxExternal Communications 

 
Students will learn principles and techniques for communication with diverse audiences, using 
mass media, lives events and various social media platforms and tools. After the course, students 
will know how to coordinate organizational efforts to develop an external communications plan 
aimed at government regulators, community groups, relevant organizations, and/or the public. 
 
#4xxxAdvanced Report Writing and Editing 

 
Students will study theories and principles for writing correspondence including; electronic 
proposals, business plans, executive summaries and other research reports, including a collaborative 
report. They will complete written and oral communication assignments that emphasize interpersonal, 
team-building and leadership skills. Students will apply editing principles to a number of publishing 
and workplace projects. They will learn about creation of a house style for clients, and compare 
market and strategies of current style guides (Chicago Manual, APA, AP, etc.). Students are also 
introduced to the rhetorical effects of the choices that editors make with their clients and colleagues. 
 
#4xxx/4xxx Communications Practicum (6 credits) 

 
Students will propose and develop real world communications initiatives for chosen organizations. 
They will be required to undertake a strategic planning process and to research, write, present, 
monitor and evaluate these initiatives for management, appropriate stakeholders, and staff in support 
of relationship building and decision-making, for that chosen organization. Students will work 
directly with an organization or agency representative and the faculty practicum coordinator. A 
graduation portfolio will also be produced. 
 
 
#4xxxCommunications Research 

 
Students will conduct primary and secondary research using tools they develop such as surveys, focus 
groups, observations and interviews. Students will be required to manage their quantitative and 
qualitative data and interpret their results. Students will also learn to collect, interpret and use 
information taken from subject matter experts (SME), journals and informational databasesin order to 
support their written communications and publications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  



 

 
Appendix E: Job Titles of Postings Analyzed to Determine Skills 
in Demand 

 
The following list of job titles describes the positions that were analyzed to determine skills in 
demand. Generally jobs were either entry level or required no more than three years of experience. 
 
 

1. Communications Leader 35. Director of Marketing & 
2. Client Service Representative  Communications 
3. Client Services Representative 36. Marketing Communications 
4. Executive Assistant  Coordinator 
5. Communications Manager 37. Senior Compliance Officer – 
6. Customer Service Agents  Communications 
7. Digital Project Leader 38. Project Coordinator - Visual 
8. Marketing Communications  Communications 
 Coordinator 39. Specialist, Corporate 
9. Communications Coordinator  Communications 
10. Co-ordinator, Communications 40. Communications 
11. Communications Specialist  Coordinator/Accounts Payable 
12. Communications Specialist 41. Senior Communications Specialist 
13. Communications Specialist 42. Corporate Communications Specialist 
14. Internal Communications 43. Communications Officer 
15. Internal Communications Specialist 44. Communications Analyst 
16. Communications / Publications / Sales 45. Marketing Communications and 
 Manager  Brand Manager 
17. Marketing Communications Manager 46. Communications Lead 
18. Marketing and Communications 47. Webmaster/ Communications Support 
 Manager  Coordinator 
19. Bilingual Communications Associate 48. Manager, Communications 
20. Senior Communications Officer 49. Communications Coordinator 
21. Manager, Employee Communications  

22. Bilingual Communication Specialist   
23. Manager, Internal Communications   
24. Communications and 

Marketing Associate  
25. Communications Specialist   
26. Manager, Marketing & 

Communications, Customer 
Service   

27. Corporate 
Communications 
Coordinator   

28. Membership and 
Communications Coordinator   

29. Marketing and 
Communications 
Coordinator   

30. Manager, Corporate Communications   
31. Member Communications and Liaison   
32. Administrative 

Assistant – 
Communications  

33. Manager, Communications   
34. Communications Officer  

 

 

  



 

INTERNAL FEEDBACK ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 

This concept has been approved by the Applied Communications Department, the School of Business 

divisional Curriculum Committee and the School of Business Faculty Council.  This program will not 

have impact on other departments as there are no dedicated service courses required outside of the 

School of Business. 

A compilation of responses from other Academic Departments is attached on the following pages, as 

well as responses from the applied communications department. 

 

DEPARTMENT NAME (Chair) RECEIPT STATUS 

English Paul Tyndall Attached 

Journalism Beverly Sinclair Pending 

Human Resources Duane Radcliffe Attached 

Entrepreneurial Leadership Paul Leigh No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Marketing Paul Leigh No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Accounting Carol Stewart Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Bachelor Technology 

Computer Systems 

Andy Law Attached 

Business Ron Shay No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Economics Sigrid Ewender Attached 

Legal Admin Assistants Pam Galea No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Business Quantitative Ulrieke Birner Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Terri Smolar Public Relations Attached 

 

 



 

FEEDBACK FROM THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT (From: Paul Tyndall, Chair) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:57 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: feedback on Program Concept for BBA BC 

Hi Pantelli 

    I just wanted to let you know that I've had a chance to look at the Program Concept for the BBA in 

Communications Management that you sent me, and though I'm not really familiar with such 

programs, the proposal looks very well thought out and well developed. I also think that there will be 

a demand for such a degree, given the increasing importance of communications in the business 

world. 

   I did have a few questions, however. For starters, I was wondering who your direct competition 

would be in the area and how this program would compare to similar degree programs. For instance, 

doesn't SFU have something similar? And I thought Douglas offered a program that resembled the 

degree program that you're proposing. Also I noticed that at present you only have one 

communications course that fits into the program, CMNS 1140, and that the upper level courses are 

all in development. Given the provincial government's concern about duplication in post-secondary 

programs and their current moratorium on new programs, I'm wondering if you'll be able to meet 

your deadline for implementation, especially since so many of the program specific courses are still in 

development. I'm sure that you've thought of all these things yourself but I don't see any reference 

to similar programs in the region that are already in existence or to the rationale for a new program 

in Communications Management. And while you do acknowledge that you need to develop many 

new courses, you don't seem to say anything about the challenges involved in ushering these courses 

through the approval process. 

  When we were developing our 4 year Major in English a few years ago, we faced similar challenges 

but I think the climate for program development was different. I also think that the previous review 

process moved a little more quickly than the new one that we've adopted since we became a 

polytechnic. That said, it's very clear the program that you're proposing fits in well with the 

university's mandate and it focus on applied learning and with our emphasis on training students for 

the workplace. The program is also consistent with the institution's academic planning and priorites. 

  On another note, I was also wondering about the program structure as you've defined it. Am I right 

to assume that students taking the BBA in Communications Management would still be required to 

satisfiy the same breadth requirements as other degree students at Kwantlen? Obviously I'm biased 

in this area, but I think anyone enrolled in a business program of any kind ought to be required to 

take a variety of Humanities and Social Sciences courses. The emphasis on business ethics that you've 

built in to the program makes perfect sense but there are still critical contexts and critical thinking 

skills that are essential if students are to able to fully appreciate the complexity of ethical questions 

and often these contexts and skills are the focus of Humanities and Social Science courses. Finally, 

I'm glad to see that ENGL 1100 will be required for students in this program, but I was wondering if 

there was any discussion of also requiring students complete either 1202 or 1204. As you probably 

know, most programs at Kwantlen require students complete a minimum of 6 credits of first year 

English. I realize that the proposed program will be writing intensive at every level. But exposure to 

literature and film is valuable in its own right and normally students receive that exposure in 1202 or 

1204. 

   Anyway, I wish you luck with the proposal because the BBA in Communications management looks 

like a really valuable program and I hope my feedback proves useful. Thanks. 

Dr. Paul Tyndall 

Chair, Department of English 



 

FEEDBACK FROM THE CSIS/BTECH DEPARTMENT (From: Andy Law, Chair) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: Abhijit Sen; Andy Law; Catherine Maydan; Christopher Leung; Eugenia Culham; Kenward Chin;  

Hi, CSIS/BTECH collegues, 

Bob sent me the BCNS BBA degree concept and the Review report. The documents include very 

detail study about the industry and the demand (across the unviersities). I am happy to see that 

Kwantlen will have a BCNS degree. This would be excellent 2nd degree option for our BTECH 

gradudates. 

Please take a look at these documents and send your feedback directly to Bob (cc to me). Bob 

requested that the comments to be sent by next Friday. 

Thanks 

Andy 

FEEDBACK FROM THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT (From: Duane Radcliffe, Chair) 

Sent: Sunday, November 21, 2010 9:38 PM 

To: Duane Radcliffe; Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Sorry forgot one other point.   I would really encourage you to consider add ENTR 4200 - Business 

Strategy. 

________________________________________ 

From: Duane Radcliffe 

Sent: November-21-10 9:34 PM 

To: Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Hi Bob 

Here are some initial thoughts based on documents. 

1.  Have you considered offering a post Bac. program like the HRMT program. The core BC courses I 

could see both ENTR, HRMT and MRKT BBA graduates using them as a continuing education / life 

long learning program.   I could also see graduates of UBC, SFU using the post Bac program to gain 

applied experience that they don't get. 

2. CMNS 3160, ENTR 3110, HRMT 3115 - Based on what I read and my knowledge of the ENTR 3110 (I 

teach it) and HRMT 3115 I fear we are starting to duplicate the same content throughout designated 

program courses.   3110 has significant team based content and goal theory application while 3115 

has significant conflict resolution, individual communication and team based content.   Since you 

have 3110 already in the program and are considering HRMT 3115 as a pre-req and I am wondering if 

the current two courses would meet your requirements or could add material to meet your 

requirements.   Personally I would like to see more integration of BBA students in as many courses as 

possible.   I also teach ENTR 3160 course as well and having MRKT, ENTR, ACCT, and HRMT students 

all in the same class enhances the learning environment.  I think this would be critical for this type of 

course. 

3. Preparing for the MFT.  This has been a challenge for our HRMT students.   I am happy to see the 

depth of accounting courses in the program. 

4. The other challenge you might see is students enrolling in the program to obtain a BBA but might 

not really carry on or have a career passion for communications as a career.   We have seen this in 

the HRMT program where students have chosen HRMT over ENTR. 

I will be on campus everyday this week as HRMT practicum is due Friday, so I if you would like to 



 

 
 

FEEDBACK FROM THE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT (From: Sigrid Ewender, Chair) 

FROM:  

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:44 PM 

To: Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for Feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Hello Bob, 

congratulations to you, Panteli, and everyone who has put together this degree proposal. I think that 

it is a fabulous addition to our range of BBA degrees. The program has a specific focus and equips 

students with the knowledge and skills in the area of communication that today's  employers are 

looking for. In today's world, it is more and more important to have excellent communication skills, 

especially when dealing with media, the public, or in fact, any team. 

I think that the inclusion of Principles of Microeconomics and Principles of Macroeconomics is 

especially useful, since it gives students knowledge about economic concepts such as GDP, CPI, the 

role of a central bank, what is a monopoly, etc. This is knowledge they need to know about once they 

go out and join the workforce. 

I would like to add one comment about ENTR 3150. All other BBAs (ACCT, ENTR, HRMT) have ECON 

3150 (Managerial Economics) and ECON 2350 (Intermediate Microeconomics) as replacement 

options for ENTR 3150. This opens up more choices for students, they can basically choose among 3 

courses. Additionally, it would make it easier for students who transfer from a BBA ACCT to the BBA 

BCNS and happen to have ECON 3150. I would like to ask, if this could be added to the BCNS degree. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any specific questions. 

Kind regards, 

Sigrid 

Sigrid Ewender 

Chair, Department of Economics 

School of Business 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University 

  



 

 

 

INTERNAL ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS CONTACTED 

DEPARTMENT TITLE NAME/ 

LOCAL 

RECEIPT 

Counselling Director, Student Development and Success Lyn Benn 
2467 

Nov. 18 

Registrar Services (Admissions, 
Records & Graduation) 

Director, Registrar Services Zena Mitchell 

2463 

Nov.18 

Enrolment Services Director, Enrolment Services 

(Student engagement) 

Josh Mitchell 

2474 

Nov. 23 

Enrolment Support & 
Retention 

Director, Enrolment Support & Retention Warren Stokes 

3230 

Nov.22 

Information & Educational 
Technology (IET)  

Manager of User Support Paula Hannas 

2390 

Pending 

Institutional Analysis & 
Planning 

Director  Kathleen Bigsby 

3127 

August,  

Library Services Librarian Elaine Samwald 
2680 

Sept. 

School of Business Advising Jane Gray 
3280 

Nov.19 

Awards Director 
Financial Awards 

Julia Denker 
2336 

Nov. 18 

Enrollment Services Director 
New Student Programs 

Craig Brown 
3019 

Nov. 23 

Co-operative education Director 
Co-operative education 

Shawn Ericksen 
2013 

Nov. 23 

Registrar Manager 
Registration Systems 

Kathy  Wainman 
3225 

 
Via Warren 

 

 

 

  



 

Counselling 

(support services anticipated for program students, 

etc.) 

Director, Student Development and 
Success 

2467 

Response to the BBA Communications Management Degree 

Submitted by Lyn Benn, Director Student Development  

(Counselling) 

This Communications Management Degree program has been extremely well researched and 

developed.  Students will need to work consistently through the program and will need excellent 

organizational and personal management skills to achieve a balance in their work, study and home 

life. Counsellors can assist students in these areas, in addition to the personal, academic or career 

counselling that students can access. It may be useful to invite Counsellors to specific classes to 

ensure that students are aware of the types of things they could be doing to encourage and support 

their own success. 

 

(Learning Centres) 

The Learning Centres have three potential touch points with this program: 

1. Support for underprepared students as they are identified from time to time throughout the program. This 

may be through one-to-one tutoring, help with study strategies, access to workshops offered throughout the 

year, or through the weekly Peer Coaching program. 

2. Students may wish to receive personal coaching through a writing tutor (peer or faculty tutor) as they work to 

become better writers. 

3. Students may wish to be trained and work as peer tutors for writing and help others to become better writers. 

Applied Communications faculty would be welcome to come into the Learning Centre for office hours 

or to provide writing support for students if they wish. 

 

(Services for Students with Disabilities)  

Any student who has a verifiable disability will receive assistance through Services for Students with 

Disabilities.  However if this program attracts students with disabilities to the extent that additional 

staff is needed to support their progress, then the institution will need to provide funds to ensure 

staffing levels meet legislative requirements. 

 

 

Registrar Services (Admissions, Records & Graduation) Director, Registrar Services 2463 

FROM: ZENA MITCHELL  

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:50 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA Communications Management Degree Concept Proposal 



 

Hi Panteli, 

Thanks for the opportunity to review the Program Concept. From an admissions, transfer credit, 

student records and graduation perspective, I have the following comments / questions: 

Page 2: (under the Access section)  

It states “Based on the highly successful BBA’s 2+2 model, this program also allows a Year One entry 

point.” I might suggest two things: (1) the mention of the “2+2” model carries a college reference we 

may want to avoid? (2) for clarity, it might be worth mentioning both entry points. You could 

consider framing it as follows: “Based on the highly successful BBA model, this program provides 

both a Year One and Year Three entry point.”  

Page 4 (Section D.3):  

For the year three entry point – you don’t note any required bridging or minimum GPA requirements 

for entry – was this purposeful? 

Page 19 (Appendix E1):  

You note the courses that make up the first two years of the degree. Is the intention to offer a 

diploma exit point? Or is this simply designed as the first two years of the degree (no exit option until 

the end of year four)? 

Page 20: (In the Access requirements section at the bottom) 

The second paragraph references a degree that does not yet exist (the Bachelor of Communications 

Management). So as not to confuse the two credentials (and create questions about a separate 

degree), perhaps it’s best to leave the reference out at this time? 

I hope you find this feedback useful. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Regards, 

Zena 

 

 

Enrolment Services 

(program advising & student loan eligibility; ) 

Director, Enrolment 

Services 

2474 

Hi Panteli, 

Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to provide feedback on the Program Concept for the BBA, 

Communications Management. I am pleased to see the expansion of degree offerings in the School of 

Business and the addition of a new degree option which appears to be aligned with our polytechnic 

mandate. My only caution is the need for the marketing of this degree to differentiate it from the BA, 

Communication offered by SFU which, despite some overlap, has a more traditional theoretical focus, but is 

well known within the region in part because of a very strong Co-op program and a good breadth of 

opportunities for further study at the graduate level.  

I do feel that this degree will compliment other offerings within the School of Business and other faculties at 

Kwantlen. Best of luck with the development of this program. 

Josh 

Applied Communications Response to Comments from Director, Enrolment Services 



 

 

B.A. Advisor 

(for B.A. degrees only  - verify that program conforms with 

B.A. Framework) 

 2009 

Not Applicable—See comments from BBA Advisor at end of this section. 

  



 

Enrolment Support & Retention 

(scheduling and registration) 

Director, Enrolment 

Support & Retention 

3230 

FROM: WARREN STOKES  

Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 5:37 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: Zena Mitchell 

Subject: RE: BBA in Communications Management Degree Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

Here’s my commentary.  Comments and suggestions are intended to strengthen your proposal and are 

intended as rhetorical not critical.  Please get what value from them that you can. 

D.1.        Year 1 Entry 

                Refers the reader to “a list of the required courses for Year One Entry” that has 18 courses in it.  Is 

it your intention that a student must have completed 54 credits before admission to first year? 

                Year 3 Entry 

                References the “Bachelor of Communications Management degree”.  Is that a new degree?  I can’t 

find it in the Calendar. 

It appears that you articulating, in both cases, requirements to access third and fourth year courses.  I would 

be concerned that Year 1 Entry will be mis-interpreted by a reader as indicating 54 credits must be 

completed before studies in an additional 120 credits can commence. 

F.2.         Second paragraph 

                Mentions “the pending” BBA – Marketing Management… I don’t think it’s pending anymore? 

F.7.         Proposed BBA, Communications Management (CMNS) Courses 

The current rubric for CMNS is “Applied Communications”.  If you want to create a special subject area for 

“Communications Management”, it will require creation of a new subject code.  Given the recent dialogue 

about communications subject/codes, you may want to clarify whether you intend to introduce a new 

rubric, or remove the CMNS acronym from the F.7. title. 

If you have any questions about my comments, please let me know. 

Warren 

 



 

Information & Educational Technology (IET)  

(planning re software needs; system capacity and limitations) 

Manager of User Support 2390 

Revised concept documents have been forwarded as feedback was not received on original concept. No feedback 

received to date. 

Institutional Analysis & Planning 

 

Director  

Via Research Assistant 

3127 

NOTE: The report prepared by IA&P must be attached in full as an appendix.  See Appendix F2. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (OIAP, September 2010) 

The Bachelor of Business Administration in Communications Management degree program proposal was reviewed 

by the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning in September 2010. The present document presents the key 

findings.  

In general, the data and other information the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning provides are designed to 

provide a gauge of the practicability of the program from the perspective of its ability to attract sufficient students, 

and to suggest potential ways of improving its viability. This report consists of three main sections: 1) Competitive 

Environment, 2) Student Demand, and 3) Labour Market Demand.  

Competitive Environment 

None of the public postsecondary institutions in B.C. offer a degree program similar to the proposed degree. The 

closest similar program, BBA, Marketing Management Communications Major, is offered by Camosun College; 

however, that program’s focus is communication in the marketing context. 

Bachelor of Arts degrees in Communications are available at several public postsecondary institutions in British 

Columbia including Trinity Western University, Simon Fraser University, and Royal Roads University. Bachelor of 

Arts degree programs in Communications differ from Bachelor of Business Administration degree programs in 

Communications/Communications Management both in terms of courses offered and the general focus of the 

program.  Courses in digital media, public relations, mass media, and media design are typical courses in a BA in 

Communications program, and BA in Communications programs prepare students for professions in journalism, 

film production, advertising, event management, market research, or publishing whereas BBA in Communications 

programs are designed to develop skills required for effective communication within the business environment 

and therefore focus more on business strategy and corporate communications.  

There are also a number of public postsecondary institutions in B.C. with certificate and diploma programs in 

Professional Communications.  Professional Communications certificate and diploma programs help students 

develop general communication skills necessary to write business and technical reports and proposals, Web 

content, speeches, presentations, and promotional materials for work in business or communications industries.  

 In conclusion, there are no comparable programs at other public postsecondary institutions within B.C. For 

detailed analysis, please go to page 6.   

Student Demand 

Although three institutions, Trinity Western University, Royal Roads University, and Simon Fraser University offer 

Bachelor of Arts degrees in Communications, reliable enrolment and credential data for the degree programs at 

Trinity Western University and Royal Roads University do not exist. Annualized FTEs
1
 in BA, Communications Major 

Program at SFU increased 8% over the period from 2006/07 to 2008/09. Several colleges, institutes, and special 

                                                           
1
FTE is the Full-Time Equivalent: in simple terms, a student enrolled in a normal full-time course load would be 1 FTE, while a student 

taking half as many credits would be only 1/2 a FTE. The expectation is that this normal full-time course load would be undertaken for 2 of 

the 3 terms each academic year, hence a student who enrolls in a normal full-time course load for all 3 terms would count as 1.5 FTE—the 

third term is extra credit.” 



 

purpose universities in B.C. offer certificate and diploma programs in Communications. Overall, there has been an 

increase in the enrolments in Communications programs at colleges and special purpose universities between the 

2006/07 and 2008/09 academic years.  

Due to lack of comparable bachelor’s degree programs to the proposed degree within B.C., this report presents 

the enrolment and credential information for the programs that fall under the two-digit CIP Code 52 – Business, 

Management, Marketing, and Related Services. Annualized FTEs in instructional programs in Business, 

Management, Marketing, and Related Support Services programs (CIP: 52) at the research universities in British 

Columbia increased by 29% over the three year period from 2006/07 to 2008/09. Over the same period, 

annualized FTEs in Business, Management, Marketing, and Related Support Services programs (CIP: 52) at SFU and 

UBC increased by 23% and 19%, respectively.  

One of the challenges facing the postsecondary institutions in B.C. is the forecasted decline in Grade 12 

enrolments, which is a result of the shifts in population age distribution. Grade 12 enrolments in the Kwantlen 

Region and B.C. are projected to decline 8% and 10%, respectively, between 2010 and 2019. These shifts in age 

distribution suggest a need to reach out to working adults, a non-traditional segment neglected by most public 

postsecondary institutions of the province. The proposed four-year Bachelor of Business Administration in 

Communications Management program is a 2+2 program, which allows students to earn both a business diploma 

and a BBA, to study full-time or part-time with courses delivered weekdays and evenings in a variety of delivery 

modes, and gain relevant industry experience through the research projects and practicum course built into the 

program.  The proposed degree program is likely to attract older students, since it offers flexible entry options like 

3
rd

 year entry, part-time study option, and prior learning assessment.  

Although not conclusive, the enrolment growth in Business and Communications programs in recent years 

suggests that there would be student demand for the proposed degree. For detailed analysis, go to page 7.  

Labour Market Demand 

BBA in Communications programs are designed to develop skills required for effective communication within the 

business environment and therefore prepare students for a wide variety of positions in various fields.  

According to a recent survey conducted by Leger Marketing of Toronto, employers and Generation Y, who will 

form the next large pool of labour for hire differ in their assessment of the most important skill necessary to 

compete in today’s economy.  “When asked what they believe is the one most important skill to employers when 

hiring recent graduates, the highest percentage (25 per cent) of Gen Y respondents identified job-related 

experience, while the highest percentage of employers (28 per cent) identified communication skills” (see 

Appendix C).  

The current industry coding system used by Statistics Canada, which is the North American Industry Classification 

System (NAICS), does not include a separate category for occupations in the field of Business/Corporate 

Communications. The current industry coding system also does not include the majority of the newly emerged 

knowledge economy occupations. Moreover, the most recent labour market outlook, 2009-2019, does not provide 

projections at the 4-digit level. Please note that while a 4-digit NOC Code refers to a specific occupation, a 3-digit 

code is a group of similar occupations.  

The evidence shows growth in management and communications occupations. Although it is not possible to 

provide data on labour market demand specifically for this program’s graduates, there seems no reason why the 

demand would not exist.  In conclusion, overall job prospects for graduates with a BBA degree in Communications 

are likely to be favorable. For detailed analysis, please go to page 24. 

 

Library Services 
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Awards Director 

Financial Awards 

2336 

FROM: JULIA DENKER  

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 10:04 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: John Boylan 

Subject: Bachelor of Business Administration, Communications Management - Program Concept 

Hello Panteli, 

John Boylan (Manager, Student and Financial Awards Services) and I have reviewed the attached Program 

Concept from a student loan perspective and we  

are pleased to advise that the program does indeed qualify for student loans. Our focus is mainly on 

entrance requirements, course load, course breaks, and 'practice education' components (ie. co-op).  

In order to be eligible for StudentAid BC funding, the co-op portion of the program cannot constitute more 

than 50% of the total program content. It appears that this is the case – and we see that co-op is optional 

for students.  

Given that this program is consistent with other School of Business BBA degrees, we can advise that the 

program should indeed qualify for student loans. 

We wish you great success! 

Sincerely, 

Julia 

 

Enrollment Services Director 

New Student Programs 

3019 



 

FROM: CRAIG BROWN  

Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 2:19 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

Sorry I have not been able to get back to you until now. 

The research that you have put together is impressive, especially the Labour Market demand and 

Analysis.  

I think it is a program that befits an institution like Kwantlen. Off the top of my head, I think the 

hardest part for us would be the distinction between our Communications program and those at 

other institutions (especially the program at SFU). I also see that a lot of institutions offer a diploma 

or certificate in this field. I would wonder if students will still see a greater value in getting a more 

traditional BBA and then just “adding” the Communication side to a degree through these other 

shorter term programs? 

Please note that I am a fan of this proposal and I am quite certain that with some good co-op 

programs, our students would be very successful in the job market. 

While we have done a good analysis of local (Canadian) post-secondary programs along this line, has 

there been inquiries made to US institutions who offer similar programs? To see if these students are 

meeting student and industry expectations? Different I know but maybe would lead to some good 

insights? 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this Panteli. I think this looks like an excellent program, 

that could certainly be marketed to a wide variety of audiences. I especially think that you might 

attract some early or mid-career students who see this as a good addition to what they already have. 

Thanks, 

Craig 

 

  



 

Co-operative education Director 

Co-operative education 

2013 



 

FROM: SHAWN ERICKSON  

Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 4:40 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, the Centre for Co-operative Education and Career Services fully supports the BBA 

Communications Management degree and it’s Co-op option.  Building on the success of other 

Kwantlen School of Business Co-op programs, our Co-op office has established a significant presence 

in the local business community.  While new Co-op opportunities would need to be explored, some 

existing relationships would allow for an overlap of job postings from existing programs and this new 

degree.   

As identified in the industry feedback, there are many vital skills desired in the workplace by 

employers.  This degree addresses many of these skills including strong oral and written 

communication, independent and critical thinking, and strong teamwork and project 

management.  Co-op opportunities relating to communication can be found with the federal and 

provincial government, not-for-profits and the private sector.  The skills that students would be 

learning or enhancing on a Co-op work term may include:  

 Develop new concepts and content for corporate communications tools  

 Write press releases, user-success stories and Web site content 

 Organize promotional programs  

 Respond to public inquiries  

 Liaise with the media and community stakeholders 

 Coordinate internal and external communication projects in support of market development  

 Develop new product-launch programs and writing product collateral  

 Research competitive market dynamics  

 Manage corporate Web site 

Attached are some of the Co-op positions from summer 2010 that would relate to this new 

degree.  Though this is not a complete list, it does confirm that Kwantlen has already established a 

relationship with several organizations including BC Public Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Advanced 

Education, Terry Fox Foundation, Volunteer Burnaby, BC Hydro and BC Public Service Agency. 

While the admission requirements to Co-op as identified in F.5 of the Program Concept will likely 

remain unchanged, it should be noted that all new four-year degrees will require a minimum of three 

full-time Co-op work terms in order to graduate with that option.  Further changes to a general Co-op 

model for all programs is currently under review.  In addition, budgetary consideration needs to be 

given to the cost of adding a new Co-op program.  Current resource levels do not allow for the 

addition of a new Co-op option. 

Thank you for allowing me to comment on this new degree proposal.  Should further questions arise, 

please do not hesitate in contacting me. 

Regards, 

Shawn 

 

 



 

School of Business Advising 3820 

Hi Panteli, 

I promise I’m making my way through the proposal. Question though..Appendix E1: 60 credits in 

years one and two. There seems to be a course missing, possibly the number of electives?  The list 

includes 18 courses, or 19 if a student goes the ACCT 1110 + 1210 route.  20 courses are required to 

get to 60 credits, so should the number of electives read “2 or 3 depending on ACCT 1110/1210 vs 

2293 choice?” 

Also..typo.  We refer to ACCT 1120, but it’s 1210.   

I’ll get back to you once I get through the rest. 

Cheers, 

Jane 

  



 

School of Business Advising 3820 

From: Jane Gray 

Sent: Friday, November 19, 2010 10:06 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: David Wiens 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

I strongly support this new degree; I think it will be a great addition to our stable of programs.  

I do have some comments/questions: 

Program Concept  

pg 1 B.6: with reference to rolling this out to “university studies/transfer credit programs”…we don’t 

really have transfer programs or programs called university studies.  Maybe I’m being too picky – just a 

comment.  

D.1 pg 4:  

The sentence “students can ‘declare’ their intentions to enter the degree at any point in their studies at 

Kwantlen” – we have yr 1 and yr 3 entry, so what does this mean?  I find it a confusing statement after 

talking about year 1 and year 3 entry.   

“See Appendix E1: Program Entry Requirements – Year One Entry for a list of the required courses for 

Year One Entry.”  The list of courses is for years 1 and 2 of the program, so this should say something like 

See Appendix….for a list of courses taken in the first two years of the program”   and in Appendix E1: 

In the list of 60 credits ACCT 1120 should be ACCT 1210.The list is only 18 (or 19 with the extra elective) 

long.  60 credits is 20 courses – is an elective missing?  

Year 3 entry: Students may enter with a business diploma with C+ in BCNS and ENGL.  I presume, then, 

that we do not require the C+ in stats and acct as per the other BBA’s (which makes sense; just checking 

that it’s not an oversight).  But what about a bridging program for year 3 entry?  Students aren’t going to 

come to us with business diplomas that transfer courses exactly as our year 1 and 2 offerings.  We see 

students with unassigned busi credits, unassigned mrkt credits, etc .  This is true for both domestic and 

international students – especially international.  Do we want an entry point for students with a 

minimum of 60 credits who may not have completed a business diploma -  similar to our other BBA’s?  I 

realize that we will also have the other degree option (Bachelor of Comm Mgt) which would be 

appropriate for those lacking core business courses, but what if a student has many business courses – 

just not the right ones to add up to a business diploma?  Do we want to automatically shut the door 

to  our BBA?   

I strongly support this new degree, but I need clarification with regard to year 3 entry.  I have a whole 

bunch of “what if” scenarios bouncing around in my head -  I’d be happy to discuss them in person.   

Cheers  

Jane 

Ps -  one last ‘housekeeping’ item: on the list of internal consultations (Appendix A) it mentions the BA 

Advisor.  I think this was created back in the day when the BA advisor was the only advising position 

within a division. I think this needs to be updated.  The SoB has an Advising Coordinator and  SoB 

Advisors (some refer to us as BBA advisors but we don’t like that title given that the SoB has more than just 

BBAs). 

 



 

  



 

OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS & PLANNING REPORT  

The Degree Proposal Review Report prepared by the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning for 

the BBAC and BC is appended as a separate document. 

EXTERNAL FEEDBACK FROM INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS 

BACKGROUND 

As part of the degree development process for the Degree Concept Proposal, the Applied Communications 

Department contacted professionals who work in the communications field in a broad spectrum of industry 

sectors.  The purpose of this survey was to solicit feedback on the types of general skills and communications 

skills that employers look for in graduates. Once the data was collected, the department spent two full 

meetings reviewing it and using the input to further inform the degree model (i.e., proposed courses.).  

Furthermore, the department will use this data as a framework for course outcomes development during the 

Full Program Proposal stage of our degree development. 

The survey was prefaced with an introductory email that was tailored to each of the recipients. 

Appended below are the following items: 

1. The survey that was sent out. 
2. An alphabetical list of the industry professionals who were contacted. 
3. A collated list of the responses, grouped according to the questions, as well as emergent patterns.  We 

have made the feedback anonymous as the survey for the Degree concept was essentially an “electronic “ 
focus group.  We will be soliciting letter support in future stages of the degree development process.   

External Stakeholders  Survey 

We need your input on the following five questions: 

1. What do you think are the top Communication skills that a Bachelor’s graduate should have today?  
(Please list at least six.) 

2. What do you think are the top skills (outside of Communication skills) that a Bachelor’s graduate 
should have today? (Please list at least six.) 

3. What Communication skills do you see generally lacking in your industry or within the workforce?  

4. What additions or deletions would you make to the proposed content areas on the Draft Degree 
Framework attached?  (Note: An initial draft of the Degree Program Model that is in our Degree 
Proposal  was sent to the industry contacts.) 

5. Do you have any additional comments? 
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Appendix F3: External Consultations with Industry Professionals 
 
 

Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

 

NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION 

Bowles, Patricia Director, Communications and Education, BCSC (BC Securities Commission) 

Dayson, Lily Manager, Evaluation Programs & Liaison Certified General Accountants Association of BC 

Dickson, Ellsworth  Co-Publisher/Editor-in-Chief      Resource World Magazine 

Freimond, Chris Principal Partner,   

Former President  

Freimond Public Relations Inc 

International Association Business Communications, BC 

Gauthier, Charles  Executive Director -  Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association 

(DVBIA)  

Guterres, Tracy Manager, Human Resources BC Hydro 

Herringer, Michael Manager, Programming, Shaw Cablesystems 

Keeling, Chuck General Manager 

Vice-President, Racing Operations,  

Fraser Downs Racetrack & Casino 

Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

Kehler, Connie Executive Director 

Program Manager 

Canadian Herb, Spice, and Natural Products Coalition 

Canadian On-Farm Food Safety Working Group 

Keigher, Tom Distribution Centre Manager TDL Group (Tim Horton’s ) 

Kidd, Kevin  Store Manager  The Brick 

Kirkbride, Maureen Governmental Affairs  Telus 

Lee, William Business Analyst Ivanhoe Mines and Southgobi Resources, Vancouver. BC 

Leonard, Pierrette  

APR, FCPRS 

Senior Advisor,  

National President,  

Canadian Patient Safety Institute 

Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS) 

McClanaghan, Dale Consultant Clients include: Granville Island Trust, City of Vancouver 

Planning Commission, Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation, Katherine 

Sanford Housing Society 

O’Reilly, Lisa Professional Program Evaluator Canada Evaluation Society 

Plottel, Loren Communications Manager 

Former President  

Faculty of Arts - UBC 

Canadian Public Relations Society, -BC, 

Seed, Darren  President, BC Chapter, Canadian Investor Relations Institute 

Trenaman, Bill Manager of Investor Relations Ivanhoe Mines 

Tsui, Sophia VP, Risk Management HSBC 

Vercaigne, Darhl Proprietor and Consultant Keystone Marketing Services 

(Risk management and commodity trading) 
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Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE SHOULD HAVE 

TODAY  

 Writing - thorough and appropriate analysis. Executive 

summaries are a MUST HAVE to draw a reader to the 

conclusion easily. 

 Professional - documents HAVE to look professional as this 

gives a sign as to the quality of the work Presentations - keep 

succinct, get to the point.  Long presentations are hard to follow. 

 Verbal - clear and easy to understand. 

 Interpersonal and teamwork - see comments below. 

 Relevance - all communications must demonstrate relevance to 

the audience. 

 Content - balance written with visual.  A picture is worth a 

thousand words.  I generally find that visual (pictures/graphs) is 

the way to go.  Words supplement the point you are trying to 

make (drive it home with words). 

 ‘Succinctness’ - workplace is far more fast-paced even in the 

last 5 years.  Time is valuable and there's not enough of it.  Get 

to the point quickly - especially with senior mgmt. and executive 

levels. 

 Organizing your concepts and prioritizing. 

 Writing a presentation outline in a concise format 

 Preparing visual support (for paper, PowerPoint, and web 

delivery). 

 Being comfortable in delivering oral presentations 

(Recommends joining Toastmasters or taking a Dale Carnegie 

course). 

 Presentation – selling others on ideas. 

 Written   - clear and concise. 

 Non verbal-   reading   body language. 

 Interviewing   - need to be able to read people and make correct 

assessments. 

 Voice -   projection and tone. 

 Vocabulary  -  a good command of the English language 

 Ability to present in large group settings. 

 Comfort in networking through communications(e-mail, 

conversation, letters). 

 Detailed Report writing including structure and style for 

business not for looks 

 Language Educate for business and format of written letters, e-

mail 

Structured reports showing Situation, Action, Results, What you 

need fix, How you will solve it, What did it accomplish. 

 Networking Skills and importance of building your network, 

how to keep up communications from a business point of view – 

Not Facebook Surfing. 

 Social media skills. 

 The fine art of answering questions and presenting materials 

in as few words as necessary.  

 Dealing with difficult people. 

 Multi-tasking and time management. 

 

 Verbal/oral communication skills. 

 Written skills. 

 Presentation skills. 

 Empathy. 

 Listening & Comprehending. 

 Knowledge of customer. 

 Building Rapport. 

 Diplomacy and tact 

 

 Problem Solving skills/Decision making skills. 

 Aggregate information to communicate effectively. 

 Speech writing & speech delivery skills. 

 Clear, concise, professional written 

communication skills (e.g. emails, letters). 

 Ability to present information verbally (presentation 

skills). 

 Ability to tailor information needs to audience 

verbally or in writing (e.g. brief for the executive vs 

a detailed business case). 

 Ability to influence/persuade through written/verbal 

communication. 

 Communicating technical information to non-

technical audiences. 

 Ability to organize thoughts into verbal or written 

communication. 

 Mediation skills -- how to get collaboration among 

diverse groups. 

 Analysis and strategic planning. 

 Listening and non-verbal communication skills -- 

understanding what people mean, even when they 

don't say what they mean. 

 Answering questions correctly. Sometimes if you 

are not thoughtful and diplomatic, people will 

misinterpret and use what you said against you. 

 Writing skills, first and foremost. Writing for the 

media, writing for in-house magazines, writing 

annual reports, in-house newsletters, writing for 

the web. But clear, thoughtful, well-researched 

writing. 

 Graphic design skills. As a senior level 

communicator, I need someone who can run rings 

around me in terms of their technical abilities in 

design and layout. I began my career when we 

laid down type with hot wax, and edited with an 

exacto knife. I don't have those skills; and I'm too 

expensive to an organization to spend my time 

doing that. But I sure need someone in my group 

who can. 
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Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE 

SHOULD HAVE TODAY  

 “Fluent” written and verbal skills. This may seem 

basic, but I am continually surprised by the number 

of individuals in senior positions that possess poor 

verbal skills and especially poor written skills. 

 In addition to a strong foundation on the elements of 

the R-A-C-E formula, I would include ethics and 

business training to prepare students to eventually 

compete for a spot in the C-Suite, which usually 

means having to bring skills and knowledge that go 

beyond the confines of traditional communications 

practice.  

 A basic understanding of financial management and 

the ability to translate those skills into an ability to 

communicate with them. Those outside of the 

accounting profession learn their financial skills 

almost exclusively while on the job. This 

compromises one’s opportunities, especially early in 

their career. 

 In my opinion, ethics and personal integrity in 

communication are generally lacking.  

 Besides the obvious skills of spelling correctly with 

good grammar, it's important to be able to write a 

press release or report on your company's project. 

Write for your audience! If you are writing a press 

release for your publicly-trading company, 

remember that the average intelligent investor will 

probably not be an engineer or geologist (if you 

work for a mining company). This means you must 

write the press release on two levels. 

 Start off by summarizing your message in plain, 

understandable English that a lay person can 

understand. Then, if necessary, go on to describe the 

technical or geological details for the more 

sophisticated investors and requirements of the TSX 

or TSX Venture Exchange, for example. Don't 

forget to include some background details for 

readers that may not be familiar with your 

company's activities. Never try to impress the reader 

with fancy or unusual words unless they are really 

needed. When communicating the features of your 

company's project, be careful with forward-looking 

statements.   

 It's always better to "under-promise" and "over-

deliver" (which will make you a hero) than to "over-

promise" and "under-deliver" (then you are a jerk).  
This would come under ethics. 

 Understand the various methods of communicating 

your company's message: advertising, research 

reports, editorials in suitable publications, trade and 

investment conferences, etc. If writing for a 

government agency, again, remember to write for 

 Above all, the ability to write well and to be 

able to adopt the writing style to suit the 

audience/opportunity  

 The ability to develop a strategic 

communication plan that aligns to the strategic 

goals of the employer 

 At least a passing familiarity with: 

1. Stakeholder relations 

2. Media relations 

3. Governmental relations 

4. Investor relations 

5. Employee/executive communications 

6. Crisis communications. 

 A thorough knowledge of the numerous 

communications vehicles available, as well as 

the existing and emerging technologies. 

 Be able to constantly scan his / her audience to 

determine if the crowd is losing interest and if 

so take a break and refocus the presentation on 

the fly. Strong Public Speaking skills as I still 

hear too many “Umms and You Know”  as 

filler words. Use of Pictures is a powerful tool 

especially in News Releases for Publicly 

Traded Companies trying to explain the areas 

being Drilled or mined. Investors immediately 

have a better understanding of the written NR. 

So a Picture is worth a 1000 words!  

 Ability to examine issues & topics in-depth. 

 Clarity of thought and strong writing skills. 

 Interact with specialists in various disciplines 

 Adept with emerging media and accomplished 

at learning new software. 

  “Not a spin doctor” or overly captivated by 

visual images. 

 Understand the limitations of popular media 

and be prepared to challenge conventional 

approaches by examining evidence-based 

research and examining many sides of debate. 

 Technical ability to generate the variety of 

presentation material. A print example - The 

Economist – charts, graphs, graphics, editorials 

and summary of specialized topics and general 

interest topics drawn from business, politics, 

arts and culture and science.  

 Web content and some web design. 

 Writing clear and concise reports.  

 Being able to relate examples with real life 

situations has more impact and the audience 

can relate better as well. 

 Spoken & Written – looks for lots of English 

courses in someone she will hire. 



 

your audience. If your target audience doesn't 

understand what you are trying to say, you have 

failed as a communicator. 

 Engage & Inform – know how to capture and 

hold someone’s attention. 

 Mind the Big Picture – being goal oriented and 

not just process oriented, thinking beyond the 

delivery system and being driven by content, 

being more of a generalist that a specialist. 
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Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE 

SHOULD HAVE TODAY  

 Have familiarity even fluency with social media 

– knowing their capabilities, strengths, and 

weaknesses. 

 Understand the role of Visual and Gfx – what 

do the artists need to do their job. 

 Interviewing: as a valuable subset of research. 

 Know what the news media want – they 

determine what is news. 

 Understanding key business success factors. 

 Being able to read and understand a balance 

sheet. 

 Understanding macro- and micro-economics (at 

a high level). 

 Understanding good (and bad) management 

practices. 

 Developing good leadership/team-building 

skills. 

 "The top communication skills that a Bachelor's 

graduate needs include several key acumen 

based on the fundamentals of investor relations. 

Strong financial acumen, great written and oral 

communication skills and project management 

are integral components for the investor 

relations professional on a day-to-day basis. A 

Bachelor of Communications Management 

program that integrates these core necessities 

will make the graduate employable not only in 

the investor relations profession but any public 

company position." 

 Written – clear, concise, jargon-free, grammatically 

correct. 

 Verbal – ability to present ideas in an articulate, 

convincing, balanced and considered manner to 

individuals, small groups or larger gatherings. 

 The ability to understand and interpret complex 

information and then convert it into language that will be 

comprehensible to a range of audiences. 

 A good understanding of the role of the media – traditional 

and emerging – in communication, including the ability to 

provide advice, guidance and coaching in dealing with the 

media. 

 Community relations including an understanding of and the 

ability to deal with special interest groups and specific 

communities such as ENGOs, First Nations, 

neighbourhood associations etc. 

 A working knowledge of public affairs: what’s the 

government’s role in business, what’s the most effective 

way of communicating with elected officials, policy 

makers and regulators etc.? 

 Internal/employee/stakeholder communications – 

understanding the needs of employees, shareholders, 

suppliers, customers etc. and knowing how to 

communicate with them. 

 The Ethics of communication – particular in a digital age 

where image and text manipulation is so easy. 
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Bachelor in Communications (BC) 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 2: TOP SKILLS (OUTSIDE OF COMMUNICATIONS) THAT A BACHELOR’S 

GRADUATE SHOULD HAVE TODAY 

 As above regarding financial skills. For instance, 

one’s ability to understand the basic differences 

between an income statement, a balance sheet, or 

a cash flow statement. In my experience, one 

learns these basic skills either on the job or 

through an accounting course. It is important as a 

means of communication in the business world, 

so I do include them as part of one’s 

communication “arsenal.” 

 Similarly, an understanding of the basics 

regarding IT. Whether it’s the use of social media, 

how the use and understanding of IT can improve 

efficiency, etc., there is a lack of understanding 

unless they have a personal interest in this area. A 

popular belief amongst professionals- especially 

those over 40- is that they don’t need to worry 

about this area of business because “someone else 

in the company can do it for them.” Such a 

reliance on others is becoming more and more 

compromising to those that don’t understand the 

basics of computer technology. 

 Critical thinking and making a contribution to 

effective decisions 

 Networking – how to build and maintain a 

business network 

 The basics of sustainability 

 Knowing how to work successfully in teams 

 Research and information analysis – particularly 

online 

 Business basics – how organizations work and 

what makes them success or fail. 

 How to work in a team atmosphere. 

 Critical thinking and capacity for research, synthesis & 

presentation. 

 Strong quantitative skills and knowledge of applied 

statistics 

 Exposure to economics. 

 The business emphasis looks very good and the 

inclusion of accounting is excellent. 

 Writing a variety of formats (articles, briefing notes, 

consulting reports, abstracts and web copy…). 

 Graphic design and integrations with text and charts 

and graphs. 

 Being knowledgeable about current events and history. 

 Fluency in English. 

 Teamwork – working in varied and diverse teams. 

 Understanding and appreciating the value of 

communication in the social process. 

 Understanding key business success factors. 

 Being able to read and understand a balance sheet. 

 Understanding macro- and micro-economics (at a high 

level). 

 Understanding good (and bad) management practices. 

 Developing good leadership/team-building skills. 
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SURVEY QUESTION # 3: COMMUNICATION SKILLS GENERALLY LACKING IN INDUSTRY OR THE 

WORKFORCE 

 Writing - they seem to lack a sense of purpose in 

written communications. The style is very 

theoretical/text book vs practical and more 

importantly, relevant to the organization. 

 Oral - could be stronger.  Those that have strong oral 

communication and presence tend to present 

themselves more confidently and allows them to shine 

against others.  But people must know what they are 

talking about. Some people have no problem with oral 

but you can easily see through them if they can't 

support their position. 

 Problem solving/critical thinking - tends to be 

weaker.  Focus should be bringing solutions rather than 

problems which would require them to have done 

appropriate analysis of the situation before 

communicating it. 

 Teamwork is strong but strong work ethic seems less 

important with the younger generation.  Not sure 

purely 'communications' could address this. 

 The ability to provide context and scope. The speaker 

should give the listener enough information to weight 

the importance of what is said. How often and under 

what circumstances is the statement true. Motherhood 

statements are meaningless and belie a lack of 

knowledge. Plastic words are useless and fill time then 

the speaker is not competent to answer a question. 

 Attention to detail. 

 Strategic planning and creative thinking. 

 I worry about the younger generation’s increasing 

reliance on social media as a replacement to face-to-

face contact. I believe their ability to develop basic 

interpersonal skills has been impacted, and I fear it will 

only get worse as their reliance on social media grows 

(and the bad habits inherent with this form of 

communication). Despite the positives associated with 

social media, it will never replace the importance of 

face-face contact and the communication skills 

necessary to succeed in the business world. 

 Corporate Communications - Lack of perspective of 

non-business interests and a “them-us” mentality 

towards critics or outside interest groups.  Industry 

communications are often targeted to other industry 

participants and not adept at identifying or responding 

to broader public concerns. A concentration on crisis 

management without taking the effort to establish 

credibility in the community. 

 How to give brief and relevant updates on projects at 

meetings. 

 Written communications skills – especially attention to 

detail.  Writing that doesn’t get in the way. 

 Knowledge of current events – context and examples. 

 Presentation skills: 

- Sales and social skills 

- Strategic planning skills 

- Collaborating with others; sharing the credit with 

others. 

Presentation skills-  the  ability to  present  yourself in a 

positive way so that others will want to follow and or 

take your lead. 

 Detailed information formatted in a concise manner. 

 Misuse of similar words or form of word. 

 Disregard for Grammar and poor spelling skills. 

 Need for improved skills in presentations and group 

settings. 

 Structured presentations not filled with fluff. 

 Written skills – reports, letters, memos minutes, 

recommendations. 

 Presentation skills. 

 Communications to the masses. 

 Grammatical errors. 

 The possibility of co-op or mentorship for students in 

industry. 

 A project based in 4
th

 year that ties all learning knowledge 

and skills together. 

 Working well across different areas of the organization 

(i.e., may work well as part of a small team, but not 

across areas where interests may differ). 

 ESL – we have a lot of highly technical professionals who 

have difficulty communicating verbally or in writing and 

have spent lots of $$ on accent reduction and 

communications courses. 

 Written skills specific to our industry – there are a lot 

regulatory filings, reports, board briefs, business cases, 

etc that have specific requirements/formats. 

 Confusion between content and presentation. The notion 

that difficult news or unpopular positions can be 

promoted if only the communications plan is well-crafted 

enough.  I recently saw a corporate communication firms 

slogan, “Reality is perception”, and I think this is meant 

to imply that we can shape perception and therefore alter 

reality. An ethics course may be in order and a discussion 

on objectivity and self-interest. 

 Public Sector Communications – Tendency to gloss over 

problems, disinterest or hostility to interests outside of 

jurisdiction or mandate of that particular organization e.g 

parkland expansion without consideration of jobs or other 

impacts. Many single perspective pursuits (green-space at 

any cost) to the determent of other public goals (housing, 

employment or other land use needs for successful urban 

development. 

 The most important communication skill lacking in 



 

business today is the ability to write clearly and concisely. 

 Understanding the difference between information and 

knowledge and wisdom.   
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SURVEY QUESTION # 3: COMMUNICATION SKILLS GENERALLY LACKING IN INDUSTRY OR 

THE WORKFORCE 

 Written communications skills. 

 Strategic thinking (as opposed to tactical 

thinking). 

 Client services skills (how to build and maintain 

good relationships). This could apply to clients of 

consultants as well as internal clients that 

communicators may have within larger 

organizations. 

 An understanding of business and where 

communications fits in the overall business 

strategy. 

 The ability to measure the success of 

communications programs. 

 The most important communication skill lacking 

in business today is the ability to write clearly and 

concisely.   

 There is also a fundamental lack of understanding 

of the philosophy behind effective 

communications:  many businesses and 

individuals forget that it’s as important to listen as 

it is to speak. 

 Oftentimes, communications specialists don’t 

have a broad enough understanding of business 

dynamics to be as strategic and effective as they 

should be.  

 Inadequate knowledge about the audience the 

subject matter.  They tend to have good 

knowledge only on their Specific areas and lack 

the overall knowledge of the Big Picture. 

Knowing just the Financial information without 

the Technical knowledge reduces the ones 

Credibility or vice versa. Also they don’t know 

enough about their competition strengths and 

weaknesses. 

 There is also a fundamental lack of understanding 

of the philosophy behind effective 

communications:  many businesses and 

individuals forget that it’s as important to listen as 

it is to speak. 

 Oftentimes, communications specialists don’t 

have a broad enough understanding of business 

dynamics to be as strategic and effective as they 

should be.  

 Most Investor Relations people I know do a good 

job of communicating their company's activities to 

investors.  To communicate effectively and with 

authority, the Investor Relations writer must 

understand three things: his or her company's 

project, the stock market (if it is a publicly-trading 

company); and how to write clearly and concisely 

about his or her company. 

 Part of communicating your company's activities 

to the public or investors is to understand the 

power of photography. It is a constant struggle for 

me to acquire good photographs from companies 

that we cover in our magazine. If a company has 

excellent photos available to the media, it is that 

company’s pictures that will be chosen by editors 

to include in its coverage. It is also important to 

understand the technical requirements for good 

photographic reproduction in a publication.  It 

goes without saying that all good communicators 

understand how to use the various computer 

programs related to the job: Word, Excel, Power 

Point, etc. 
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SURVEY QUESTION # 4: ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE PROPOSED CONTENT AREAS ON DRAFT 

DEGREE FRAMEWORK A 

 Corporate vision and strategy - in any job, employees 

have to think about their particular role and/or job 

function and understand how they contribute to the overall 

vision/strategy.  All communications should incorporate 

how the document or presentation relates to the strategy. 

 Graduates have to learn to respect those who do not have 

degrees or other credentials. They have to learn how to 

deal with people from all backgrounds and learn how to 

manage all kinds of people.  

 They all look like useful areas…definitely spending time 

on the “soft skills” is worth it…companies like ours pay 

lots of $$ to send employees on communications courses 

(especially business writing, presentations, working in 

teams, negotiation skills) 

 The only piece of the puzzle I see missing is something 

outside the core discipline such as a course in General 

Studies or Humanities.  I was asked to participate in a 

similar session for SAIT in Calgary a number of years 

back, and almost all of the business people involved said 

the school did a wonderful job teaching the core studies 

but the kids were graduating without the soft skills needed 

to round out their employment tool kit.  Your situation is a 

little different as this is specific to communications and 

just by its nature most of the students will bring some of 

those skills along.   

 The theory of conflict resolution, project management, 

etc. is really far more useful mid-career.  

 Fundamentals of employee performance appraisals as well 

as self-evaluation, 360 degree 

 Thinking on your feet assisted by simulation, if available 

 Strategic planning and strategic thinking 

 Scenario development for planning and projection 

purposes 

 Career planning – what is a consultant – agency or self-

employed? what is a career in non-profit sectors, 

government, etc.? 

 Thorough knowledge of Software applications (MS Suite) 

and manipulation of social media 

 My key pint is including the Public Policy component for 

the business oriented course load. Conversely, I advocate 

business and accounting exposure for the public policy 

types.  

 More courses with an emphasis on ethics and personal and 

corporate integrity. 

 More business writing courses. 

 Given my focus on Government Relations, my bias would 

be to add a section on understanding government (at the 

local, provincial and federal level):  how government 

works, how government action (or inaction) can impact 

business, and how government policy can be influenced. 

 

 Risk taking and risk management (This means learning 

how to assess a risk, not just the courage to take the 

risk.) 

 Building confidence in yourself and others. 

Overcoming fear of failure. 

 Under Survey and Research Methods: Concept design -

- knowing how to plan a project and organize it for 

presentation. 

 Marketing Overview. 

 Operations Management. 

 Professional Sales Course. 

 Business Law,(Labour, Business). 

 Under either Business and Management or Writing and 

Documentation, you may want to add something 

specific on debate, critical analysis and the best way to 

challenge an argument. Just a thought.  

 Ditto my comments above, but there is a huge gap in 

what I see that's been outlined in your program re social 

media. I know it's there in one course and mentioned in 

another, but in my view, this is the most influential 

change in communications and PR in three decades. 

There has to be a huge emphasis on audiences, reaching 

audiences, responding to audiences, entering the social 

media conversation and initiating social media 

conversations. It's big, and it's changed everything. 

 Interview skills. I have seen over many years that 

communicators don't generally know how to elicit the 

most from an interview. They don't understand the 

difference between a conversation and an interview and 

they are too polite to get the best answers that are 

useful for their purposes. I don't see any emphasis on 

interviewing in the proposed program. 

 Looks very comprehensive, and on paper, it addresses 

the concerns I cite above.   

 Exposure to Public Policy and Government and 

Regulatory Issues. In our mixed economy all business 

have some dealings with government and many are 

highly regulated (telecom, resources, manufacturing, 

real estate development, consumer products). Graduates 

that understand business and government relations 

within a public policy framework will be better 

equipped to excel. 

 Visual or graphic design. 

 No. It looks like a good course. 

 No I like what has been proposed  but consider 

approaching the Middle Management staff in various 

Corporations to enroll in your Course like the  MBA 

Program for Executives. 
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SURVEY QUESTION # 5: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS? 

 The course content looks amazing.  As an active 

employer, I do find strong communication skills 

challenging to find but those (new or existing 

employees) that can demonstrate strength in this area 

often excel at their jobs and are more readily 

promotable. The program content appears excellent.   

 Some form of this program should be part of other 

disciplines.  For example, those getting other degrees 

in Finance, Accounting, Marketing, etc would greatly 

benefit from elements of this program.  I am not sure 

whether there is a requirement for that but it would 

be worthwhile to investigate this.  We often hire 

Finance/Economics types and communications can 

be challenging, particularly in writing.  They also 

have to know how to motivate and reward people 

from all kinds of backgrounds. Sometimes praise is 

not enough, you have to be prepared to write a note 

to the person's boss if the person does an exemplary 

job or is particularly helpful for your project. 

 Very impressive content. 

 You have a Great Proposal and will make Toast 

Masters enrollment drop significantly 

 If available, and not already considered, I would use 

a simulation lab for the elements in Advanced 

Presentation Skills, especially the elements having to 

do with any form of presentation, especially those 

involving rapid fire delivery when you have nano 

seconds to convince a CEO of a point. 

 Looks very thorough! 

 I think the program is a great idea. Good luck on 

Kwantlen's new role. Let me know if there is anything 

else I can help with.  

 Communicating verbally:  In the business world, it is 

often necessary for an Investor Relations or company 

executive to make a presentation to investors, the 

media and/or other groups. Therefore, it is a great 

advantage to be able to get up in front of strangers to 

speak. Perhaps your students could make a company 

presentation to the class. Let them choose which 

company they would like to speak about. It gets easier 

with practice. Also, a valuable talent is to know how 

to speak and behave when being interviewed by a 

reporter. 

 This is particularly important if it is a TV interview. 

 I especially appreciated seeing the modules on 

Advanced Organizational Behaviour, Ethics of 

Communication for well rounded graduates. 

 Overall, I looked at the syllabus with the R-A-C-E 

formula in mind to determine how prepared the 

students would be to enter the APR process for the 

Canadian Public Relations Society.  I see Research 

and Communications covered, but not as much the 

elements devoted to analysis, unless this would be 

covered by the Module on Communications Research 

Methods.  Same would apply to the importance of 

evaluation, also maybe covered by the latter module. 

 Finally, as discussed, I would also consider 

consulting the Pathways to the Profession from CPRS 

for additional ideas on the development of curriculum 

to prepare students to eventually reach their career 

potential. 
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Assessment Template; Appendix C - Development & Implementation Timetable. Additional material 
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A. Originating Group  
 

1. Internal Developers  
 

Developers: Alexandra Richmond Faculty: Applied Communications 
 

  Panteli Tritchew  Department 
 

     

    Faculty of Business 
 

      

Dean:  Arthur Coren  Faculty of Business 
 

      

Date: April 1, 2012   
 

 
If joint educational offering, name of 
other institution: N/A 

 
Note: Requirements outlined in the joint educational policy must be met before proceeding 
to full program proposal. 

 

 

B. Basic Information  

B.1 Name of proposed program  

BBA, Communications  

B.2 Proposed credential to be granted  

Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) in Communications (BBAC)  

B.3 Expected length of program (in years):  

Four Years  

B.4 Anticipated start date of program:  

September 1, 2013  

B.5 Is this cohort, selective entry, or open access program?  

Open access  

B.6 How many students would you expect to enroll in each year of the program? How will the  

 program be rolled out if you are not using a cohort model?  
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 BBA in Communications   

  Spring Spring Spring Spring 
  2013 2014 2015 2016 

Year One  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Year Two  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Year Three, BBA, Communications  20* 25 30 35 

Year Four BBA, Communications  N/A 20 25 30 
 

*Courses will be filled by both BBA in Communications students and Bachelor in 
Communication students. As enrolments increase, we will increase sections of the courses.  

This program allows students to enter the degree in Year Three. 
 
The program will be rolled out by advertising to internal Kwantlen students who are enrolled in 
Diploma programs as well as to external students in Diploma programs who transfer to Kwantlen. 
 
See Appendix F for an Executive Summary of Student Demand Analysis from the Office 
of Institutional Analysis & Planning, Kwantlen Polytechnic University (September 2010) . 
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C.      Executive Summary 
 
 
 
The Bachelor of Business Administration in Communications - (BBAC) will provide graduates with 
the skill sets identified by business and government as critical to workplace achievement. Skills 
include written and oral communications, effective use of information technology, leadership and 
teamwork, strategic media selection and application, applied research and creative problem-
solving skills, as well as project- and document-management skills. 
 
The primary objective of the BBAC program is to educate and prepare graduates with outstanding 
written and oral communications and teamwork skills bolstered by a solid base of general business 
acumen. We expect that our graduates will take leadership roles in communications for non-profit, 
profit, and government organizations. Alternatively, graduates who acquire jobs in fields outside of 
communications will be successful precisely because of their superb communication skills. To 
accomplish the primary objective, the program will equip participants to think strategically and 
critically about the contexts, audiences, and purposes of their messages, select and synthesize media 
strategically, apply solid writing and editing skills, and leverage their sound understanding of business 
practices, protocols and operational structures. 
 
The BBAC is an applied degree, based on extensive industry consultation, which will prepare 
graduates to transition seamlessly into the workforce and equip them for ongoing economic 
and career success. 
 
Institutional Priorities 
 
The BBAC supports Kwantlen’s principles and priorities as articulated in Kwantlen’s Mission and 
Mandate (KMM) statement.  As an applied degree, this will support and enhance Kwantlen’s evolving  
Polytechnic mission because its structure will “respond to community, regional, industry, and market 
needs.” (KMM) Furthermore, the BBAC touches on each aspect of the institutional Mission: 
 
 (http://www.kwantlen.ca/mission/mission-mandate.html). 
 
Students can enter the program either with one of Kwantlen’s of business diplomas or a business 
diploma from another institution. They will have already met Kwantlen’s minimum entrance 
requirement. 
 
School of Business Priorities 
 
The Kwantlen’s School of Business mission is “To provide students of diverse ages, backgrounds and 
aspirations with a quality business education that prepares them for success in the workplace and 
graduate school.” 
 
The BBAC capitalizes on existing School of Business course offerings. Also, the BBAC has a Year Three 
entry which allows for a broad base of students with different business diplomas to enter our 
degree. The degree is based on industry and labour market surveys and will prepare students for 
workplace placement and ongoing success and advancement. The emphasis on listening and 
speaking, writing, interpersonal skills, research and critical thinking will prepare students for success 
in the workplace, while the emphasis on academic research, critical thinking, and writing skills will 
prepare them for graduate school. 

 
Access and Relation to Existing Programs 
The BBAC builds on Kwantlen’s existing strengths within the School of Business. It is designed to 
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provide a flexible laddering option for students to complete a four- year BBA. Students will enter the 
program in Year Three of their studies after mastered a solid foundation of core business studies by 
completing a business diploma at either Kwantlen or another recognized post-secondary institution. 
 
It is also designed to allow student flexibility. Not only does the degree allow students to enter with 
varied business diplomas, it provides for electives that will enable students to tailor their degree to 
their personal strengths and interests. 
 
Student Profile  
Students may be either traditional 18 -22 year-old university students or they may be working 
professionals who are upgrading their skills and completing a degree. Consequently the courses will 
be offered to allow full-time, part-time, evening and weekend attendance and courses will be offered 
through various delivery methods.  
Degree Outcomes 
 
This rigorous degree will require both traditional academic and applied community-based research, 
and encourage creative and innovative problem-solving approaches through both case-based and 
real research projects. The degree culminates in a community-based, practicum course that 
integrates the key learning outcomes from all of the BBAC courses and allows students to apply 
those skills in a workplace setting. 

 

Educational Effectiveness  
The degree will offer effective use of resources in two ways. First, it will utilize existing 
diploma programs and elective options. Second, it will be offered in conjunction with the 
Bachelor of Communications which will utilize the same third and fourth year university 
courses ensuring maximum utilization of institutional resources. 

 
The degree has an applied focus which ensures that students apply theory to practical business case 
studies. In addition, a six-credit capstone practicum course is offered in the final semester to allow 
students to apply their skills in an employment setting. 
 
Further study and Employment Options  
The degree program has been designed to reflect the needs articulated through industry consultation 
and labour market analysis. The new courses have been designed to take advantage of the Applied  
Communications faculty’s educational and occupational expertise and to incorporate the skills that 
have been prioritized by employers across a broad range of industries. This will ensure that students’ 
skill sets will enable them to both enter the labour force quickly, and maintain employability and 
mobility across the labour market. 
 
 
D   Access (Degree FPP section 6. Admission and Transfer/Residency) 

 
D.1. What entry requirements should applicants be expected to meet? If there are multiple entry 

points, please specify requirements for each. (A graphic representation of this may be 
attached . Are entrance requirements appropriate? Are students likely to be successful? 

 
Students will enter the BBAC in Year Three of their studies. 
 
YEAR THREE ENTRY: 
 
Students may enter the program in Year Three provided they meet the following requirements: 
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 Any Kwantlen School of Business Diploma that includes a minimum GPA of 2.7 and a minimum 

grade of C+ in six credits of first-year English and/or Communications. 


or 


 A 60 credit business-related diploma (from a recognized post-secondary institution) with a 
minimum GPA of 2.7, a minimum grade of C+ in six credits of first-year English and/or 
Communications and the following courses or equivalent (with a minimum GPA of 2.7 in 
each course) : 



1.  ACCT 2293 Introduction to Financial Accounting (or ACCT1110 and 1210)   
2. ECON 1250 Principles of Macroeconomics   
3. MRKT 1199 Introduction to Marketing   
4. BUSI 1110 Fundamentals of Business in Canada   
5. CMNS 1140 Introduction to Professional Communications  

 
 
 
 
2. Will the structure of the program allow for full-time, part-time, evening, weekend, on-line, 

mixed-mode delivery methods, or a combination of any of these? (Identify each as 
appropriate).  

 
Yes, the BBAC will provide structures allowing students to attend either full- or part-time. The new 
courses to be developed for this degree will be offered through weekend, on-line and mixed mode 
delivery methods as well as in traditional classroom and workplace environments. 
 
D.3 Will the structure of the program allow for multiple entry and exit points? (Be specific – use 

flow charts for clarity) 
 
Entry Points 
 
Year One - Students study options for years one and two will vary depending on which business 
diploma they choose to complete. 
 
Year Three- Students will qualify to enter the program by completing a Kwantlen Business Diploma 
or a two-year, business-related diploma from a recognized post-secondary institution that meets  
Kwantlen’s minimum general entry requirements and meets the requirements listed above. 
 
Year Four Exit Point -Students who complete the required 60 credits in third and fourth year and 
meet other university minimum requirements for graduation will graduate with a BBAC. 
 

E Student Profile 

 
E.1 Who are your target students (age, gender, educational background, work experience)? 

Where do they come from (recent high school graduates, mature students, transfers 
from other institutions)? How do you plan to recruit or attract these students? Are there 
other characteristics applicants should have that you identify as important?  

Target Students  
The following profiles describe the potential student recruitment base: 
 

Kwantlen graduates who have a business diploma who wish to continue their studies in the 
field of Communications and graduate with a Bachelor’s degree  
Non-Kwantlen business diploma graduates who wish to continue their studies in the field of 
Communications and graduate with a Bachelor’s degree 
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High School graduates who wish to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Communications Mid-
level working professionals who wish to upgrade with specialized courses related to 
Communications  
International students who wish to pursue a Bachelor’s degree in Communications 
Undergraduates who wish to pursue graduate opportunities in Communications 

 
Plan to Recruit and Attract These Students 
 
With the assistance of Kwantlen’s recruitment offices, we will promote this program directly to the 
high schools as well as internally to existing Kwantlen students and through Kwantlen’s open house 
events. 
 
Furthermore, we plan to network closely with the  Society for Technical Communications, the  BC  
Securities Commission, the  Canadian Investor Relations Institute, the  Canadian Evaluation Society, 
and the  International Association of Communications to receive referrals to the program. 
 

 
E.2. How will the program address the needs of under-prepared students? How will you get 

these students into a qualifying year? 
 
We would direct interested students who do not meet the entrance requirements to the  Faculty 
of  Academic and Career Advancement programs (e.g., Qualifying Year) in order for them to 
upgrade their qualifications as necessary. Students who have not yet completed their business 
diploma requirements would be referred to the School of Business degree advisors. 
 
E.3 How will the program address equity by decreasing systemic barriers? Is this type of program 

traditionally or historically underrepresented in specific cohort groups? (e.g., gender and/or 
age imbalance, First Nations) How will the program address these issues? 

 
Applied programs in Communication Studies are relatively recent in academia. As such, there is 
not a historical basis for underrepresentation. 
 
F Program Description (Degree FPP section 4. Curriculum/Program Content) 

 
F.1 Provide a broad description of the program outcomes, and how this program relates to existing 
or proposed programs at Kwantlen:  
GENERAL PROGRAM OUTCOMES  
The BBAC program aims to provide the skill sets identified by business, government and academic 
advisory boards as critical to workplace achievement. It builds on demand for existing courses and 
programs and is developed to meet feedback from industry on priority skills for new hires. 

 
In a broad sense, our students will develop and demonstrate critical thinking and analysis skills, 

oral and written communication skills, teamwork and interpersonal skills, moral and ethical 
frameworks, and a solid understanding of core business concepts, structures and processes. Upon 
graduation, students will have 
 

Knowledge of advanced communication concepts and an ability to communicate successfully, 
orally and in writing.  
An ability to develop messages in a variety of media, including digital and print. 

 
An ability to communicate effectively, negotiate and manage conflict in a variety of situations. 
The ability to use electronic technology to find, retrieve, store, organize and disseminate 
information. 
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A broad understanding of media and trends in digital technology. 

 
Knowledge of business organizations and structures and the impact of information 
and communication on these.  
An ability to think critically and problem solve.  

SPECIFIC PROGRAM OUTCOMES  
In addition to the above general academic skills, the program will provide the following core 
(specialized) outcomes for our graduates. Graduates of the BBAC will be able to perform the 
following:  
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving  

Use critical thinking and analysis skills to effectively evaluate, analyze and solve complex 
written and oral communication problems.  
Adapt message(s) and media to changing audience and context conditions to achieve new 
objectives.  
Strategically select a variety of media to create cohesive and integrated communications 
solutions, taking into account multiple stakeholder interests and perspectives. 
Communicate effectively, verbally and in writing, with individuals and groups in a variety 
of business contexts. 

 
Written Communications  

Integrate concise language with visual design components to convey increasingly complex 
messages for a variety of audiences and purposes.  
Revise and edit documents for correctness, clarity and accuracy.  
Develop and deliver rhetorically powerful and effective oral presentations. 

 
Use conventional and new media tools to develop and implement a broad range of 
communication plans.  
Apply project planning and document management tools, skills and processes to define 
appropriate implementation strategies for communication as well as monitor and 
evaluate communication strategies and respond appropriately.  
Extract, outline and summarize essential material from both written and oral sources. 

 
Research 
 

Research and analyze data from primary and secondary sources, and evaluate data for relevance 
and accuracy to facilitate and inform communication strategies.  
Conduct and coordinate research and evaluation processes to develop and implement 
communication plans and strategies.  
Select and use contemporary electronic and web tools appropriate to specific research projects. 
Communicate effectively with a broad range of functional units and diverse stakeholders within 
the organization to solve or resolve complex communication problems and issues.  
Apply knowledge of corporate and business organizational theories, structures and mechanisms 
to support strategic decision making. 

 

Teamwork and Interpersonal 
 

Take a leadership role on teams by using teamwork, conflict resolution and mediation 
skills within a variety of contexts.  
Take a leadership role in negotiations by using teamwork, conflict resolution and mediation 
skills within a variety of contexts.  
Apply ethical, moral and legal principles to communication-related challenges and problems 
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individually and in teams.  
Discuss the legal, moral and ethical parameters of business decisions or actions.  
Apply and use intercultural and multicultural skills to take on leadership and facilitation roles 
within teams.  

Information Design and Management  
Design, develop, implement and evaluate sound communication policies and procedures within 
an organization.  
Apply critical path and documentation management methodologies, and human resource 
management and conflict resolution techniques to team and multi-authored documentation 
projects.  
Coordinate and contribute to strategic website design and 
implementation. Write effective user-guides and training manuals.  
Design, develop, write, implement and test a broad range of policies and procedures suitable 
to advance organizational goals.  
Understand and strategically use digital media to achieve and advance organizational goals.  

Ongoing Industry Preparation and Community Stakeholder Engagement 
 
In the development of the degree, the Applied Communications department has engaged in a 
survey and consultation process to gain industry feedback and is currently soliciting applications to 
join an industry advisory committee to provide ongoing feedback to inform the degree courses and 
program. 
 
For a comprehensive list of the skill-sets identified as critical by our Industry Contacts, please 
see Appendix F—External Consultations. 

 

F.2 How does the proposed program support existing programs at Kwantlen? 
 
The BBA in Communications will provide a degree option for business diploma students from other 
institutions as well as from Kwantlen. This degree will assist with institutional recruitment and 
retention by providing an innovative, industry driven, skills-based degree unlike any other 
Communications degree in the region. Not only does the degree utilize current diploma offerings, it 
integrates existing advanced core business courses in the third and fourth years. 
 
Furthermore, the proposed program supports existing programs at Kwantlen as students will be 
taking courses from humanities, social sciences, design and other faculties to fulfill their elective 
requirements of the degree. 
 
F.3. Identify how the proposed program supports Kwantlen’s mission, core values, and 

strategic objectives? Please refer to policy L.10 Program Prioritization.  
(NOTE: F.3 is not applicable for the academic year of 2008/2009.) 

 
The BBAC supports Kwantlen’s mission and core values as articulated in Kwantlen’s Mission and 
Mandate (KMM) statement. 
 
1. Access, with a Year Three entry point accessible to students with a broad range of two-year 

business diplomas.  
 
2. Scholarship, with a rigorous set of new and existing courses that require traditional and 

community-based research, creative and innovative problem solving, writing-intensive courses, 
and a workplace-based, capstone course that integrates the key learning outcomes from all of 
the BBAC courses.  
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3. Community, with community-based research and practicum requirement options that will 

require students to engage the broader community (local, provincial and global) in a variety of 
contexts.  

 
4. Mentorship, with mentorship opportunities from degree instructors and industry contacts in 

practicum placements.  
 
5. Stewardship, with courses in Ethics, as well as ethics competencies that will be woven into the 

curriculum throughout the degree.  
 
Strategically, as a degree with a heavily applied focus, the BBAC will support Kwantlen’s evolving 
Polytechnic mission because its structure will “respond to community, regional, industry, and market 
needs.” (KMM) 
 
Furthermore, as the majority of research projects will require active research in Kwantlen’s 
communities (industry, not-for-profit, and government), students participating in research projects 
and practicum placements will be Kwantlen ambassadors to our local communities and diverse 
stakeholders. 
 
The BBAC supports Kwantlen’s academic priorities by providing a degree which reflects community 
and labour market needs, and which is in keeping with Kwantlen’s values and mandate as a  
Polytechnic University. 
 
 
 
 
F.4 How will the program ensure educational effectiveness (e.g., retention rates, completion rates, 

success rates for progression)?  
Does the program create opportunities for students to ladder from current programs? 

 
The program will ensure educational effectiveness by developing clearly defined program and 
course outcomes. The course sequence will be based on a careful analysis and strategic integration 
of course outcomes, as well as appropriate prerequisites that will help ensure that students are 
adequately prepared for each course as they progress through the degree requirements. 
 
Each course will have assessment techniques appropriate to the outcomes. Appropriate 
assessment will be built into the degree to ensure that students are prepared for higher-level 
courses, which will help to ensure retention and completion. 
 
In terms of success and completion rates, students will be able to avail themselves of an array 
of institutional resources, including but not limited to financial aid, counseling, career 
counseling, program advising, and the Early Alert program. 
 
Courses in this degree will be offered across the timetabling matrix, including in-class, online and 
mixed-mode format. Since students can choose to study full- or part-time, as well as self-select 
timetables and classroom modes suitable to their learning styles, this range of registration 
options will have a positive effect on student achievement and retention. 
 
The Bachelor of Business Administration in Communications (BBAC) has been developed in parallel 
with a Bachelor of Communications (BC). As a result, the upper-level communications courses will be 
accessed by two different sets of degree students. This will ensure effective utilization of educational 
resources as well as provide a diverse student profile within classes. 
 
The degree is uniquely designed to allow students from a variety of business diploma programs to 
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ladder into a degree program. 

 
 

 
F.5 Describe how the proposed program incorporates co-op placements, work experience, 

practicum, clinical practice, etc.: (if applicable) 
 

Virtually all of the BBAC courses, including core BBA courses, require that students complete applied 
business-based research projects as an outcome of the course. 

 
In addition, the BBAC’s practicum course is a capstone project that provides students with an 
opportunity to integrate the knowledge and skill-sets of the degree and apply them in a workplace 
setting. 

 
The BBA in Communications will not incorporate a co-op. Because students will be completing only 
four study terms in the Communications department, we will not be able to meet the co-op’s new 
requirement of three co-op terms. 

 

 
F.6 Does this program include Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) as per Policy B.14 Credit for Prior 

Learning? 
 

Yes, the BBAC will adhere to Kwantlen’s Policy B.14 for Prior Learning. The applied nature of the 
degree ensures that BBAC courses will be accessible for PLA options, particularly for working 
professionals who need to upgrade their skills or credentials for career advancement. This group is 
one of our key target markets. 

 
All new courses in the program, with the exception of the Communication Practicum, will include PLA 
options utilizing any one or combination of the following: Interview, Portfolio, Project or Exam. 

 
F.7 Explain how current faculty are able to deliver the program, and if they are not, how this issue 

will be addressed. 
 

The degree has been developed based on industry demand and with recognition of the department’s 
core strengths. The existing faculty is able to deliver the program. The Applied Communications 
Department has an applied focus and demanding qualifications for faculty expertise. Specifically, the 
Minimum Qualifications to teach in the Applied Communications department are as follows: 

 

  Academic Requirements Teaching Experience Industry experience   

  Master’s in English, Post-secondary teaching 3 years directly related work   

  Communications, Journalism  experience. Familiarity with current   

  or equivalent field  Communications technology.   

  http://www.kwantlen.ca/policies/G-HumanRes/g07b.pdf    

       

 G. Outcomes     
 

G.1 Will this program allow students to continue with further study?  
Describe   bridging, or post-credential continuation of education. 
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Students who complete the BBA in Communications degree will be able to continue their education 
by enrolling in a variety of Master’s programs. The two most likely destinations for our graduates 
would be Master’s of Business Administration and a Master’s in Communication programs. 
 
This four-year baccalaureate program will provide students with the 120 credits that are required to 
enter a Master’s program. 
 
 
G.2 What is the nature of the work students are being prepared for? Include current labour 

market data that shows a demand for this type of graduate. 
 

 
Graduates of the BBAC program will find employment in a broad spectrum of industry sectors, all 
of which require superb communication, mastery of multiple media applications, and a strategic, 
integrated approach to solving communication problems. They will integrate emerging theories of 
audience/situational analysis, visual and information design, research, critical thinking and 
interpersonal communications to provide “integrated communications” solutions that can improve 
human performance in the workplace in order to advance the organization’s mission and vision. 
 
Employment Prospects  
This degree has been developed based on a thorough industry consultation and labour market 
demand analysis. It has received support from leaders in a broad range of industries. The demand for 
graduates with this skills set is supported by a number of key business surveys including the BC Skills 
Survey 2010 which ranks our core communications skills – listening/speaking, writing, team work, 
problem solving, and critical thinking - as five of the top ten skills consistently in demand from 
industry (See Appendix I Business Council of BC page 11) 
 
Please also see the research compiled from the Office of Institutional Analysis and Planning (See 
Appendix F2—separate document) 
 
In addition to preparing students to enter the workforce in a variety of industries, the degree will 
provide students with the skills set to advance within their places of employment. 
 
Finally, the following table, taken from the Labour Market Assessment from the Office of 
Institutional Analysis and Planning in Appendix E (page xx), shows solid employment demand in the 
communications field projected over the next 7 years. 
 
Projected Growth in Employment Demand by Selected Occupations in Business, Finance, 
and Administration, BC and Lower Mainland/Southwest, 2009 – 2019 
 
      Projection  

 

     NOC Period 2009-  
 

    Occupation Title Code 2019  
 

        
 

    BC Overall  1,126,420  
 

 

o
p

en
in
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Managers in Communication (except broadcasting) 013 920  
 

 

Sales, Marketing, and Advertising Managers 061 11,340 
 

 

 

(E
xp

a
n

si
o

n
 

 
 

 Policy and Program Officers, Researchers, and Consultants 416 11,720  
 

 Writing, Translating, and Public Relations Professionals 512 6,510   

 

To
ta

l  
 

 Mainland/Southwest Overall  679,540  
 

   

Managers in Communication (except broadcasting) 013 660 
 

 

     
 

    Sales, Marketing, and Advertising Managers 061 8,850  
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Policy and Program Officers, Researchers, and Consultants 416 7,550 
Writing, Translating, and Public Relations Professionals 512 4,510 

 
Source: British Columbia Labour Market Outlook 2009-2019  
Please note that each 3-digit National Occupational Cade can be further divided in 4-digit 
occupations; however, no projections for the period 2009-2019 are available at the 4-digit level. 
 



H. Consultations (Degree FPP section 9. Program Consultation) 

H.1 With whom have you consulted internally regarding this proposal? What were the results of these 

consultations? Please provide names, dates, and summary of feedback. Refer to Appendix A. 

 

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS—ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS 

DEPARTMENT NAME (Chair) RECEIPT STATUS 

English Paul Tyndall Attached 

Journalism Beverly Sinclair Pending 

Human Resources Duane Radcliffe Attached 

Entrepreneurial Leadership Paul Leigh No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Marketing Paul Leigh No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Accounting Carol Stewart Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Bachelor Technology 

Computer Systems 

Andy Law Attached 

Business Ron Shay No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Economics Sigrid Ewender Attached 

Legal Admin Assistants Pam Galea No response to-date, will obtain for FPP 

Business Quantitative Ulrieke Birner Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Terri Smolar Public Relations Pending, will obtain for FPP 

 

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS—ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS 

DEPARTMENT TITLE NAME/ 
LOCAL 

RECEIPT 

Counselling Director, Student Development and Success Lyn Benn 
2467 

Pending 

Registrar Services (Admissions, 
Records & Graduation) 

Director, Registrar Services Zena Mitchell 

2463 

Nov.18 

Enrolment Services Director, Enrolment Services 

(Student engagement) 

Josh Mitchell 

2474 

Nov. 23 

Enrolment Support & 
Retention 

Director, Enrolment Support & Retention Warren Stokes 

3230 

Nov.22 

Information & Educational 
Technology (IET)  

Manager of User Support Paula Hannas 

2390 

Pending 

Institutional Analysis & 
Planning 

Director  Kathleen Bigsby 

3127 

August, 

 



INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS—ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS cont’d 

Centre for Academic Growth Director Elaine Decker 

3078 

N/A 

Library Services Librarian Elaine Samwald 
2680 

Sept. 

School of Business Advising Jane Gray 
3280 

Nov.19 

Awards Director 
Financial Awards 

Julia Denker 
2336 

Nov. 18 

Enrollment Services Director 
New Student Programs 

Craig Brown 
3019 

Nov. 23 

Co-operative education Director 
Co-operative education 

Shawn Ericksen 
2013 

Nov. 23 

Registrar Manager 
Registration Systems 

Kathy  Wainman 
3225 

Via Warren 

Please see Appendix F(separate document)for the Degree Proposal Review Report prepared by the 

Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning for the BBA, BC.   

(Note—previous titles were BBA, Business Communications and BBA Communications Managment, 

but the credential name was changed based on feedback from various stakeholders.) 

H.2 With whom have you consulted externally regarding this proposal? What were the results of these 

consultations? Please provide names, dates, and summary of discussions. 

The table below lists external contacts that have been consulted.   

NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION 

Bowles, Patricia Director, Communications and 
Education, 

BCSC (BC Securities Commission) 

Dayson, Lily Manager, Evaluation Programs & 
Liaison 

Certified General Accountants 
Association of BC 

Dickson, Ellsworth  Co-Publisher/Editor-in-Chief      Resource World Magazine 

Freimond, Chris Principal Partner,   

Former President  

Freimond Public Relations Inc 

International Association Business Communications, BC 

Gauthier, Charles  Executive Director -  Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association 
(DVBIA)  

Guterres, Tracy Manager, Human Resources BC Hydro 

Herringer, Michael Manager, Programming, Shaw Cablesystems 

Keeling, Chuck General Manager 

Vice-President, Racing Operations,  

Fraser Downs Racetrack & Casino 

Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

Kehler, Connie Executive Director 

Program Manager 

Canadian Herb, Spice, and Natural Products Coalition 

Canadian On-Farm Food Safety Working Group 

Keigher, Tom Distribution Centre Manager TDL Group (Tim Horton’s ) 

Kidd, Kevin  Store Manager  The Brick 

Kirkbride, 
Maureen 

Governmental Affairs  Telus 

Lee, William Business Analyst Ivanhoe Mines and Southgobi Resources, Vancouver. BC 



Leonard, Pierrette  

APR, FCPRS 

Senior Advisor,  

National President,  

Canadian Patient Safety Institute 

Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS) 

McClanaghan, 
Dale 

Consultant Clients include: Granville Island Trust, City of Vancouver 
Planning Commission, Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation, 
Katherine Sanford Housing Society 

O’Reilly, Lisa Professional Program Evaluator Canada Evaluation Society 

Plottel, Loren Communications Manager 

Former President  

Faculty of Arts – UBC 

Canadian Public Relations Society, -BC, 

Seed, Darren  President, BC Chapter, Canadian Investor Relations Institute 

Trenaman, Bill Manager of Investor Relations Ivanhoe Mines 

Tsui, Sophia VP, Risk Management HSBC 

Vercaigne, Darhl Proprietor and Consultant Keystone Marketing Services 

(Risk management and commodity trading) 
 

 

The above list of names will be used as a starting point from which theAapplied Communications 

Department will form a Program Advisory Committee for the Full Program Proposal and the ongoing 

Program advisory needs of the program once it is launched. 

Please see Appendix F3 for a summary of the feedback received from our list of External Stakeholders.   



 

I. I.1 Institutional Resources (Degree FPP section 8. Program Resources 

 What expertise, equipment, facilities and library resources will the program require to support 

student learning? Ensure that any required new resources in these areas are identified in the Costs 

section (I). 

The BBA in Communications is designed to leverage from the many courses currently offered within 

the School of Business and is within the scope of equipment, faculty and library resources that are 

already available within the university.  

Recent new hires within Applied Communications have been selected with an eye to the 

requirements of the BBA, BC, so faculty resources and expertise have already been largely met.  

Some contract faculty may need to be hired to teach specialized courses. 

Other resource requirements to support this degree are incorporated into this program proposal.  

Please see section J. 

 

I.2 Outline anticipated requirements for equipment, specialized space, etc.: (classrooms, labs, shops, 

general space) 

The only specialized space or equipment that may be required is electronic classrooms which the 

Applied Communications Department  already requires for existing courses. 

 



J. Budget  

 

   School of Business Bachelor of Business Administration 
(BBA) in Communications  

Costs and Revenue: (to be prepared by Dean/Associate 

Dean in consultation with developer)  

Budgetary requirements are provided for information purposes only. 
Program approval does not ensure budgetary support. 

Non-Recurring Costs 

1) What will be the following costs? Please provide accurate 

estimates. 

a) Academic non-recurring start-up costs (e.g., equipment 

costs/other) 

 

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Program development.       

Curriculum development        

Faculty recruitment       

Staff PD/enrichment       

Marketing and promotion  $2000 $1000   $3000 

Sub-total      $3000 

Capital costs (Equipment, 
Renovations) 

   

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

       

       

Sub-total      ` 

 

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Academic Non-Recurring      $3000 

Capital Costs       

 



J. Costs and Revenue continued 

Ongoing Costs 

Operating Costs 

   

Item No. of items Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Total 

Faculty 1 fte   105,600 105,600 211,200 

Required service courses       

Administrative support .125 fte   13200 13200 26400 

Advisor       

Specialized IET       

Specialized IT Support       

Library (see Library Assessment 

Template) 

   8815 0 8815 

Lab operating costs - Salary       

Lab operating costs – non-salary       

Ongoing research costs       

Other Advisory Committee Meetings    200 200 400 

Sub-total      $246,815` 

 

 

* summarize costs identified in Appendix A Internal Consultations, not including Library costs 

** explain required service courses 

 

Signature of dean submitting concept document   Date 

 

Signature(s) of dean(s) providing service courses  Date 



J.2 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for development, both internal and external. 

Funding for the development of the BBAC will be obtained through Kwantlen’s budgeting process as 

administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business.  

 

J.3 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for delivery, both internal and external. 

Funding for the development of the BBAC will be obtained through Kwantlen’s budgeting process as 

administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business. 



J.2 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for development, both internal and external. 

Funding for the development of the BBAC will be obtained through Kwantlen’s budgeting process as 

administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business.  

 

J.3 Indicate the specific source(s) of funding for delivery, both internal and external. 

Funding for the development of the BBAC will be obtained through Kwantlen’s budgeting process as 

administered and coordinated through the Faculty of Business. 
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Appendix A:   Program Structure Model 
 
 
 
 

 

 YEAR THREE AND FOUR PROGRAM STRUCTURE MODEL  
 

 
 

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN Communications(BBAC) —YEAR THREE AND 4 
 

  COURSES  (60 credits)   
 

     
 

 CMNS 4xxx CMNS 4xxx CMNS4xxx/4xxx CMNS 4xxx 
 

YEAR External  Communications Practicum Communications  

FOUR 
  

Communications Advanced Report (6 Credits) Research  

  

    

30 
 Writing and    

 

 editing    
 

credits 
     

     
 

      
 

  ENTR 4110 ENTR 4120 CMNS 4xxx CMNS 4xxx CMNS 4xxx 
 

 Business Human Resource Communications Internal Interpersonal 
 

 Leadership Management Project Communication and Group 
 

   Management  Communication 
 

     Mediation, and 
 

     Negotiation 
 

      
 

 ENTR 3160 CMNS 3xxx CMNS 3xxx CMNS 3xxx 3xxx Elective 
 

YEAR Information Digital Persuasive Advanced Oral  
 

THREE 
  

Technology for Communication writing/speaking Communications  
 

   

 Business Media and Tools    
 

30      
 

credits      
 

Phil 3033 ENTR 3110 3xxx Elective CMNS 3xxx CMNS 3xxx 
 

 
 

 Business Ethics Advanced  Visual Theories of 
 

  Organizational  Communications Human 
 

  Behaviour   Communication 
 

      
 

 ↑  Students enter with a Business Diploma ↑  
 

  Years 1 & 2   
 

      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.kwantlen.ca/calendar/courses/entrcrs.html#entr4110


 

 
Appendix B: Analysis of Skills Demand Correlated with New 
Courses 

 
 
 
Our analysis of an industry survey and 49 communication job postings showed the following skills were priorities for 
communications graduates. The skills are ranked according to the number of times each skill was mentioned as a 
requirement. New courses were developed to meet industry demand. The final column shows the course that was developed 
to meet priority skills.  
      Course developed to meet skills 
  Job Postings (49) # # Industry Feedback Demanded by industry. 
 1   26 Writing 1. Writing and Editing CMNS 
  Writing skills 67    4xxx 
 2   19 Verbal presentation 2. Advanced oral communication 
  Multimedia digital 63    CMNS 3 xxx 
 3 Internal  19 Interpersonal/mediation/team 3. Interpersonal, group, mediation, 
  Communications 51    negotiation 3xxx 
 4 Team  11 Analyze/summarize/synthesize 4. Internal Communications 
  player/Interpersonal     CMNS 4 xxx 
  skills 37    (also includes strategy) 
 5   8 Audience analysis 5. External Communications 
  External   Embedded in Cmns 1140 existing  CMNS 4xxx 
  communications 36    (also includes strategy) 
 6   7 Social media web 6. Digital Communication Media 
  Prepare & Deliver     and Tools 
  presentations 33    CMNS 3xxx 
 7 Communications  6 Networking/building rapport 7. Persuasive writing/speaking 
  Strategy 30    CMNS 3xxx 
 8   6 Problem solving 8. Visual Communications 
  Persuasion 28    CMNS 3xxx 
 9 Analytical Problem  6 Ethics 9. Communications Research 
  Solving 26  Phil 3033 existing  CMNS 4xxx 
 10   4 Persuasion 10. Communications Project 
       management 
  Organisational strategy 25    CMNS 4xxx 
 11   4 Critical thinking  Theories of Human 
       Communication 
       Overview of CMNS Theory 
  Multitasking 16    CMNS 3xxx 
 12   4 Interview/body language  CMNS4xxx/4xxx (6 Credits) 
       Communications Practicum 
      Capstone course in a workplace 
  Project Management 16   setting. 
 13 Editing 12 4 Multitask/time management    

 14 Research 12 4 Research    

 15 Event planning 10 4 Graphic design    

 16 Diverse communities 5 3 Document design    

 17   3 Leadership/management    

 18   3 Media    

 19   2 Cmns media & software    

 20   2 Strategize    

 21   2 Organisation & project    

     Management    

 22   2 Organisational behavior    

     ENTR 3110 existing    

         
     



 

Appendix C: Selection of Job Postings Descriptions of Skill Areas 
 
 
The following lists of requirements sampled from the job postings analyzed provide examples of the 
skills sets in demand by employers. 
 
I. Analytical Problem Solving  
 

1. Makes independent decisions using analytical and problem solving skills while remaining 
calm, alert and high-functioning in stressful situations.   

2. Client service orientation, driven to help clients meet needs or resolve problems   
Resolve problems at first point of contact where possible and refer more complex 
situations to senior officers.   

3. The ability to prioritize and communicate client requests in a clear, efficient manner to 
project delivery teams.   

4. Track readership metrics  

5. Address reader questions and feedback   
6. Experience in client needs analysis,   
7. Excellent problem solving skills   
8. Experience in analyzing and meeting client needs and client service   
9. Demonstrated analytical abilities and judgment  

10. Problem-solving and decision-making skills  
 

 
II. Communications Strategy 

 
1. Maintains a comprehensive knowledge of complex health care operations, and company 

goals and objectives to deliver strategic communications.  
2. Plan for future development and continuous improvement  

3. Development and Implementation of Communication Programs   
4. As assigned, works to develop communication plans and strategies to help support 

various initiatives and programs   
5. Knowledgeable of the principles of communication and community engagement   
6. Track record of co-coordinating and implementing communications plans to achieve 

objectives in a fast-paced environment with the ability to adapt to change and meet timelines 
without sacrificing quality  

7. Proven track record  in developing and driving communications initiatives   
8. Assist with strategic communication planning and ensure the integrity of company 

image is maintained.   
9. Assists the Director with the development of an annual Communications Plan for Operations 

and  

IT  
10.  Ensure the consistent application of the communications framework 
 
 
 
III. Internal Communications 

 
1. Leads the development and execution of customized communications plans for programs and 

initiatives, ensuring that they integrate with the overarching Employee Communications 
program and align to corporate priorities.   

2. Applies solid knowledge of best practice business methods to help advance corporate 
culture, executive communications, executive engagement with frontline staff, corporate 
business practices and online and in-person communications.   

3. Experience in meeting with senior staff, assessing their needs and delivering service  
4. Communication advising and planning for internal clients as required  
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5. An in-depth understanding of internal communications principles and practices.   
6. Coordinates corporate promotional efforts internally and externally   
7. Represents CCAC and works collaboratively on external and internal committees and 

working groups as required.   
8. Providing support for communications programs, meetings and events, new initiatives 

and projects including coordination, planning, implementation and measurement of 
internal communications.  

9. Anticipates and addresses issues and opportunities that impact employees.   
10. Supports the ongoing evolution and development of Employee Communications 

vehicles, meetings and special events.   
11. Ensures a coordinated approach with communicators and key stakeholders across the client 

group to achieve effective internal communications.  

 
IV. Writing Skills 
 
1. Draft letters with minimal support and coordinate follow-up activities;   
2. Assisting in the development and dissemination of surveys   
3. Manage incoming and outgoing communications (fax, photocopy, electronic e-mail) on 

behalf of the COO;   
4. Provide broad administrative leadership on document preparation as required 

(correspondence, reports, tables, spreadsheets), including preparation for board meetings 
(copying, collating, and binding etc.) which involves extensive collaboration between all 
departments;   

5. Write/Edit/Post communications for company News &Write/Edit/Post articles 
for CompanyConnect  

6. Maintain style guides and communications policy documents  

7. The candidate will have exceptional writing skills   
8. An ability to develop communications products based on direction from marketing 

managers or client-facing senior staff   
9. Writing, editing and the distribution of a number of communication materials including web 

pages, newsletter articles, FAQs , announcements, posters, meeting invitations and system 
outage notifications   

10. Exceptional writing and editing skills  
 
 
V. Multimedia Digital Communication 
 
1. Contributing to development of a social media strategy   
2. Maintaining and supporting the continuous   improvement of IT Department intranet pages   
3. Uses advanced skills and experience in journalistic and business writing, as well as the 

skill to develop compelling written and multimedia presentations to target and engage a 
variety of external and internal stakeholders.   

4. Work with and direct agencies, freelancers and partners to develop and execute integrated 
digital marketing and communication initiatives   

5. Work with the look of our existing website to develop new, creative website content on a 
regular basis  

6. Write/Edit and maintain external website  

7. Basic knowledge of graphic design and print production processes   
8. Skill-set to work with online applications including html   
9. Provides content and coordination of all social media efforts (Facebook, Twitter, 

Foursquare, YouTube, company.com, etc.)   
10. Responsible for all photo and video media, organization, coordination and archives.   
11. Experience with writing for web and social media applications and tools required\   
12. Maximize on-line communication through audio, streaming video, on-line surveys, 

podcasts and blogs  
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VI. Team player/Interpersonal skills 
 
1. Team player, driven to ensure that the whole company team is successful in meeting client 

needs   
2. Excellent people skills,   
3. Proven experience working with cross-functional teams   
4. Demonstrated team and interpersonal communication skills   
5. Exceptional interpersonal skills   
6. Ability to work well both individually and in a team   
7. Self-motivated, able to work in a team environment and balance the needs of a 

number of individuals and the team  
8. Must be able to work both independently and as part of a team   
9. Demonstrated ability to establish and leverage effective working relationships   
10. Ability to work independently as well as in a team setting  

 

VII.       External communications 
 
1. Handling stakeholder engagement,   info session and town hall meeting logistics   
2. Capturing and summarizing engagement and info session discussions and feedback  

3. Sourcing and negotiating vendor services   
4. Input into the development of "community relations" messaging.  
 
5. Oversees relationships with vendors (graphic designer, photographers, signage, postal, 

database, etc).   
6. Acts as representative for company at community engagement events   
7. Experience working with external partners and stakeholders,   
8. Execute & manage PR & Blogger relations, as well as Advertising (Print/TV)  
 
9. Uses broad knowledge of the social, political and economic environment in the provision 

of strategic advice to stakeholders across company relating to government, community and 
media communications.  

 
VIII.     Prepare & Deliver Presentations 
 
 
1. Excellent oral and written communication skills are required, as well as presentation 

skills to prepares first drafts of speeches, speaking notes, presentations, briefing notes, 
backgrounders, announcements and other communication materials for internal audiences  

2. Outgoing with strong presentation skills  

3. Respond to client-initiated contacts, delivering fast and efficient service,   
4. Strong verbal and written communication skills, including tact and diplomacy   
5. Excellent oral and written communications skills and customer orientation are also 

essential elements of this position.  
6. Excellent written and verbal communication skills   
7. Retain knowledge about the features and benefits of a wide range of products and services 

and convey the information to clients   
8. Manages the company Speakers’ Bureau through coordination of requests, 

modification of presentations as appropriate and acting as a resource to bureau 
members.   

9. Ability to speak confidently with the public and provide presentations to groups   
10. Formal presentation skills  

 
IX. Computer Skills 
 
1. You will need strong computer skills   
2. Excellent skills with MS Office (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, Outlook) and Internet.   
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3. Expert knowledge of all Microsoft Office applications, especially PowerPoint and Publisher   
4. Advanced knowledge of, and experience using, relevant desktop and web publishing software 

and hardware including Microsoft Office Suite products Word, Excel and PowerPoint as well 
as Adobe Acrobat and Dreamweaver   

5. Experience using complex databases; * Copy editing; * Adobe - Acrobat; * Photoshop 
InDesign;   
* Dreamweaver will be considered an asset   

6. Proficiency with desktop publishing and design tools   
7. Proficiency with web development tools and online communities  

8. Proficiency in Microsoft Office is also required.   
9. Must be computer literate: strong keyboarding and Internet navigation skills; type a 

minimum of 25 wpm; basic arithmetic skills required  
 
X. Multitask 
 
1. The ability to work on several high-pressure projects, delivering high quality results in a 

fast paced, results-driven environment.   
2. Manage multiple priorities to deadline.   
3. Ability to multi-task in a fast-paced and changing environment   
4. Ability to multi-task in fast-paced environment   
5. Ability to multi-task and prioritize, working with minimal supervision, completing tasks in a 

fast paced environment   
6. Ability to execute under tight timelines, pressure and competing priorities  
 

 
XI. Persuasion 
 

1. Development of program promotional tools and materials;   
2. Creates external media ads   
3. Work closely with marketing/product managers on new product launches and related media events   
4. Act as brand consultant on all media related issues including agency management and support  

 
XII.       Research 
 
1. Information-seeking skills; the ability to probe, find out more and improve your 

understanding of a client's situation or issue   
2. Strong research skills   
3. Excellent reading, writing, research and communications skills a must   
4. Experience searching and populating on-line databases   
5. Superior research and fact checking skills   
6. Research (including on-line) and report writing experience  

 
XIII.     Project Management 
 
1. Developing and managing budgets.   
2. Strong project management skills   
3. Work with internal business clients to deliver project deliverables to the interactive 

development team and external agencies on time and within predefined specifications   
4. Proven experience using and working knowledge of standard project management tools 

and processes   
5. Document and report project   timelines, work back schedules and milestones   
6. Previous project management experience  

7. accountable for project management from beginning to end  

 
XIV.     Event Planning 
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1. Assists with execution of all Jays Care Foundation fundraising events, programs, meetings, 

and special activities.   
2. Assists in the coordination of Community/Foundation-based programming including batting 

practice visits, pre-game presentations, anthems, Jays Care Community Clubhouse hosting, etc.   
3. Execution of annual recognition events   
4. Plans and coordinates events, program launches, etc.   
5. Represent the communications function and / or provide assistance in the management of 

special events including those relating to CSR and sponsorship.  
 

  
XV.     Editing 

1. The role involves writing, editing and translating a variety of corporate documents   
2. Conducts regular reviews, provide oversight and management of the public facing websites 

and intranet, including editing and updating copy, researching and suggesting new ideas for 
content, design and navigation.   

3. May include writing, editing internal and external communications   
4. .....from strategy development and planning to writing and editing clean, clear copy on a 

tight deadline 
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Appendix D: Calendar Descriptions of New Courses 
 

 

#3xxx Visual Communications 

 
Students will examine common approaches to the visual representation of information. They will 
learn to incorporate visuals such as figures and tables, photos and videos, and two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional animations into their communications They will learn to create stand-alone visual 
communications as well as incorporate visuals into, for example, brochures, webpages and 
multimedia platforms. 
 

 
#3xxx Theories of Human Communication 

 
Students will examine the history of human communication, from print to digital media, as that history 
is reflected in modern theories and practices among individuals and within organizations. Students will 
learn techniques to apply traditional and contemporary communications theories as those theories 
relate to professional contexts. 
 
#3xxxElective 
No description necessary 
 
#3xxx Advanced Oral Communications 

 
Students will apply principles, techniques and strategies for oral communication through a variety 
of mediums. They will learn to analyze information to identify and deliver key messages in 
multiple live and virtual presentation formats to diverse stakeholder groups. Focusing on 
persuasive and informative communication challenges within professional settings, and taking into 
account current technology, students will learn audience analysis, integration of visual elements, 
application of non-verbal or paralinguistic features, impromptu and planned presentations, question 
and answer sessions, rhetorical techniques, and overall time management. 
 
#3xxxPersuasive Writing and Speaking 

 
Students will learn the principles of persuasion and apply them to strategic conversations and 
dialogues with a variety of audiences. Rhetorical strategies and techniques learned will include 
various ways to identify audience needs, encourage audience attention, stimulate audience interest 
and generate response and action from targeted audiences. 
 
#3xxxDigital Communications Media and Tools 

 
Students will examine principles and practices of traditional and emergent digital media. They will 
learn how to evaluate and choose the most appropriate media to deliver a specific message to a target 
audience. They will learn how to develop, analyze, and evaluate products such as social media 
initiatives, media kits, and customer relations management products. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#4xxx Management of Communications Projects and Documentation 
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Students will learn how to plan and develop the communication products necessary to manage a 
project from inception to completion. Students will apply critical path methodology, document 
control, human resource management and conflict resolution techniques to team and multi-
authored documentation projects. 
 
#4xxxInternal Communications 

 
Students will focus on common principles and practices of effective internal organizational 
communications. They will learn to manage issues through top-down, peer-to-peer and 
interdepartmental communications. Students will learn to analyze, develop, implement and evaluate 
communications plans. 
 
#4xxxInterpersonal and Group Communications Mediation and Negotiation 

 
Students will learn and practice interpersonal skills and study communications among individuals 
and groups. They will learn mediation and negotiation skills that can be applied in organizational 
settings. Internal examples might include negotiating about employee performance and 
interdepartmental expectations; external examples might include, negotiating with suppliers, clients, 
or community groups. Students will also learn numerous business cohesion techniques. 
 
#4xxxExternal Communications 

 
Students will learn principles and techniques for communication with diverse audiences, using 
mass media, lives events and various social media platforms and tools. After the course, students 
will know how to coordinate organizational efforts to develop an external communications plan 
aimed at government regulators, community groups, relevant organizations, and/or the public. 
 
#4xxxAdvanced Report Writing and Editing 

 
Students will study theories and principles for writing correspondence including; electronic 
proposals, business plans, executive summaries and other research reports, including a collaborative 
report. They will complete written and oral communication assignments that emphasize interpersonal, 
team-building and leadership skills. Students will apply editing principles to a number of publishing 
and workplace projects. They will learn about creation of a house style for clients, and compare 
market and strategies of current style guides (Chicago Manual, APA, AP, etc.). Students are also 
introduced to the rhetorical effects of the choices that editors make with their clients and colleagues. 
 
#4xxx/4xxx Communications Practicum (6 credits) 

 
Students will propose and develop real world communications initiatives for chosen organizations. 
They will be required to undertake a strategic planning process and to research, write, present, 
monitor and evaluate these initiatives for management, appropriate stakeholders, and staff in support 
of relationship building and decision-making, for that chosen organization. Students will work 
directly with an organization or agency representative and the faculty practicum coordinator. A 
graduation portfolio will also be produced. 
 
 
 
#4xxxCommunications Research 

 
Students will conduct primary and secondary research using tools they develop such as surveys, focus 
groups, observations and interviews. Students will be required to manage their quantitative and 
qualitative data and interpret their results. Students will also learn to collect, interpret and use 
information taken from subject matter experts (SME), journals and informational databases in order to 
support their written communications and publications. 
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Appendix E: Job Titles of Postings Analyzed to Determine Skills in 
Demand 
 
The following list of job titles describes the positions that were analyzed to determine skills in 
demand. Generally jobs were either entry level or required no more than three years of experience. 
 
 

1. Communications Leader 35. Director of Marketing & 
2. Client Service Representative  Communications 
3. Client Services Representative 36. Marketing Communications 
4. Executive Assistant  Coordinator 
5. Communications Manager 37. Senior Compliance Officer – 
6. Customer Service Agents  Communications 
7. Digital Project Leader 38. Project Coordinator - Visual 
8. Marketing Communications  Communications 
 Coordinator 39. Specialist, Corporate 
9. Communications Coordinator  Communications 
10. Co-ordinator, Communications 40. Communications 
11. Communications Specialist  Coordinator/Accounts Payable 
12. Communications Specialist 41. Senior Communications Specialist 
13. Communications Specialist 42. Corporate Communications Specialist 
14. Internal Communications 43. Communications Officer 
15. Internal Communications Specialist 44. Communications Analyst 
16. Communications / Publications / Sales 45. Marketing Communications and 
 Manager  Brand Manager 
17. Marketing Communications Manager 46. Communications Lead 
18. Marketing and Communications 47. Webmaster/ Communications Support 
 Manager  Coordinator 
19. Bilingual Communications Associate 48. Manager, Communications 
20. Senior Communications Officer 49. Communications Coordinator 
21. Manager, Employee Communications  

22. Bilingual Communication Specialist   
23. Manager, Internal Communications   
24. Communications and 

Marketing Associate  
25. Communications Specialist   
26. Manager, Marketing & 

Communications, Customer 
Service   

27. Corporate 
Communications 
Coordinator   

28. Membership and 
Communications Coordinator   

29. Marketing and 
Communications 
Coordinator   

30. Manager, Corporate Communications   
31. Member Communications and Liaison   
32. Administrative 

Assistant – 
Communications  

33. Manager, Communications   
34. Communications Officer  
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INTERNAL FEEDBACK ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS  

This concept has been approved by the Applied Communications Department, the School of Business 

divisional Curriculum Committee and the School of Business Faculty Council.  This program will not 

have impact on other departments as there are no dedicated service courses required outside of the 

School of Business. 

A compilation of responses from other Academic Departments is attached on the following pages, as 

well as responses from the applied communications department. 

 

DEPARTMENT NAME (Chair) RECEIPT STATUS 

English Paul Tyndall Attached 

Journalism Beverly Sinclair Pending 

Human Resources Duane Radcliffe Attached 

Entrepreneurial Leadership Paul Leigh No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Marketing Paul Leigh No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Accounting Carol Stewart Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Bachelor Technology 

Computer Systems 

Andy Law Attached 

Business Ron Shay No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Economics Sigrid Ewender Attached 

Legal Admin Assistants Pam Galea No response to-date, will pursue for FPP 

Business Quantitative Ulrieke Birner Pending, will obtain for FPP 

Terri Smolar Public Relations Attached 
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FEEDBACK FROM THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT (From: Paul Tyndall, Chair) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 9:57 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: feedback on Program Concept for BBA BC 

Hi Pantelli 

    I just wanted to let you know that I've had a chance to look at the Program Concept for the BBA in 

Communications Management that you sent me, and though I'm not really familiar with such 

programs, the proposal looks very well thought out and well developed. I also think that there will be 

a demand for such a degree, given the increasing importance of communications in the business 

world. 

   I did have a few questions, however. For starters, I was wondering who your direct competition 

would be in the area and how this program would compare to similar degree programs. For instance, 

doesn't SFU have something similar? And I thought Douglas offered a program that resembled the 

degree program that you're proposing. Also I noticed that at present you only have one 

communications course that fits into the program, CMNS 1140, and that the upper level courses are 

all in development. Given the provincial government's concern about duplication in post-secondary 

programs and their current moratorium on new programs, I'm wondering if you'll be able to meet 

your deadline for implementation, especially since so many of the program specific courses are still in 

development. I'm sure that you've thought of all these things yourself but I don't see any reference 

to similar programs in the region that are already in existence or to the rationale for a new program 

in Communications Management. And while you do acknowledge that you need to develop many 

new courses, you don't seem to say anything about the challenges involved in ushering these courses 

through the approval process. 

  When we were developing our 4 year Major in English a few years ago, we faced similar challenges 

but I think the climate for program development was different. I also think that the previous review 

process moved a little more quickly than the new one that we've adopted since we became a 

polytechnic. That said, it's very clear the program that you're proposing fits in well with the 

university's mandate and it focus on applied learning and with our emphasis on training students for 

the workplace. The program is also consistent with the institution's academic planning and priorites. 

  On another note, I was also wondering about the program structure as you've defined it. Am I right 

to assume that students taking the BBA in Communications Management would still be required to 

satisfiy the same breadth requirements as other degree students at Kwantlen? Obviously I'm biased 

in this area, but I think anyone enrolled in a business program of any kind ought to be required to 

take a variety of Humanities and Social Sciences courses. The emphasis on business ethics that you've 

built in to the program makes perfect sense but there are still critical contexts and critical thinking 

skills that are essential if students are to able to fully appreciate the complexity of ethical questions 

and often these contexts and skills are the focus of Humanities and Social Science courses. Finally, 

I'm glad to see that ENGL 1100 will be required for students in this program, but I was wondering if 

there was any discussion of also requiring students complete either 1202 or 1204. As you probably 

know, most programs at Kwantlen require students complete a minimum of 6 credits of first year 

English. I realize that the proposed program will be writing intensive at every level. But exposure to 

literature and film is valuable in its own right and normally students receive that exposure in 1202 or 

1204. 

   Anyway, I wish you luck with the proposal because the BBA in Communications management looks 
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FEEDBACK FROM THE CSIS/BTECH DEPARTMENT (From: Andy Law, Chair) 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 12:59 PM 

To: Abhijit Sen; Andy Law; Catherine Maydan; Christopher Leung; Eugenia Culham; Kenward Chin;  

Hi, CSIS/BTECH collegues, 

Bob sent me the BCNS BBA degree concept and the Review report. The documents include very 

detail study about the industry and the demand (across the unviersities). I am happy to see that 

Kwantlen will have a BCNS degree. This would be excellent 2nd degree option for our BTECH 

gradudates. 

Please take a look at these documents and send your feedback directly to Bob (cc to me). Bob 

requested that the comments to be sent by next Friday. 

Thanks 

Andy 

FEEDBACK FROM THE HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT (From: Duane Radcliffe, Chair) 

Sent: Sunday, November 21, 2010 9:38 PM 

To: Duane Radcliffe; Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Sorry forgot one other point.   I would really encourage you to consider add ENTR 4200 - Business 

Strategy. 

________________________________________ 

From: Duane Radcliffe 

Sent: November-21-10 9:34 PM 

To: Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Hi Bob 

Here are some initial thoughts based on documents. 

1.  Have you considered offering a post Bac. program like the HRMT program. The core BC courses I 

could see both ENTR, HRMT and MRKT BBA graduates using them as a continuing education / life 

long learning program.   I could also see graduates of UBC, SFU using the post Bac program to gain 

applied experience that they don't get. 

2. CMNS 3160, ENTR 3110, HRMT 3115 - Based on what I read and my knowledge of the ENTR 3110 (I 

teach it) and HRMT 3115 I fear we are starting to duplicate the same content throughout designated 

program courses.   3110 has significant team based content and goal theory application while 3115 

has significant conflict resolution, individual communication and team based content.   Since you 

have 3110 already in the program and are considering HRMT 3115 as a pre-req and I am wondering if 

the current two courses would meet your requirements or could add material to meet your 

requirements.   Personally I would like to see more integration of BBA students in as many courses as 

possible.   I also teach ENTR 3160 course as well and having MRKT, ENTR, ACCT, and HRMT students 

all in the same class enhances the learning environment.  I think this would be critical for this type of 

course. 
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FEEDBACK FROM THE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT (From: Sigrid Ewender, Chair) 

FROM:  

Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:44 PM 

To: Bob Basil 

Subject: RE: Request for Feedback on BCNS BBA degree concept 

Hello Bob, 

congratulations to you, Panteli, and everyone who has put together this degree proposal. I think that 

it is a fabulous addition to our range of BBA degrees. The program has a specific focus and equips 

students with the knowledge and skills in the area of communication that today's  employers are 

looking for. In today's world, it is more and more important to have excellent communication skills, 

especially when dealing with media, the public, or in fact, any team. 

I think that the inclusion of Principles of Microeconomics and Principles of Macroeconomics is 

especially useful, since it gives students knowledge about economic concepts such as GDP, CPI, the 

role of a central bank, what is a monopoly, etc. This is knowledge they need to know about once they 

go out and join the workforce. 

I would like to add one comment about ENTR 3150. All other BBAs (ACCT, ENTR, HRMT) have ECON 

3150 (Managerial Economics) and ECON 2350 (Intermediate Microeconomics) as replacement 

options for ENTR 3150. This opens up more choices for students, they can basically choose among 3 

courses. Additionally, it would make it easier for students who transfer from a BBA ACCT to the BBA 

BCNS and happen to have ECON 3150. I would like to ask, if this could be added to the BCNS degree. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any specific questions. 

Kind regards, 

Sigrid 

Sigrid Ewender 

Chair, Department of Economics 

School of Business 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University 
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INTERNAL FEEDBACK ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS 

 

INTERNAL ACADEMIC SUPPORT DEPARTMENTS CONTACTED 

DEPARTMENT TITLE NAME/ 

LOCAL 

RECEIPT 

Counselling Director, Student Development and Success Lyn Benn 
2467 

Nov. 18 

Registrar Services (Admissions, 
Records & Graduation) 

Director, Registrar Services Zena Mitchell 

2463 

Nov.18 

Enrolment Services Director, Enrolment Services 

(Student engagement) 

Josh Mitchell 

2474 

Nov. 23 

Enrolment Support & 
Retention 

Director, Enrolment Support & Retention Warren Stokes 

3230 

Nov.22 

Information & Educational 
Technology (IET)  

Manager of User Support Paula Hannas 

2390 

Pending 

Institutional Analysis & 
Planning 

Director  Kathleen Bigsby 

3127 

August,  

Library Services Librarian Elaine Samwald 
2680 

Sept. 

School of Business Advising Jane Gray 
3280 

Nov.19 

Awards Director 
Financial Awards 

Julia Denker 
2336 

Nov. 18 

Enrollment Services Director 
New Student Programs 

Craig Brown 
3019 

Nov. 23 

Co-operative education Director 
Co-operative education 

Shawn Ericksen 
2013 

Nov. 23 

Registrar Manager 
Registration Systems 

Kathy  Wainman 
3225 

 
Via Warren 
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Counselling 

(support services anticipated for program students, 

etc.) 

Director, Student Development and 
Success 

2467 

Response to the BBA Communications Management Degree 

Submitted by Lyn Benn, Director Student Development  

(Counselling) 

This Communications Management Degree program has been extremely well researched and 

developed.  Students will need to work consistently through the program and will need excellent 

organizational and personal management skills to achieve a balance in their work, study and home 

life. Counsellors can assist students in these areas, in addition to the personal, academic or career 

counselling that students can access. It may be useful to invite Counsellors to specific classes to 

ensure that students are aware of the types of things they could be doing to encourage and support 

their own success. 

 

(Learning Centres) 

The Learning Centres have three potential touch points with this program: 

1. Support for underprepared students as they are identified from time to time throughout the program. This 

may be through one-to-one tutoring, help with study strategies, access to workshops offered throughout the 

year, or through the weekly Peer Coaching program. 

2. Students may wish to receive personal coaching through a writing tutor (peer or faculty tutor) as they work to 

become better writers. 

3. Students may wish to be trained and work as peer tutors for writing and help others to become better writers. 

Applied Communications faculty would be welcome to come into the Learning Centre for office hours 

or to provide writing support for students if they wish. 

 

(Services for Students with Disabilities)  

Any student who has a verifiable disability will receive assistance through Services for Students with 

Disabilities.  However if this program attracts students with disabilities to the extent that additional 

staff is needed to support their progress, then the institution will need to provide funds to ensure 

staffing levels meet legislative requirements. 
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Registrar Services (Admissions, Records & Graduation) Director, Registrar Services 2463 

FROM: ZENA MITCHELL  

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 3:50 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA Communications Management Degree Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

Thanks for the opportunity to review the Program Concept. From an admissions, transfer credit, 

student records and graduation perspective, I have the following comments / questions: 

Page 2: (under the Access section)  

It states “Based on the highly successful BBA’s 2+2 model, this program also allows a Year One entry 

point.” I might suggest two things: (1) the mention of the “2+2” model carries a college reference we 

may want to avoid? (2) for clarity, it might be worth mentioning both entry points. You could 

consider framing it as follows: “Based on the highly successful BBA model, this program provides 

both a Year One and Year Three entry point.”  

Page 4 (Section D.3):  

For the year three entry point – you don’t note any required bridging or minimum GPA requirements 

for entry – was this purposeful? 

Page 19 (Appendix E1):  

You note the courses that make up the first two years of the degree. Is the intention to offer a 

diploma exit point? Or is this simply designed as the first two years of the degree (no exit option until 

the end of year four)? 

Page 20: (In the Access requirements section at the bottom) 

The second paragraph references a degree that does not yet exist (the Bachelor of Communications 

Management). So as not to confuse the two credentials (and create questions about a separate 

degree), perhaps it’s best to leave the reference out at this time? 

I hope you find this feedback useful. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Regards, 

Zena 

 

 

Enrolment Services 

(program advising & student loan eligibility; ) 

Director, Enrolment 

Services 

2474 
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Hi Panteli, 

Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to provide feedback on the Program Concept for the BBA, 

Communications Management. I am pleased to see the expansion of degree offerings in the School of 

Business and the addition of a new degree option which appears to be aligned with our polytechnic 

mandate. My only caution is the need for the marketing of this degree to differentiate it from the BA, 

Communication offered by SFU which, despite some overlap, has a more traditional theoretical focus, but is 

well known within the region in part because of a very strong Co-op program and a good breadth of 

opportunities for further study at the graduate level.  

I do feel that this degree will compliment other offerings within the School of Business and other faculties at 

Kwantlen. Best of luck with the development of this program. 

Josh 

Applied Communications Response to Comments from Director, Enrolment Services 

 

B.A. Advisor 

(for B.A. degrees only  - verify that program conforms with 

B.A. Framework) 

 2009 

Not Applicable—See comments from BBA Advisor at end of this section. 
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Enrolment Support & Retention 

(scheduling and registration) 

Director, Enrolment 

Support & Retention 

3230 

FROM: WARREN STOKES  

Sent: Monday, November 22, 2010 5:37 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: Zena Mitchell 

Subject: RE: BBA in Communications Management Degree Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

Here’s my commentary.  Comments and suggestions are intended to strengthen your proposal and are 

intended as rhetorical not critical.  Please get what value from them that you can. 

D.1.        Year 1 Entry 

                Refers the reader to “a list of the required courses for Year One Entry” that has 18 courses in it.  Is 

it your intention that a student must have completed 54 credits before admission to first year? 

                Year 3 Entry 

                References the “Bachelor of Communications Management degree”.  Is that a new degree?  I can’t 

find it in the Calendar. 

It appears that you articulating, in both cases, requirements to access third and fourth year courses.  I would 

be concerned that Year 1 Entry will be mis-interpreted by a reader as indicating 54 credits must be 

completed before studies in an additional 120 credits can commence. 

F.2.         Second paragraph 

                Mentions “the pending” BBA – Marketing Management… I don’t think it’s pending anymore? 

F.7.         Proposed BBA, Communications Management (CMNS) Courses 

The current rubric for CMNS is “Applied Communications”.  If you want to create a special subject area for 

“Communications Management”, it will require creation of a new subject code.  Given the recent dialogue 

about communications subject/codes, you may want to clarify whether you intend to introduce a new 

rubric, or remove the CMNS acronym from the F.7. title. 

If you have any questions about my comments, please let me know. 

Warren 
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Information & Educational Technology (IET)  

(planning re software needs; system capacity and limitations) 

Manager of User Support 2390 

Revised concept documents have been forwarded as feedback was not received on original concept. No feedback 

received to date. 

Institutional Analysis & Planning 

 

Director  

Via Research Assistant 

3127 

NOTE: The report prepared by IA&P must be attached in full as an appendix.  See Appendix F2. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (OIAP, September 2010) 

The Bachelor of Business Administration in Communications Management degree program proposal was reviewed 

by the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning in September 2010. The present document presents the key 

findings.  

In general, the data and other information the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning provides are designed to 

provide a gauge of the practicability of the program from the perspective of its ability to attract sufficient students, 

and to suggest potential ways of improving its viability. This report consists of three main sections: 1) Competitive 

Environment, 2) Student Demand, and 3) Labour Market Demand.  

Competitive Environment 

None of the public postsecondary institutions in B.C. offer a degree program similar to the proposed degree. The 

closest similar program, BBA, Marketing Management Communications Major, is offered by Camosun College; 

however, that program’s focus is communication in the marketing context. 

Bachelor of Arts degrees in Communications are available at several public postsecondary institutions in British 

Columbia including Trinity Western University, Simon Fraser University, and Royal Roads University. Bachelor of 

Arts degree programs in Communications differ from Bachelor of Business Administration degree programs in 

Communications/Communications Management both in terms of courses offered and the general focus of the 

program.  Courses in digital media, public relations, mass media, and media design are typical courses in a BA in 

Communications program, and BA in Communications programs prepare students for professions in journalism, 

film production, advertising, event management, market research, or publishing whereas BBA in Communications 

programs are designed to develop skills required for effective communication within the business environment 

and therefore focus more on business strategy and corporate communications.  

There are also a number of public postsecondary institutions in B.C. with certificate and diploma programs in 

Professional Communications.  Professional Communications certificate and diploma programs help students 

develop general communication skills necessary to write business and technical reports and proposals, Web 

content, speeches, presentations, and promotional materials for work in business or communications industries.  

 In conclusion, there are no comparable programs at other public postsecondary institutions within B.C. For 

detailed analysis, please go to page 6.   

Student Demand 

Although three institutions, Trinity Western University, Royal Roads University, and Simon Fraser University offer 
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Bachelor of Arts degrees in Communications, reliable enrolment and credential data for the degree programs at 

Trinity Western University and Royal Roads University do not exist. Annualized FTEs
1
 in BA, Communications Major 

Program at SFU increased 8% over the period from 2006/07 to 2008/09. Several colleges, institutes, and special 

purpose universities in B.C. offer certificate and diploma programs in Communications. Overall, there has been an 

increase in the enrolments in Communications programs at colleges and special purpose universities between the 

2006/07 and 2008/09 academic years.  

Due to lack of comparable bachelor’s degree programs to the proposed degree within B.C., this report presents 

the enrolment and credential information for the programs that fall under the two-digit CIP Code 52 – Business, 

Management, Marketing, and Related Services. Annualized FTEs in instructional programs in Business, 

Management, Marketing, and Related Support Services programs (CIP: 52) at the research universities in British 

Columbia increased by 29% over the three year period from 2006/07 to 2008/09. Over the same period, 

annualized FTEs in Business, Management, Marketing, and Related Support Services programs (CIP: 52) at SFU and 

UBC increased by 23% and 19%, respectively.  

One of the challenges facing the postsecondary institutions in B.C. is the forecasted decline in Grade 12 

enrolments, which is a result of the shifts in population age distribution. Grade 12 enrolments in the Kwantlen 

Region and B.C. are projected to decline 8% and 10%, respectively, between 2010 and 2019. These shifts in age 

distribution suggest a need to reach out to working adults, a non-traditional segment neglected by most public 

postsecondary institutions of the province. The proposed four-year Bachelor of Business Administration in 

Communications Management program is a 2+2 program, which allows students to earn both a business diploma 

and a BBA, to study full-time or part-time with courses delivered weekdays and evenings in a variety of delivery 

modes, and gain relevant industry experience through the research projects and practicum course built into the 

program.  The proposed degree program is likely to attract older students, since it offers flexible entry options like 

3
rd

 year entry, part-time study option, and prior learning assessment.  

Although not conclusive, the enrolment growth in Business and Communications programs in recent years 

suggests that there would be student demand for the proposed degree. For detailed analysis, go to page 7.  

Labour Market Demand 

BBA in Communications programs are designed to develop skills required for effective communication within the 

business environment and therefore prepare students for a wide variety of positions in various fields.  

According to a recent survey conducted by Leger Marketing of Toronto, employers and Generation Y, who will 

form the next large pool of labour for hire differ in their assessment of the most important skill necessary to 

compete in today’s economy.  “When asked what they believe is the one most important skill to employers when 

hiring recent graduates, the highest percentage (25 per cent) of Gen Y respondents identified job-related 

experience, while the highest percentage of employers (28 per cent) identified communication skills” (see 

Appendix C).  

The current industry coding system used by Statistics Canada, which is the North American Industry Classification 

System (NAICS), does not include a separate category for occupations in the field of Business/Corporate 

Communications. The current industry coding system also does not include the majority of the newly emerged 

knowledge economy occupations. Moreover, the most recent labour market outlook, 2009-2019, does not provide 

projections at the 4-digit level. Please note that while a 4-digit NOC Code refers to a specific occupation, a 3-digit 

code is a group of similar occupations.  

                                                           
1
FTE is the Full-Time Equivalent: in simple terms, a student enrolled in a normal full-time course load would be 1 FTE, while a student 

taking half as many credits would be only 1/2 a FTE. The expectation is that this normal full-time course load would be undertaken for 2 of 

the 3 terms each academic year, hence a student who enrolls in a normal full-time course load for all 3 terms would count as 1.5 FTE—the 

third term is extra credit.” 
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The evidence shows growth in management and communications occupations. Although it is not possible to 

provide data on labour market demand specifically for this program’s graduates, there seems no reason why the 

demand would not exist.  In conclusion, overall job prospects for graduates with a BBA degree in Communications 

are likely to be favorable. For detailed analysis, please go to page 24. 

 

Library Services 

(collections, AV needs, etc) 

Librarian 2680 

See Appendix F2 
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Awards Director 

Financial Awards 

2336 

FROM: JULIA DENKER  

Sent: Thursday, November 18, 2010 10:04 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: John Boylan 

Subject: Bachelor of Business Administration, Communications Management - Program Concept 

Hello Panteli, 

John Boylan (Manager, Student and Financial Awards Services) and I have reviewed the attached Program 

Concept from a student loan perspective and we  

are pleased to advise that the program does indeed qualify for student loans. Our focus is mainly on 

entrance requirements, course load, course breaks, and 'practice education' components (ie. co-op).  

In order to be eligible for StudentAid BC funding, the co-op portion of the program cannot constitute more 

than 50% of the total program content. It appears that this is the case – and we see that co-op is optional 

for students.  

Given that this program is consistent with other School of Business BBA degrees, we can advise that the 

program should indeed qualify for student loans. 

We wish you great success! 

Sincerely, 

Julia 

 

Enrollment Services Director 

New Student Programs 

3019 
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FROM: CRAIG BROWN  

Sent: Monday, November 15, 2010 2:19 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

Sorry I have not been able to get back to you until now. 

The research that you have put together is impressive, especially the Labour Market demand and 

Analysis.  

I think it is a program that befits an institution like Kwantlen. Off the top of my head, I think the 

hardest part for us would be the distinction between our Communications program and those at 

other institutions (especially the program at SFU). I also see that a lot of institutions offer a diploma 

or certificate in this field. I would wonder if students will still see a greater value in getting a more 

traditional BBA and then just “adding” the Communication side to a degree through these other 

shorter term programs? 

Please note that I am a fan of this proposal and I am quite certain that with some good co-op 

programs, our students would be very successful in the job market. 

While we have done a good analysis of local (Canadian) post-secondary programs along this line, has 

there been inquiries made to US institutions who offer similar programs? To see if these students are 

meeting student and industry expectations? Different I know but maybe would lead to some good 

insights? 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this Panteli. I think this looks like an excellent program, 

that could certainly be marketed to a wide variety of audiences. I especially think that you might 

attract some early or mid-career students who see this as a good addition to what they already have. 

Thanks, 

Craig 
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Cooperative Education                       Director                                                                     2013 

FROM: SHAWN ERICKSON  

Sent: Tuesday, November 23, 2010 4:40 PM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, the Centre for Co-operative Education and Career Services fully supports the BBA Communications 

Management degree and it’s Co-op option.  Building on the success of other Kwantlen School of Business Co-op 

programs, our Co-op office has established a significant presence in the local business community.  While new 

Co-op opportunities would need to be explored, some existing relationships would allow for an overlap of job 

postings from existing programs and this new degree.   

As identified in the industry feedback, there are many vital skills desired in the workplace by employers.  This 

degree addresses many of these skills including strong oral and written communication, independent and 

critical thinking, and strong teamwork and project management.  Co-op opportunities relating to 

communication can be found with the federal and provincial government, not-for-profits and the private 

sector.  The skills that students would be learning or enhancing on a Co-op work term may include:  

 Develop new concepts and content for corporate communications tools  

 Write press releases, user-success stories and Web site content 

 Organize promotional programs  

 Respond to public inquiries  

 Liaise with the media and community stakeholders 

 Coordinate internal and external communication projects in support of market development  

 Develop new product-launch programs and writing product collateral  

 Research competitive market dynamics  

 Manage corporate Web site 

Attached are some of the Co-op positions from summer 2010 that would relate to this new degree.  Though 

this is not a complete list, it does confirm that Kwantlen has already established a relationship with several 

organizations including BC Public Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Advanced Education, Terry Fox Foundation, 

Volunteer Burnaby, BC Hydro and BC Public Service Agency. 

While the admission requirements to Co-op as identified in F.5 of the Program Concept will likely remain 

unchanged, it should be noted that all new four-year degrees will require a minimum of three full-time Co-op 

work terms in order to graduate with that option.  Further changes to a general Co-op model for all programs is 

currently under review.  In addition, budgetary consideration needs to be given to the cost of adding a new Co-

op program.  Current resource levels do not allow for the addition of a new Co-op option. 

Thank you for allowing me to comment on this new degree proposal.  Should further questions arise, please do 

not hesitate in contacting me. 

Regards, 

Shawn 
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School of Business Advising 3820 

Hi Panteli, 

I promise I’m making my way through the proposal. Question though..Appendix E1: 60 credits in 

years one and two. There seems to be a course missing, possibly the number of electives?  The list 

includes 18 courses, or 19 if a student goes the ACCT 1110 + 1210 route.  20 courses are required to 

get to 60 credits, so should the number of electives read “2 or 3 depending on ACCT 1110/1210 vs 

2293 choice?” 

Also..typo.  We refer to ACCT 1120, but it’s 1210.   

I’ll get back to you once I get through the rest. 

Cheers, 

Jane 
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School of Business Advising 3820 
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From: Jane Gray 

Sent: Friday, November 19, 2010 10:06 AM 

To: Panteli Tritchew 

Cc: David Wiens 

Subject: RE: BBA, Communications Management Concept Proposal 

Hi Panteli, 

I strongly support this new degree; I think it will be a great addition to our stable of programs.  

I do have some comments/questions: 

Program Concept  

pg 1 B.6: with reference to rolling this out to “university studies/transfer credit programs”…we don’t 

really have transfer programs or programs called university studies.  Maybe I’m being too picky – just a 

comment.  

D.1 pg 4:  

The sentence “students can ‘declare’ their intentions to enter the degree at any point in their studies at 

Kwantlen” – we have yr 1 and yr 3 entry, so what does this mean?  I find it a confusing statement after 

talking about year 1 and year 3 entry.   

“See Appendix E1: Program Entry Requirements – Year One Entry for a list of the required courses for 

Year One Entry.”  The list of courses is for years 1 and 2 of the program, so this should say something like 

See Appendix….for a list of courses taken in the first two years of the program”   and in Appendix E1: 

In the list of 60 credits ACCT 1120 should be ACCT 1210.The list is only 18 (or 19 with the extra elective) 

long.  60 credits is 20 courses – is an elective missing?  

Year 3 entry: Students may enter with a business diploma with C+ in BCNS and ENGL.  I presume, then, 

that we do not require the C+ in stats and acct as per the other BBA’s (which makes sense; just checking 

that it’s not an oversight).  But what about a bridging program for year 3 entry?  Students aren’t going to 

come to us with business diplomas that transfer courses exactly as our year 1 and 2 offerings.  We see 

students with unassigned busi credits, unassigned mrkt credits, etc .  This is true for both domestic and 

international students – especially international.  Do we want an entry point for students with a 

minimum of 60 credits who may not have completed a business diploma -  similar to our other BBA’s?  I 

realize that we will also have the other degree option (Bachelor of Comm Mgt) which would be 

appropriate for those lacking core business courses, but what if a student has many business courses – 

just not the right ones to add up to a business diploma?  Do we want to automatically shut the door 

to  our BBA?   

I strongly support this new degree, but I need clarification with regard to year 3 entry.  I have a whole 

bunch of “what if” scenarios bouncing around in my head -  I’d be happy to discuss them in person.   

Cheers  

Jane 

Ps -  one last ‘housekeeping’ item: on the list of internal consultations (Appendix A) it mentions the BA 

Advisor.  I think this was created back in the day when the BA advisor was the only advising position 

within a division. I think this needs to be updated.  The SoB has an Advising Coordinator and  SoB 

Advisors (some refer to us as BBA advisors but we don’t like that title given that the SoB has more than just 

BBAs). 
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The Degree Proposal Review Report prepared by the Office of Institutional Analysis & Planning for 

the BBAC and BC is appended as a separate document. 



 

FEEDBACK FROM EXTERNAL INDUSTRY PARTNERS 

BACKGROUND 

As part of the degree development process for the Degree Concept Proposal, the Applied Communications 

Department contacted professionals who work in the communications field in a broad spectrum of industry 

sectors.  The purpose of this survey was to solicit feedback on the types of general skills and communications 

skills that employers look for in graduates. Once the data was collected, the department spent two full 

meetings reviewing it and using the input to further inform the degree model (i.e., proposed courses.).  

Furthermore, the department will use this data as a framework for course outcomes development during the 

Full Program Proposal stage of our degree development. 

The survey was prefaced with an introductory email that was tailored to each of the recipients. 

Appended below are the following items: 

1. The survey that was sent out. 
2. An alphabetical list of the industry professionals who were contacted. 
3. A collated list of the responses, grouped according to the questions, as well as emergent patterns.  We 

have made the feedback anonymous as the survey for the Degree concept was essentially an “electronic “ 
focus group.  We will be soliciting letter support in future stages of the degree development process.   

External Stakeholders  Survey 

We need your input on the following five questions: 

1. What do you think are the top Communication skills that a Bachelor’s graduate should have today?  
(Please list at least six.) 

2. What do you think are the top skills (outside of Communication skills) that a Bachelor’s graduate 
should have today? (Please list at least six.) 

3. What Communication skills do you see generally lacking in your industry or within the workforce?  

4. What additions or deletions would you make to the proposed content areas on the Draft Degree 
Framework attached?  (Note: An initial draft of the Degree Program Model that is in our Degree 
Proposal  was sent to the industry contacts.) 

5. Do you have any additional comments? 

 



 

 

 INDUSTRY CONTACTS  

NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION 

Bowles, Patricia Director, Communications and Education, BCSC (BC Securities Commission) 

Dayson, Lily Manager, Evaluation Programs & Liaison Certified General Accountants Association of BC 

Dickson, Ellsworth  Co-Publisher/Editor-in-Chief      Resource World Magazine 

Freimond, Chris Principal Partner,   

Former President  

Freimond Public Relations Inc 

International Association Business Communications, BC 

Gauthier, Charles  Executive Director -  Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association 

(DVBIA)  

Guterres, Tracy Manager, Human Resources BC Hydro 

Herringer, Michael Manager, Programming, Shaw Cablesystems 

Keeling, Chuck General Manager 

Vice-President, Racing Operations,  

Fraser Downs Racetrack & Casino 

Great Canadian Gaming Corporation 

Kehler, Connie Executive Director 

Program Manager 

Canadian Herb, Spice, and Natural Products Coalition 

Canadian On-Farm Food Safety Working Group 

Keigher, Tom Distribution Centre Manager TDL Group (Tim Horton’s ) 

Kidd, Kevin  Store Manager  The Brick 

Kirkbride, Maureen Governmental Affairs  Telus 

Lee, William Business Analyst Ivanhoe Mines and Southgobi Resources, Vancouver. BC 

Leonard, Pierrette  

APR, FCPRS 

Senior Advisor,  

National President,  

Canadian Patient Safety Institute 

Canadian Public Relations Society (CPRS) 

McClanaghan, Dale Consultant Clients include: Granville Island Trust, City of Vancouver 

Planning Commission, Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation, Katherine 

Sanford Housing Society 

O’Reilly, Lisa Professional Program Evaluator Canada Evaluation Society 

Plottel, Loren Communications Manager 

Former President  

Faculty of Arts - UBC 

Canadian Public Relations Society, -BC, 

Seed, Darren  President, BC Chapter, Canadian Investor Relations Institute 

Trenaman, Bill Manager of Investor Relations Ivanhoe Mines 

Tsui, Sophia VP, Risk Management HSBC 

Vercaigne, Darhl Proprietor and Consultant Keystone Marketing Services 

(Risk management and commodity trading) 

 

 

 

 



 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE SHOULD HAVE 

TODAY  

 Writing - thorough and appropriate analysis. Executive 

summaries are a MUST HAVE to draw a reader to the 

conclusion easily. 

 Professional - documents HAVE to look professional as this 

gives a sign as to the quality of the work Presentations - keep 

succinct, get to the point.  Long presentations are hard to follow. 

 Verbal - clear and easy to understand. 

 Interpersonal and teamwork - see comments below. 

 Relevance - all communications must demonstrate relevance to 

the audience. 

 Content - balance written with visual.  A picture is worth a 

thousand words.  I generally find that visual (pictures/graphs) is 

the way to go.  Words supplement the point you are trying to 

make (drive it home with words). 

 ‘Succinctness’ - workplace is far more fast-paced even in the 

last 5 years.  Time is valuable and there's not enough of it.  Get 

to the point quickly - especially with senior mgmt. and executive 

levels. 

 Organizing your concepts and prioritizing. 

 Writing a presentation outline in a concise format 

 Preparing visual support (for paper, PowerPoint, and web 

delivery). 

 Being comfortable in delivering oral presentations 

(Recommends joining Toastmasters or taking a Dale Carnegie 

course). 

 Presentation – selling others on ideas. 

 Written   - clear and concise. 

 Non verbal-   reading   body language. 

 Interviewing   - need to be able to read people and make correct 

assessments. 

 Voice -   projection and tone. 

 Vocabulary  -  a good command of the English language 

 Ability to present in large group settings. 

 Comfort in networking through communications(e-mail, 

conversation, letters). 

 Detailed Report writing including structure and style for 

business not for looks 

 Language Educate for business and format of written letters, e-

mail 

Structured reports showing Situation, Action, Results, What you 

need fix, How you will solve it, What did it accomplish. 

 Networking Skills and importance of building your network, 

how to keep up communications from a business point of view – 

Not Facebook Surfing. 

 Social media skills 

 Dealing with difficult people. 

 The fine art of answering questions and presenting materials 

in as few words as necessary.  

  

 Verbal/oral communication skills. 

 Written skills. 

 Presentation skills. 

 Empathy. 

 Listening & Comprehending. 

 Knowledge of customer. 

 Building Rapport. 

 Diplomacy and tact 

 

 Problem Solving skills/Decision making skills. 

 Aggregate information to communicate effectively. 

 Speech writing & speech delivery skills. 

 C

Clear, concise, professional written 

communication skills (e.g. emails, letters). 

 Ability to present information verbally (presentation 

skills). 

 Ability to tailor information needs to audience 

verbally or in writing (e.g. brief for the executive vs 

a detailed business case). 

 Ability to influence/persuade through written/verbal 

communication. 

 Communicating technical information to non-

technical audiences. 

 Ability to organize thoughts into verbal or written 

communication. 

 Mediation skills -- how to get collaboration among 

diverse groups. 

 Analysis and strategic planning. 

 Multi-tasking and time management. 

 Listening and non-verbal communication skills -- 

understanding what people mean, even when they 

don't say what they mean. 

 Answering questions correctly. Sometimes if you 

are not thoughtful and diplomatic, people will 

misinterpret and use what you said against you. 

 Writing skills, first and foremost. Writing for the 

media, writing for in-house magazines, writing 

annual reports, in-house newsletters, writing for 

the web. But clear, thoughtful, well-researched 

writing. 

 Graphic design skills. As a senior level 

communicator, I need someone who can run rings 

around me in terms of their technical abilities in 

design and layout. I began my career when we 

laid down type with hot wax, and edited with an 

exacto knife. I don't have those skills; and I'm too 

expensive to an organization to spend my time 

doing that. But I sure need someone in my group 

who can. 

 



 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE 

SHOULD HAVE TODAY  

 “Fluent” written and verbal skills. This may seem 

basic, but I am continually surprised by the number 

of individuals in senior positions that possess poor 

verbal skills and especially poor written skills. 

 In addition to a strong foundation on the elements of 

the R-A-C-E formula, I would include ethics and 

business training to prepare students to eventually 

compete for a spot in the C-Suite, which usually 

means having to bring skills and knowledge that go 

beyond the confines of traditional communications 

practice.  

 A basic understanding of financial management and 

the ability to translate those skills into an ability to 

communicate with them. Those outside of the 

accounting profession learn their financial skills 

almost exclusively while on the job. This 

compromises one’s opportunities, especially early in 

their career. 

 In my opinion, ethics and personal integrity in 

communication are generally lacking.  

 Besides the obvious skills of spelling correctly with 

good grammar, it's important to be able to write a 

press release or report on your company's project. 

Write for your audience! If you are writing a press 

release for your publicly-trading company, 

remember that the average intelligent investor will 

probably not be an engineer or geologist (if you 

work for a mining company). This means you must 

write the press release on two levels. 

 Start off by summarizing your message in plain, 

understandable English that a lay person can 

understand. Then, if necessary, go on to describe the 

technical or geological details for the more 

sophisticated investors and requirements of the TSX 

or TSX Venture Exchange, for example. Don't 

forget to include some background details for 

readers that may not be familiar with your 

company's activities. Never try to impress the reader 

with fancy or unusual words unless they are really 

needed. When communicating the features of your 

company's project, be careful with forward-looking 

statements.   

 It's always better to "under-promise" and "over-

deliver" (which will make you a hero) than to "over-

promise" and "under-deliver" (then you are a jerk).  
This would come under ethics. 

 Understand the various methods of communicating 

your company's message: advertising, research 

reports, editorials in suitable publications, trade and 

investment conferences, etc. If writing for a 

government agency, again, remember to write for 

your audience. If your target audience doesn't 

understand what you are trying to say, you have 

failed as a communicator. 

 Above all, the ability to write well and to be 

able to adopt the writing style to suit the 

audience/opportunity  

 The ability to develop a strategic 

communication plan that aligns to the strategic 

goals of the employer 

 At least a passing familiarity with: 

1. Stakeholder relations 

2. Media relations 

3. Governmental relations 

4. Investor relations 

5. Employee/executive communications 

6. Crisis communications. 

 A thorough knowledge of the numerous 

communications vehicles available, as well as 

the existing and emerging technologies. 

 Be able to constantly scan his / her audience to 

determine if the crowd is losing interest and if 

so take a break and refocus the presentation on 

the fly. Strong Public Speaking skills as I still 

hear too many “Umms and You Know”  as 

filler words. Use of Pictures is a powerful tool 

especially in News Releases for Publicly 

Traded Companies trying to explain the areas 

being Drilled or mined. Investors immediately 

have a better understanding of the written NR. 

So a Picture is worth a 1000 words!  

 Ability to examine issues & topics in-depth. 

 Clarity of thought and strong writing skills. 

 Interact with specialists in various disciplines 

 Adept with emerging media and accomplished 

at learning new software. 

  “Not a spin doctor” or overly captivated by 

visual images. 

 Understand the limitations of popular media 

and be prepared to challenge conventional 

approaches by examining evidence-based 

research and examining many sides of debate. 

 Technical ability to generate the variety of 

presentation material. A print example - The 

Economist – charts, graphs, graphics, editorials 

and summary of specialized topics and general 

interest topics drawn from business, politics, 

arts and culture and science.  

 Web content and some web design. 

 Writing clear and concise reports.  

 Being able to relate examples with real life 

situations has more impact and the audience 

can relate better as well. 

 Spoken & Written – looks for lots of English 

courses in someone she will hire. 

 Engage & Inform – know how to capture and 

hold someone’s attention. 

 Mind the Big Picture – being goal orie11nted 

and not just process oriented, thinking beyond the 
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delivery system and being driven by content, 

being more of a generalist that a specialist. 

 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 1: TOP COMMUNICATION SKILLS THAT A BACHELOR’S GRADUATE 

SHOULD HAVE TODAY  

 Have familiarity even fluency with social media 

– knowing their capabilities, strengths, and 

weaknesses. 

 Understand the role of Visual and Gfx – what 

do the artists need to do their job. 

 Interviewing: as a valuable subset of research. 

 Know what the news media want – they 

determine what is news. 

 Understanding key business success factors. 

 Being able to read and understand a balance 

sheet. 

 Understanding macro- and micro-economics (at 

a high level). 

 Understanding good (and bad) management 

practices. 

 Developing good leadership/team-building 

skills. 

 "The top communication skills that a Bachelor's 

graduate needs include several key acumen 

based on the fundamentals of investor relations. 

Strong financial acumen, great written and oral 

communication skills and project management 

are integral components for the investor 

relations professional on a day-to-day basis. A 

Bachelor of Communications Management 

program that integrates these core necessities 

will make the graduate employable not only in 

the investor relations profession but any public 

company position." 

 Written – clear, concise, jargon-free, grammatically 

correct. 

 Verbal – ability to present ideas in an articulate, 

convincing, balanced and considered manner to 

individuals, small groups or larger gatherings. 

 The ability to understand and interpret complex 

information and then convert it into language that will be 

comprehensible to a range of audiences. 

 A good understanding of the role of the media – traditional 

and emerging – in communication, including the ability to 

provide advice, guidance and coaching in dealing with the 

media. 

 Community relations including an understanding of and the 

ability to deal with special interest groups and specific 

communities such as ENGOs, First Nations, 

neighbourhood associations etc. 

 A working knowledge of public affairs: what’s the 

government’s role in business, what’s the most effective 

way of communicating with elected officials, policy 

makers and regulators etc.? 

 Internal/employee/stakeholder communications – 

understanding the needs of employees, shareholders, 

suppliers, customers etc. and knowing how to 

communicate with them. 

 The Ethics of communication – particular in a digital age 

where image and text manipulation is so easy. 

 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 2: TOP SKILLS (OUTSIDE OF COMMUNICATIONS) THAT A BACHELOR’S 

GRADUATE SHOULD HAVE TODAY 

 Critical thinking and making a contribution to 

effective decisions. 

 Networking – how to build and maintain a business 

network 

 The basics of sustainability. 

 Knowing how to work successfully in teams. 

 Research and information analysis – particularly 

online 

 Business basics – how organizations work and 

what makes them success or fail. 

 Flexibility/adaptability - organizations are 

constantly changing to meet demands to compete. 

 Change management - similar issue to above but 

this is an ability to assist in driving the change and 

identify ways to work with it rather than against it 

(more like an ability to act and think like a project 

manager). 

 Strong work ethic - often find that people are 

unwilling to roll up their sleeves and get into 

details which is often required. 

 Taking ownership/responsibility and seeing issues 

through to resolution -demonstrates your 

commitment to an organization. 

 Problem solver - bring solutions not problems, but 

also bring alternatives for consideration - not just 

one answer.  The answer is often a mix of issues 

and considerations. 

 Strong interpersonal skills/social networking - all 

companies are diverse and often have to deal with 

individuals at multiple levels or departments. 

 A person that can navigate their way through by 

being able to relate to others is extremely 

important. 

 Analytical Skills. 

 Problem Solving. 

 Inter-personal Skills. 

 Time Management Skills. 

 Planning and Scheduling Skills. 

 Results Oriented. 

 Financial. 

 Managerial. 

 Management of People, Process and Outcomes. 

 Research and analysis skills. They need to know 

what they are saying. They also need to know when 

to say "I think....", "I have good reason to 

believe...", "I know ...." and "I can prove....". An 

important preface in doing evaluation "I wonder if 

xxx is true.... what do you think?" 

 

 Ability to work well with others and contribute as part 

of a team. 

 Critical thinking skills. 

 Problem solving ability. 

 Ability to work independently. 

 Proactive, willingness to learn, willingness to accept 

responsibility for actions. 

 Business acumen. 

 Using Microsoft Excel for generating and working with 

data. 

- Dressing appropriately for the situation and the people 

involved. 

- Publishing software and skills. 

- Dealing with statistics. 

- Project management. 

- Writing contracts and requests for proposal. 

- Working with volunteers. Motivating them and 

keeping them on track. Rewarding them appropriately.  

 Setting up a mentoring program and transition program 

when volunteers "burn out". 

 Writing applications for funding from government 

sources. 

Teamwork. 

 Stress management: How to develop a well-balanced 

work/home life. How to "play". 

 Problem solving- thinking outside the box.  

 Time Management- how to be efficient with your 

resources. 

 Leadership- learn how to lead instead of push.   

 Innovation -   challenge the status quo.   

 Organization –personally and professionally. 

 Planning- take the time to think about your objectives 

and how best to achieve them. 

 Management Information Systems. 

 Organizational Behaviour. 

 International Business. 

 Project Management. 

 Sales. Everyone does it. (Ask, "How did you get your 

wife? That had to be a sales job.) 

 Social skills -- learn to enjoy people. 

 Analytical skills. 

 Learning to be persistent. Being unafraid of "no" and 

not becoming discouraged. 

 Closing skills. Learning to ask for the sale. Knowing 

how to get the client to sign. 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 2: TOP SKILLS (OUTSIDE OF COMMUNICATIONS) THAT A BACHELOR’S 

GRADUATE SHOULD HAVE TODAY 

 As above regarding financial skills. For instance, 

one’s ability to understand the basic differences 

between an income statement, a balance sheet, or 

a cash flow statement. In my experience, one 

learns these basic skills either on the job or 

through an accounting course. It is important as a 

means of communication in the business world, 

so I do include them as part of one’s 

communication “arsenal.” 

 Similarly, an understanding of the basics 

regarding IT. Whether it’s the use of social media, 

how the use and understanding of IT can improve 

efficiency, etc., there is a lack of understanding 

unless they have a personal interest in this area. A 

popular belief amongst professionals- especially 

those over 40- is that they don’t need to worry 

about this area of business because “someone else 

in the company can do it for them.” Such a 

reliance on others is becoming more and more 

compromising to those that don’t understand the 

basics of computer technology. 

 Critical thinking and making a contribution to 

effective decisions 

 Networking – how to build and maintain a 

business network 

 The basics of sustainability 

 Knowing how to work successfully in teams 

 Research and information analysis – particularly 

online 

 Business basics – how organizations work and 

what makes them success or fail. 

 How to work in a team atmosphere. 

 Critical thinking and capacity for research, synthesis & 

presentation. 

 Strong quantitative skills and knowledge of applied 

statistics 

 Exposure to economics. 

 The business emphasis looks very good and the 

inclusion of accounting is excellent. 

 Writing a variety of formats (articles, briefing notes, 

consulting reports, abstracts and web copy…). 

 Graphic design and integrations with text and charts 

and graphs. 

 Being knowledgeable about current events and history. 

 Fluency in English. 

 Teamwork – working in varied and diverse teams. 

 Understanding and appreciating the value of 

communication in the social process. 

 Understanding key business success factors. 

 Being able to read and understand a balance sheet. 

 Understanding macro- and micro-economics (at a high 

level). 

 Understanding good (and bad) management practices. 

 Developing good leadership/team-building skills. 

 



 

SURVEY QUESTION # 3: COMMUNICATION SKILLS GENERALLY LACKING IN INDUSTRY OR THE 

WORKFORCE 

 Writing - they seem to lack a sense of purpose in 

written communications. The style is very 

theoretical/text book vs practical and more 

importantly, relevant to the organization. 

 Oral - could be stronger.  Those that have strong oral 

communication and presence tend to present 

themselves more confidently and allows them to shine 

against others.  But people must know what they are 

talking about. Some people have no problem with oral 

but you can easily see through them if they can't 

support their position. 

 Problem solving/critical thinking - tends to be 

weaker.  Focus should be bringing solutions rather than 

problems which would require them to have done 

appropriate analysis of the situation before 

communicating it. 

 Teamwork is strong but strong work ethic seems less 

important with the younger generation.  Not sure 

purely 'communications' could address this. 

 The ability to provide context and scope. The speaker 

should give the listener enough information to weight 

the importance of what is said. How often and under 

what circumstances is the statement true. Motherhood 

statements are meaningless and belie a lack of 

knowledge. Plastic words are useless and fill time then 

the speaker is not competent to answer a question. 

 Attention to detail. 

 Strategic planning and creative thinking. 

 I worry about the younger generation’s increasing 

reliance on social media as a replacement to face-to-

face contact. I believe their ability to develop basic 

interpersonal skills has been impacted, and I fear it will 

only get worse as their reliance on social media grows 

(and the bad habits inherent with this form of 

communication). Despite the positives associated with 

social media, it will never replace the importance of 

face-face contact and the communication skills 

necessary to succeed in the business world. 

 Corporate Communications - Lack of perspective of 

non-business interests and a “them-us” mentality 

towards critics or outside interest groups.  Industry 

communications are often targeted to other industry 

participants and not adept at identifying or responding 

to broader public concerns. A concentration on crisis 

management without taking the effort to establish 

credibility in the community. 

 How to give brief and relevant updates on projects at 

meetings. 

 Written communications skills – especially attention to 

detail.  Writing that doesn’t get in the way. 

 Knowledge of current events – context and examples. 

 Presentation skills: 

- Sales and social skills 

- Strategic planning skills 

- Collaborating with others; sharing the credit with 

others. 

Presentation skills-  the  ability to  present  yourself in a 

positive way so that others will want to follow and or 

take your lead. 

 Detailed information formatted in a concise manner. 

 Misuse of similar words or form of word. 

 Disregard for Grammar and poor spelling skills. 

 Need for improved skills in presentations and group 

settings. 

 Structured presentations not filled with fluff. 

 Written skills – reports, letters, memos minutes, 

recommendations. 

 Presentation skills. 

 Communications to the masses. 

 Grammatical errors. 

 The possibility of co-op or mentorship for students in 

industry. 

 A project based in 4
th

 year that ties all learning knowledge 

and skills together. 

 Working well across different areas of the organization 

(i.e., may work well as part of a small team, but not 

across areas where interests may differ). 

 ESL – we have a lot of highly technical professionals who 

have difficulty communicating verbally or in writing and 

have spent lots of $$ on accent reduction and 

communications courses. 

 Written skills specific to our industry – there are a lot 

regulatory filings, reports, board briefs, business cases, 

etc that have specific requirements/formats. 

 Confusion between content and presentation. The notion 

that difficult news or unpopular positions can be 

promoted if only the communications plan is well-crafted 

enough.  I recently saw a corporate communication firms 

slogan, “Reality is perception”, and I think this is meant 

to imply that we can shape perception and therefore alter 

reality. An ethics course may be in order and a discussion 

on objectivity and self-interest. 

 Public Sector Communications – Tendency to gloss over 

problems, disinterest or hostility to interests outside of 

jurisdiction or mandate of that particular organization e.g 

parkland expansion without consideration of jobs or other 

impacts. Many single perspective pursuits (green-space at 

any cost) to the determent of other public goals (housing, 

employment or other land use needs for successful urban 

development. 

 The most important communication skill lacking in 

business today is the ability to write clearly and concisely. 

 Understanding the difference between information and 

knowledge and wisdom.   

 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 3: COMMUNICATION SKILLS GENERALLY LACKING IN INDUSTRY OR 

THE WORKFORCE 

 Written communications skills. 

 Strategic thinking (as opposed to tactical 

thinking). 

 Client services skills (how to build and maintain 

good relationships). This could apply to clients of 

consultants as well as internal clients that 

communicators may have within larger 

organizations. 

 An understanding of business and where 

communications fits in the overall business 

strategy. 

 The ability to measure the success of 

communications programs. 

 The most important communication skill lacking 

in business today is the ability to write clearly and 

concisely.   

 There is also a fundamental lack of understanding 

of the philosophy behind effective 

communications:  many businesses and 

individuals forget that it’s as important to listen as 

it is to speak. 

 Oftentimes, communications specialists don’t 

have a broad enough understanding of business 

dynamics to be as strategic and effective as they 

should be.  

 Inadequate knowledge about the audience the 

subject matter.  They tend to have good 

knowledge only on their Specific areas and lack 

the overall knowledge of the Big Picture. 

Knowing just the Financial information without 

the Technical knowledge reduces the ones 

Credibility or vice versa. Also they don’t know 

enough about their competition strengths and 

weaknesses. 

 There is also a fundamental lack of understanding 

of the philosophy behind effective 

communications:  many businesses and 

individuals forget that it’s as important to listen as 

it is to speak. 

 Oftentimes, communications specialists don’t 

have a broad enough understanding of business 

dynamics to be as strategic and effective as they 

should be.  

 Most Investor Relations people I know do a good 

job of communicating their company's activities to 

investors.  To communicate effectively and with 

authority, the Investor Relations writer must 

understand three things: his or her company's 

project, the stock market (if it is a publicly-trading 

company); and how to write clearly and concisely 

about his or her company. 

 Part of communicating your company's activities 

to the public or investors is to understand the 

power of photography. It is a constant struggle for 

me to acquire good photographs from companies 

that we cover in our magazine. If a company has 

excellent photos available to the media, it is that 

company’s pictures that will be chosen by editors 

to include in its coverage. It is also important to 

understand the technical requirements for good 

photographic reproduction in a publication.  It 

goes without saying that all good communicators 

understand how to use the various computer 

programs related to the job: Word, Excel, Power 

Point, etc. 

 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 4: ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE PROPOSED CONTENT AREAS ON DRAFT 

DEGREE FRAMEWORK A 

 Corporate vision and strategy - in any job, employees 

have to think about their particular role and/or job 

function and understand how they contribute to the overall 

vision/strategy.  All communications should incorporate 

how the document or presentation relates to the strategy. 

 Graduates have to learn to respect those who do not have 

degrees or other credentials. They have to learn how to 

deal with people from all backgrounds and learn how to 

manage all kinds of people.  

 They all look like useful areas…definitely spending time 

on the “soft skills” is worth it…companies like ours pay 

lots of $$ to send employees on communications courses 

(especially business writing, presentations, working in 

teams, negotiation skills) 

 The only piece of the puzzle I see missing is something 

outside the core discipline such as a course in General 

Studies or Humanities.  I was asked to participate in a 

similar session for SAIT in Calgary a number of years 

back, and almost all of the business people involved said 

the school did a wonderful job teaching the core studies 

but the kids were graduating without the soft skills needed 

to round out their employment tool kit.  Your situation is a 

little different as this is specific to communications and 

just by its nature most of the students will bring some of 

those skills along.   

 The theory of conflict resolution, project management, 

etc. is really far more useful mid-career.  

 Fundamentals of employee performance appraisals as well 

as self-evaluation, 360 degree 

 Thinking on your feet assisted by simulation, if available 

 Strategic planning and strategic thinking 

 Scenario development for planning and projection 

purposes 

 Career planning – what is a consultant – agency or self-

employed? what is a career in non-profit sectors, 

government, etc.? 

 Thorough knowledge of Software applications (MS Suite) 

and manipulation of social media 

 My key pint is including the Public Policy component for 

the business oriented course load. Conversely, I advocate 

business and accounting exposure for the public policy 

types.  

 More courses with an emphasis on ethics and personal and 

corporate integrity. 

 More business writing courses. 

 Given my focus on Government Relations, my bias would 

be to add a section on understanding government (at the 

local, provincial and federal level):  how government 

works, how government action (or inaction) can impact 

business, and how government policy can be influenced. 

 

 Risk taking and risk management (This means learning 

how to assess a risk, not just the courage to take the 

risk.) 

 Building confidence in yourself and others. 

Overcoming fear of failure. 

 Under Survey and Research Methods: Concept design -

- knowing how to plan a project and organize it for 

presentation. 

 Marketing Overview. 

 Operations Management. 

 Professional Sales Course. 

 Business Law,(Labour, Business). 

 Under either Business and Management or Writing and 

Documentation, you may want to add something 

specific on debate, critical analysis and the best way to 

challenge an argument. Just a thought.  

 Ditto my comments above, but there is a huge gap in 

what I see that's been outlined in your program re social 

media. I know it's there in one course and mentioned in 

another, but in my view, this is the most influential 

change in communications and PR in three decades. 

There has to be a huge emphasis on audiences, reaching 

audiences, responding to audiences, entering the social 

media conversation and initiating social media 

conversations. It's big, and it's changed everything. 

 Interview skills. I have seen over many years that 

communicators don't generally know how to elicit the 

most from an interview. They don't understand the 

difference between a conversation and an interview and 

they are too polite to get the best answers that are 

useful for their purposes. I don't see any emphasis on 

interviewing in the proposed program. 

 Looks very comprehensive, and on paper, it addresses 

the concerns I cite above.   

 Exposure to Public Policy and Government and 

Regulatory Issues. In our mixed economy all business 

have some dealings with government and many are 

highly regulated (telecom, resources, manufacturing, 

real estate development, consumer products). Graduates 

that understand business and government relations 

within a public policy framework will be better 

equipped to excel. 

 Visual or graphic design. 

 No. It looks like a good course. 

 No I like what has been proposed  but consider 

approaching the Middle Management staff in various 

Corporations to enroll in your Course like the  MBA 

Program for Executives. 



 

 

SURVEY QUESTION # 5: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS? 

 The course content looks amazing.  As an active 

employer, I do find strong communication skills 

challenging to find but those (new or existing 

employees) that can demonstrate strength in this area 

often excel at their jobs and are more readily 

promotable. The program content appears excellent.   

 Some form of this program should be part of other 

disciplines.  For example, those getting other degrees 

in Finance, Accounting, Marketing, etc would greatly 

benefit from elements of this program.  I am not sure 

whether there is a requirement for that but it would 

be worthwhile to investigate this.  We often hire 

Finance/Economics types and communications can 

be challenging, particularly in writing.  They also 

have to know how to motivate and reward people 

from all kinds of backgrounds. Sometimes praise is 

not enough, you have to be prepared to write a note 

to the person's boss if the person does an exemplary 

job or is particularly helpful for your project. 

 Very impressive content. 

 You have a Great Proposal and will make Toast 

Masters enrollment drop significantly 

 If available, and not already considered, I would use 

a simulation lab for the elements in Advanced 

Presentation Skills, especially the elements having to 

do with any form of presentation, especially those 

involving rapid fire delivery when you have nano 

seconds to convince a CEO of a point. 

 Looks very thorough! 

 I think the program is a great idea. Good luck on 

Kwantlen's new role. Let me know if there is anything 

else I can help with.  

 Communicating verbally:  In the business world, it is 

often necessary for an Investor Relations or company 

executive to make a presentation to investors, the 

media and/or other groups. Therefore, it is a great 

advantage to be able to get up in front of strangers to 

speak. Perhaps your students could make a company 

presentation to the class. Let them choose which 

company they would like to speak about. It gets easier 

with practice. Also, a valuable talent is to know how 

to speak and behave when being interviewed by a 

reporter. 

 This is particularly important if it is a TV interview. 

 I especially appreciated seeing the modules on 

Advanced Organizational Behaviour, Ethics of 

Communication for well rounded graduates. 

 Overall, I looked at the syllabus with the R-A-C-E 

formula in mind to determine how prepared the 

students would be to enter the APR process for the 

Canadian Public Relations Society.  I see Research 

and Communications covered, but not as much the 

elements devoted to analysis, unless this would be 

covered by the Module on Communications Research 

Methods.  Same would apply to the importance of 

evaluation, also maybe covered by the latter module. 

 Finally, as discussed, I would also consider 

consulting the Pathways to the Profession from CPRS 

for additional ideas on the development of curriculum 

to prepare students to eventually reach their career 

potential. 

 

 

 



Program Concepts: Applied Communications 

Appendix G: Library Impact Assessment 

The Library Impact Assessment is appended as a separate, stand-alone document, as provided by the School 

of Business Library Liaison, Elaine Samwald. 
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